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has just signed a big LNG supply contract with Malaysia
(see Newsline on page 17).
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Forthcoming events

Cairo, Egypt, May 27–31, 2001, Interna-
tional Seminar on Status and Prospects for
Small and Medium Sized Reactors. Details:
International Atomic Energy Agency, VIC,
Wagramer Strasse 5, PO Box 100, A-1400,
Vienna, Austria, Tel: +43 (0)1 2600 (0); fax:
+43 (0)1 12645; e-mail: official.mail@
iaea.org.

Dundee, Scotland, June 4–8, 2001, Mining
2001: Global Issues in Corporate Mining Strat-
egy and Government Policy. Details: Centre for
Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and
Policy, University of Dundee, DD1 4HN
Scotland, UK. Tel: +44 (0)1382 344300; fax:
+44 (0)1382 322578; e-mail: cepmlp@
dundee.ac.uk; Web site: www.dundee.ac.uk/
cepmlp/.

Boston, MA, USA, June 4–15, 2001, Inter-
national Gas Business Management Certificate
Programme. Details: IHRDC Headquarters,
535 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116,
USA. Tel: +1 617 536 0202; fax: +1 617 536
4396; e-mail: corporate@ihrdc.com.

Baku, Azerbaijan, June 5–8, 2001, 8th Inter-
national Caspian Oil & Gas Exhibition &
Conference. Details: PGI Spearhead Ltd,
Coombe Hill House, Beverley Way, London
SW20 0AR, UK. Tel: +44(0)20 8949 9222;
fax: +44 (0)20 8949 8186/8193; e-mail:
caspian@spearhead.co.uk.

Gorse Hill, Woking, UK, June 5–8, 2001,
Fundamentals of the Energy Industry. Details:
Petroleum Economist Ltd, 15/17 St. Cross
Street, London EC1N 8UW, UK. Tel: +44
(0)20 7831 5588; fax: +44 (0)20 7831 4567
or 7831 5313; e-mail: jones@petroleum-
economist.com; Web site: http://www.
petroleum-economist.com.

Algiers, Algeria, June 6–7, 2001, Algeria III.
Details: SMi Group, 4th Floor, 39 Hatton
Gardens, London, EC1N 8EH, UK. Tel: +44
(0)20 7252 2222; fax: +44 (0)20 7252 2272;
e-mail: customer_services@ smiconferences.
co.uk; Web site: www.smi-online.co.uk/
Algerian.asp.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, June 10–12, 2001,
Asia Oil & Gas Conference. Details: Confer-
ence Connection Administrators Pte Ltd,
212A Telok Ayer Street, Singapore 068645.
Tel: +65 226 5280; fax: +65 226 4117; e-
mail: info@cconnection.org; Web site:
www.cconnection.org.

Warsaw, Poland, June 11–12, 2001, 8th An-
nual Central European Gas Conference. De-
tails: Overview Conferences, EconoMatters
Ltd, Rodwell House, 100 Middlesex Street,
London E1 7HD, UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7650
1418; fax: 7650 1431; e-mail: confs@economatters.
com; Web site: www.overview-gas.com.

Dundee, Scotland, June 18–22, 2001, Inter-
national Nuclear Law and Policy: Fundamen-
tal Concepts, Contemporary Practices and
Post-2000 Perspectives. Details: Centre for
Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and
Policy, University of Dundee, DD1 4HN
Scotland, UK. Tel: +44 (0)1382 344300; fax:
+44 (0)1382 322578; e-mail:
cepmlp@dundee.ac.uk; Web site:
www.dundee.ac.uk/cepmlp/.

Boston, MA, USA, June 18–22, 2001, In-
ternational Power Business Workshop. Details:
IHRDC Headquarters, 535 Boylston Street,
Boston, MA 02116, USA. Tel: +1 617 536
0202; fax: +1 617 536 4396; e-mail:
corporate@ihrdc.com; Web site:
www.ihrdc.com.

Moscow, Russia, June 19–22, 2001, MIOGE
2001, 6th Moscow International Oil & Gas
Exhibition & 10th Conference. Details: ITE Oil
& Gas, 105 Salusbury Road, London, NW6
6RG, UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7596 5233; fax:
+44 (0)20 7596 5106; e-mail: oilgas@ite-
exhibitions.com; Web site: www.ite-
exhibitions.com/og.

Phuket, Thailand, June 20–22, 2001, Pro-
duction Sharing Contracts Roundtable 2001.
Details: Conference Connection Adminis-
trators Pte Ltd, 212A Telok Ayer Street, Sin-
gapore 068645. Tel: +65 226 5280; fax: +65
226 4117; e-mail: info@cconnection.org;
Web site: www.cconnection.org.

Phuket, Thailand, June 25–26, 2001, Evalu-
ating International Acreage & Projects. Details:
Conference Connection Administrators Pte
Ltd, 212A Telok Ayer Street, Singapore
068645. Tel: +65 226 5280; fax: +65 226
4117; e-mail: info@cconnection.org; Web
site: www.cconnection.org.

Boston, MA, USA, June 25–29, 2001, Cur-
rent Developments in International Oil, Gas
and Power. Details: IHRDC Headquarters,

Dubai, UAE
September 15–18, 2001

Arab Oil & Gas Show

Details: International Conferences
& Exhibitions Ltd
2 Churchgates, The
Wilderness, Berkhamsted,
Herts HP4 2UB, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1442 878222
Fax: +44 (0)1442 879998
E-mail: general@ice-ltd.
demon.co.uk
Web site: www.araboilgas.com

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
May 29–30, 2001

Saudi Arabia:
Financing the Future

Details: Suzanne Freeman
Logistics Manager
Euromoney Conferences
Tel: +44 (0)20 7779 8833
E-mail:
sfreeman@euromoneyplc.com
Web site:
www.euromoneyplc.com

535 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116,
USA. Tel: +1 617 536 0202; fax: +1 617 536
4396; e-mail: corporate@ihrdc.com; Web site:
www.ihrdc.com.

Phuket, Thailand, June 27–29, 2001, Pro-
duction Sharing Contracts and International
Petroleum Fiscal Systems. Details: Conference
Connection Administrators Pte Ltd, 212A
Telok Ayer Street, Singapore 068645. Tel:
+65 226 5280; fax: +65 226 4117; e-mail:
info@cconnection.org; Web site: www.
cconnection.org.

Copenhagen, Denmark, July 2–6, 2001,
European Wind Energy Conference and Exhi-
bition. Details: WIP, Sylvensteinstrasse 2, D-
81369 München, Germany. Tel: +49 89 72012
35; fax: +49 89 72012 91; e-mail: wip@wip-
munich.de; Web site: www.wip-munich.de.

Aberdeen, UK, September 4–7, 2001, Off-
shore Europe 2001. Details: The Offshore
Europe Partnership, Ocean House, 50 King-
ston Road, New Malden, Surrey KT3 3LZ,
UK. Tel: +44 20 8949 9222; fax: +44 20
8949 8193/8186/8204; e-mail: oe2001@
spearhead.co.uk; Web site: www.offshore-
europe.co.uk.

Boston, MA, USA, September 10–21, 2001,
International Petroleum Business Management
Programme. Details: IHRDC Headquarters,
535 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116,
USA. Tel: +1 617 536 0202; fax: +1 617 536
4396; e-mail: corporate@ihrdc.com; Web site:
www.ihrdc.com.

Boston, MA, USA, September 10–
October 5, 2001, International Petroleum
Management Certificate Programme. Details:
IHRDC Headquarters, 535 Boylston Street,
Boston, MA 02116, USA. Tel: +1 617 536
0202; fax: +1 617 536 4396; e-mail:
corporate@ihrdc.com; Web site: www.
ihrdc.com.
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The importance of investment
Healthy oil prices are not just beneficial to OPEC nations:
they are vital for the long-term future of the oil industry
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Two years have now passed since oil
prices began their long, steady recov-
ery from the dark days of 1998 and

early 1999. The trend towards healthier prices,
after being jump-started by the decision of the
OPEC Conference in March 1999 to cut
output by 1.7 million barrels/day (to which
four non-OPEC nations — Mexico, Norway,
Oman and Russia — added another 400,000
b/d), has been sustained beyond all expecta-
tions. Last year, the price for OPEC’s Refer-
ence Basket of seven crudes averaged some
$27.60/barrel for the full twelve months
— the highest level since its introduction in
1987 — and this year too it has remained over
$24/b for the first quarter.

However, the unexpected strength and
duration of the recovery has raised doubts
about the sustainability of such a price level,
especially in view of the current global eco-
nomic slowdown and its consequent effect on
oil demand growth. Concerns about energy
inflation have also been voiced in the indus-
trialized world, although these have to date
been relatively muted. And there appears to
be an unspoken consensus that OPEC’s ef-
forts to maintain oil prices with the range of
$22–28/b, as set out under the Organization’s
price band mechanism, are in the long run
unlikely to meet with success.

However, such claims are based on the
erroneous assumption that movements in the
oil price are a zero-sum game: if one side wins,
the other side must lose out. Yet when we
look beyond the short term, we find that this
is not the case. It is true that with most of the
OPEC Member Countries so heavily depend-
ent on hydrocarbon revenues, price develop-
ments over the past two years have been
beneficial for their economies. And indeed, in
the short term at least, a healthier price level
may cause the net oil-importing nations to
devote more of their budgets to financing crude
purchases. Nevertheless, a closer examination
of the issue from a broader, more long-term
perspective shows that healthy oil prices are
good not just for oil-exporting nations, but for
the world economy as a whole. Why should
this be so?

The key to the matter is the oil industry’s
need for investment. Oil is not only a highly

capital-intensive industry, it is one with many
peculiarities of its own. It requires a constant
flow of massive amounts of money not just to
maintain and expand production at existing
fields, but to explore for, develop and produce
oil from new fields. With world oil demand
seen reaching levels in excess of 105m b/d by
2020, according to the OPEC World Energy
Model’s reference case, it is clear that both
OPEC and non-OPEC oil-producing coun-
tries need to attract enormous amounts of
investment in the years to come. Since the
OPEC Members have over three-quarters of
world reserves, it is logical that they should
attract the bulk of the necessary investment.
And one of the keys to attracting that invest-
ment is healthy and stable oil prices at a level
that guarantees investors fair returns for the
risks that they are taking.

The alternative to this scenario is dis-
tinctly unpalatable — and we had a taste of
it during the price slump of 1998-99. The
international oil majors reacted to the low
price environment by resorting to mergers and
takeovers, and by dramatically cutting costs,
especially their E&P budgets. The significance
of this is that upstream exploration by the
majors began to grind to a halt as the lack of
funds started to bite, and is only now starting
to pick up again. However, a slowdown in
exploration is precisely what the industry can-
not afford, either now or in the future. Oil
demand is constantly growing, and therefore
the world’s oil production capacity must be
constantly expanded to meet that need. If it
is not, rapidly growing demand could easily
outpace capacity expansion, and the world
would find itself facing an energy crunch of
disastrous proportions.

This, then, is why oil prices that are both
healthy and stable are beneficial to everyone:
they provide the oil-exporting nations with a
steady stream of revenues, while at the same
time they do not act as a brake on economic
activity in oil-importing nations. Simultane-
ously, they enable investors in the oil industry
to obtain reasonable returns on their invest-
ment, which is absolutely crucial for the future
of the industry. It is certainly a delicate bal-
ance. But it is a balance that OPEC is totally
dedicated to maintaining.
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Press Release No 6/2001
Vienna, Austria, April 5, 2001

The OPEC Secretary General, Dr Alí
Rodríguez Araque, has labelled a bill in-
troduced to the United States Congress,
that would enable legal action against the
Organization’s Member Countries, “an
absurdity that violates the most basic legal
principles.”

In an official statement, Rodríguez
discussed his views on the bill, as well as
on an injunction by a federal judge in
Alabama against OPEC, based on alleged
anti-trust law violations. Following is the
full statement by the OPEC Secretary
General:

Over the past few days, the interna-
tional press has reported two separate de-
velopments in the United States concern-
ing the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries, and, as OPEC’s
Secretary General, I wish to clarify a
number of points in connection with many
questions that have been posed to me.
This, however, is a preliminary statement
on the issue and does not preclude a more
detailed analysis in the future.

Injunction by Alabama judge
The first case refers to an injunction

by a federal judge in Alabama against what
he calls “collusion” by OPEC to restrain
trade, in violation of US anti-trust laws.

There are precedents on this matter.
In 1978, the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers filed

US Congress bill
against OPEC violates most

basic legal principles — Rodríguez

suit against OPEC for violation of US anti-
trust laws.

The District Court entered a final
judgement in favour of the defendants,
holding that it lacked jurisdiction (1979).
Then, the US Court of Appeals in San
Francisco held that it did not have the
authority to judge the legality of sovereign
acts by foreign states (1981), and finally,
the Supreme Court refused to review a
lower court’s decision dismissing the anti-
trust suit against OPEC.

Among the allegations that the Court
of Appeals took into account are the fol-
lowing:

“The right of people and nations to
permanent sovereignty over their national
wealth and resources must be exercised in
the interest of their national development
and of the well-being of people of the State
concerned.

“… the United States endorsement of
this principle derives from its control, as
a sovereign, of the development of its own
land and resources.”

Thus, we would be facing a case on
which there is existing jurisprudence. We
feel that the decision by the Alabama court
is inconsistent with international and
domestic US law.

US Congress bill
The second case pertains to a bill pre-

sented by two US senators that would
enable the US Justice Department and the
Federal Trade Commission to bring action
against foreign states, including OPEC

Member Countries, for alleged collusive
practices in setting the price or produc-
tion levels of petroleum products.

The political nature of this case is
absolutely undeniable. It has been brought
about by domestic problems in US poli-
tics. Nonetheless, some remarks should be
made:

To judge an Organization — whose
members are sovereign states and act to
defend their common interests — as a
simple commercial entity is an absurdity
that violates the most basic legal princi-
ples.

One of these legal principles has been
recognised in numerous United Nations
declarations as the sovereign right of na-
tions over their natural resources. Can then
a court, or the congress of one UN mem-
ber, ignore principles that have been sol-
emnly declared by the UN itself?

One of the senators, Herb Kohl, in
public remarks, said the following:

“People suffer real consequences every
day in our nation because of OPEC’s
actions.”

Meanwhile, the other senator, Mike
DeWine, said: “As long as OPEC is al-
lowed to control the world’s energy sup-
ply, we are guaranteed to have more and
more … shocks and therefore more and
more problems for American consumers.”

In OPEC we assume that these sena-
tors must have sought appropriate advice
before introducing the bill.

Nonetheless, their statements force us
to explain to them that the spikes seen in
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fuel prices last year occurred, paradoxically,
at a time when there was an over-supply
of crude oil in the US.

Thus, the sharp fuel price increases, as
Messrs Kohl and DeWine must know,
were generated by a bottleneck in supplies
of gasoline and other fuels, due in turn to
new stringent environmental regulations,
coupled with declining US refining capac-
ity. The latter is a problem that the US has
been confronting over the past 20 years,
during which time such capacity has fallen
by 2.7 million b/d. Moreover, this prob-
lem has been compounded by an inad-
equate domestic distribution network.

On these issues, the senators could seek
better advice from someone knowledge-
able who would point out that any US
gasoline price spikes this coming summer
would be the result of downstream bottle-
necks in the country, rather than of short
crude supplies.

Finally, for the senators’ information,
OPEC simply works in order to maintain
the balance of the international oil market.
It provides the difference between demand
and the supplies from non-OPEC produc-
ers. By doing this, we seek to stabilise the
demand/supply balance and consequently,
prices. Oil price stability is an essential
ingredient for sound economic growth.

Moreover, on some occasions, produc-
ers have acted beyond the achievement of
these goals, as happened last year. Excess
supplies of more than 1.5m b/d were made
available. However, prices in the US re-
mained high because of the factors we have
already explained. There was, nonetheless,
another very important reason — specu-
lation in futures trading, as occurs on the
New York Mercantile Exchange
(NYMEX), among other exchanges.

Thus, as the Bible says: “Why do you
look at the speck of sawdust in your broth-
er’s eye and pay no attention to the plank
in your own eye?”

In OPEC, we would never dream of
accusing the US administration of conspir-
ing against our interests, because of its
announcement to promote an expansion
of US domestic oil production.

Finally, in OPEC, we believe it is best
to ignore such populist policies as the ones
at hand. Instead, we strive to act in a re-
sponsible, considered and co-ordinated
manner to solve problems that affect oil
producers and consumers alike.

Press Release No 7/2001
Vienna, Austria, April 17, 2001

The 114th Meeting of the Conference of
the Organization of the Petroleum Export-
ing Countries, held in Vienna, Austria,
from March 16–17, 2001, adopted the
following Resolutions, which, in accord-
ance with customary procedures, have
been ratified by the Member Countries
and are issued herewith:

Resolution No 114.385

The Conference,

upon the recommendation of the Board
of Governors,

approves

1. The Statement of Income and Ex-
penditure for 2000 showing a total
expenditure of  ATS 166,566,793.

2. The Statement of Accounts as at De-
cember 31, 2000, and the Audit Re-
port submitted thereon by the ap-
pointed Auditors, TPA Control
Wirtschaftsprüfung GmbH.

Resolution No 114.386

The Conference resolves that the next
Ordinary Meeting of the Conference shall
be convened in Vienna, Austria, on
Wednesday, September 26, 2001.

Done in Vienna, Austria, this Seven-
teenth day of March 2001.

Head of the Delegation of Algeria
Dr Chakib Khelil

Head of the Delegation of Indonesia
Dr Purnomo Yusgiantoro

Head of the Delegation of the Islamic
Republic of Iran
Bijan Namdar Zangeneh

Head of the Delegation of Iraq
Dr Amer Mohammed Rasheed

Head of the Delegation of Kuwait
Dr Adel K Al-Sabeeh

Head of the Delegation of the Socialist
Peoples Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Ahmed Abdulkarim Ahmed

Head of the Delegation of Nigeria
Dr Rilwanu Lukman

Head of the Delegation of Qatar
Abdullah Bin Hamad Al-Attiyah

Head of the Delegation of Saudi Arabia
Ali I Naimi

Head of the Delegation of the United
Arab Emirates
Obaid Bin Saif Al-Nasseri

Head of the Delegation of Venezuela
Alvaro Silva Calderon

Resolutions of the
114th Meeting of the

OPEC Conference
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a much broader sense, they also illustrate
some of the longer-term issues.

Despite OPEC’s best efforts, the oil
market has been on a real roller-coaster ride
in recent years. In late 1997, prices began
a downward spiral that was to have far-
reaching and long-lasting effects on the
industry. This was in large part due to an
oversupplied oil market — a result of the
sharp slowdown in demand caused by the
Asian economic crisis, clashing head-on
with an OPEC output increase of some
2.5 million barrels a day in November of
that year.

It can be said with certainty that the
disastrous price slide which ensued in 1998
has made OPEC more aware than ever of
the need to make sure that its efforts to
bring stability and harmony to the oil
market are proactive, well-considered and
more timely. The painful experience that
the oil industry went through has, we
believe, made us all wiser.

The slump lasted throughout the
whole of 1998 (when OPEC cut output
twice to little effect) and into the early
months of 1999, when a third round of
joint OPEC/non-OPEC cuts totalling
around 2.1 million barrels/day finally
turned the market around. Prices began a
steady recovery that has been maintained
to this day, and which has also put OPEC
once again in the glare of the media spot-
light, as the spectre of the ‘greedy cartel’
was resurrected by some commentators.

The year 2000 saw the price recovery
continuing, and OPEC’s efforts to bring
stability to the market also continued in
parallel. During the year, there were no less
than four production hikes — totalling
around 3.7m b/d — in OPEC output, in
March, June, September and again at the
end of October.

Yet despite these four output increases,
the market did not respond in the man-
ner that one might expect. If prices were

The international oil industry
will need to do a great deal of
planning and forethought to
attract the investment necessary
to meet rising oil demand,
notes OPEC Secretary General,
HE Dr Alí Rodríguez
Araque*, in this article.

Challenges facing the oil-producing
countries in the 21st century

solely driven by supply and demand, one
might think that they would assume a
downward trajectory as a consequence of
the extra oil coming onto the market. But
the expected moderation in prices did not
happen. Crude prices remained firm and
in the US, we even saw product prices
spiking temporarily on several occasions.

These recent US product price spikes
are a good example of the ‘pull effect’ that
product prices can have on the whole of
the oil market. This is a phenomenon with
which we are familiar from the behaviour
of the commodities market. It often hap-
pens that when the price of a commodity
rises or falls for reasons that are specific to
that commodity, then the prices of other
related commodities also rise or fall, even
though they may not be affected by the
factors that are driving the price move-
ments of the first commodity.

That goes a long way towards explain-
ing what has been happening in the US
market recently. Strong product prices
have pulled crude prices up with them. Let
us take the example of heating oil. In
winter 1999-2000, there was a physical
shortage of barges in the US north-east.
This drove heating oil prices upwards, thus
pulling crude prices along with them, even
though there was never a shortage of crude
at any stage.

We saw a similar phenomenon in the
spring and summer of last year, when US
gasoline prices spiked, first on the West
Coast and then in the Midwest. The rea-
sons for this were quite understandable,
with new environmental regulations
putting refiners — especially in the Mid-
west, where ethanol is used as a compo-
nent of reformulated gasoline — under
severe pressure to find sufficient supplies.
The ‘pull effect’ exerted by the gasoline
price did its work, and crude prices re-
mained strong, even in the face of OPEC’s
four output increases. Thus, even though

* Based on the speech by Dr Rodríguez to the
Second International Oil Summit, Paris,
France, April 25, 2001.

In today’s world, the main challenges
facing the international oil industry are
twofold: firstly, to ensure that the

world’s ever-growing energy demand can
be met by providing sufficient, timely
supplies of crude oil and natural gas; and
secondly, to ensure that we do this in a
manner that is compatible with the pres-
ervation of the global environment.

Before discussing these twin themes,
however, let us briefly examine recent
developments in the international oil
market, since they provide a very good
illustration both of the immediate, short-
term challenges that are facing us, and, in
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crude supplies were quite ample, prices re-
mained firm.

As last year progressed, however, the
rumblings of a global economic slowdown
became increasingly ominous, and today,
we find ourselves facing a quite different
challenge: that of maintaining balance in
the oil market in the face of a global
economy that is decelerating sharply. The
situation is in many ways similar to the
one we were facing in late 1997. The fact
that in 1997, we increased output by 2.5m
b/d, whereas this year we have already cut
output by the same amount demonstrates
conclusively that we have taken on board
the lessons of that period.

As a result, the price of the OPEC
Basket of crudes has so far this year re-
mained within the range specified by our
price band mechanism of $22 to $28 a
barrel. It is admittedly at a lower average
level than in 2000, but within the targeted
range nonetheless. From this standpoint,
therefore, our proactive strategy can be said
to have produced results, and we will con-
tinue, as we always do, to monitor devel-
opments closely and take whatever action
we believe to be necessary for the health
of the market.

Key to the future
Let us now move on to address the

question of exactly why this price stability
is so important — not just for OPEC
Member Countries and other oil-export-
ing nations, but for the health of the glo-
bal energy industry and ultimately, for the
health of the world economy as a whole.

If one had to sum up the reason for
the necessity of stable oil prices in one
word, that word would be investment.
Investment is the key to the future of any
business, and the oil industry is a particu-
larly good example of this. It requires
constant investment, both in OPEC and
non-OPEC countries, to meet the world’s
ever-growing demand for crude. There-
fore, the countries that produce the oil
need sufficient financial resources not just
to meet the needs of their populations, but
to plough huge investments back into
maintaining, developing and expanding oil
production. And since OPEC Members
have some three-quarters of the world’s oil
reserves, it is logical that they will have the
greatest need of upstream investment in
the years to come.

On the subject of investment, I am
reminded of something which the US
Energy Secretary, Spencer Abraham, said
recently at the US Chamber of Commerce

National Energy Summit. He spoke of the
serious lack of investment in the energy
industry — a topic which OPEC has
emphasized insistently in the recent past.
He said, and I quote:

“… our energy infrastructure is woe-
fully antiquated and inadequate to
meet our future needs.”
As an example of this lack of invest-

ment in the industry, he noted:
“Since 1980, the number of American

refineries has been cut in half. There hasn’t
been a new refinery built in the United
States in over 25 years.”

And to illustrate the enormous scale
of the investment in energy infrastructure
that will be needed, the Energy Secretary
noted that transporting domestic gas sup-
plies to market would require:

“… an additional 38,000 miles of
transmission pipeline and 255,000 miles
of distribution lines — at an estimated cost
of $120–150 billion.”

It is true that parts of the US energy
infrastructure are suffering from serious
under-investment and are going to need a
huge amount of money to bring them up
to 21st century standards. Why should that
be the case, especially considering that the
US is the world’s biggest energy consumer?
One reason is that increasingly stringent
environmental regulations require cleaner
products, necessitating considerable down-
stream investment — yet the margins
offered by the industry are unlikely to
tempt investors.

Greater competition
One must also bear in mind that to-

day there is simply much greater compe-
tition for investors’ money than there was,
say, ten or twenty years ago. In recent
times, energy prices have been at levels that
simply have not been sufficient to attract
the necessary investment — investment
which is vital for the modernizing and up-
grading of the industry. Many investors
who, not so very long ago, might have been
satisfied with the steady, if relatively
unspectacular, returns offered by the oil
industry, have been lured away by indus-
tries offering higher returns — and often
greater risks too, as the bursting of the dot-
com bubble has demonstrated.

All this illustrates clearly that while
there are genuine dangers inherent in a lack
of sufficient investment in our industry,
there is also a growing recognition of these
dangers. However, one might add that it
is heartening to see that a great many
people do, in fact, recognize the problems
that low prices and consequent under-
investment in the oil industry can cause.

Whatever problems our industry may
face from time to time — stubbornly high
or low crude prices, or shortages of prod-
ucts like gasoline leading to price spikes
— none of them are the result of a short-
age of crude. Our Organization has always
striven to ensure that the market is suffi-
ciently supplied. And our Members, with
their massive, easy-to-access reserves and
their inexpensive production costs, are not
only the best source of crude to meet the
world’s growing demand, but will remain
so for as long as oil is used as a source of
energy by mankind.

To sum up, therefore, it is clear that
one of the biggest challenges our industry
has to meet is that of maintaining and

‘It is heartening

to see that many

people recognize

the problems

that low prices

and consequent

underinvestment

can cause.’
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encouraging sufficient investment to en-
able us to face the future with confidence.
But there is another immense task we
cannot shirk, for it is inextricably inter-
twined with absolutely everything we do.
It is this: the challenge of meeting the
world’s energy needs and hence sustain-
ing economic growth in such a way as to
protect the global environment.

Nobody can have failed to notice the
recent international outcry that ensued
when US President George W Bush made
it clear that he did not support the Kyoto
Protocol, because he believed that it was
not in his nation’s best economic interests.
Country after country queued up to heap
criticism on the US for acting in an envi-
ronmentally irresponsible manner. Now,
it is not for me to say whether the Presi-
dent’s decision is right or wrong. However,
if an international leader believes that his
nation’s interests are being threatened, then
he has not only the right, but the solemn
duty to protect those interests. Otherwise,
he is failing his people.

Reinvesting in energy
That, after all, is not very different

from what OPEC has been saying with
regard to Kyoto: namely, that the Proto-
col, if implemented as it stands, would
cause a great deal of economic damage to
our Member Countries by choking off oil
demand and depriving them of the rev-
enues that they so badly require, not only
to meet the needs of their people, but to
reinvest in their energy industries to en-
sure that they are capable of meeting not
just future demand, but also higher envi-
ronmental standards.

OPEC has often been portrayed by the

media as wanting to obstruct measures to
protect the global climate. That is unfair.
Nobody has the right to pollute the planet,

and we would never seek carte blanche to
do so. What we do seek, however, is the
right to pursue our development in a
manner that allows us to make the best
use of our natural resources, while also
being compatible with the preservation of
environmental harmony.

One final point should be made on the
preservation of the environment. The
treasuries of the industrialized nations have
in recent years collected a great deal of
money with minimal effort, merely by
imposing punitive taxes on oil products.
Much of this is done in the name of the
environment. Yet very little, if any, of the

‘Fossil fuels were

the motor that

drove global

economic growth

throughout the

last century.’

hundreds of billions of dollars these na-
tions are raking in every year is actually
spent on improving the environment.
Perhaps if it had been, there would not be
a need for such drastic measures as Kyoto?

Environmental spending
In contrast to such ‘green’ taxes on

products, which tend to be simply pock-
eted by the treasuries of the consuming
nations, more stable energy prices would
allow the industry itself to increase genu-
ine environmental spending, by reinvest-
ing a greater proportion of their revenues
on measures including — but by no means
limited to — upgrading refineries, devel-
oping of cleaner fuels, reducing emissions,
and the like.

The challenges facing our industry are
immense, but they are by no means insur-
mountable. Fossil fuels were the motor that
drove global economic growth through-
out the last century. They brought tremen-
dous benefits to mankind. Now, there is
a growing recognition that if we want to
continue using fossil fuel energy to power
the global economy forward, we have to
do so in a way that will allow us to simul-
taneously preserve the global environment
for future generations.

I firmly believe that we can do this. It
will require planning. It will require fore-
thought. It will require massive amounts
of investment. It will require greater co-
operation and deeper understanding be-
tween producers and consumers. But let
me emphasize once more that this earth is
our common home. We can, and should,
all work together to ensure that its boun-
tiful natural resources are used for the
common good.
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S E C R E T A R I A T  N O T E S

OPEC Secretary General meets
Austrian Chancellor Schüssel

and Foreign Minister Ferrero-Waldner
In April, OPEC Secretary General,
HE Dr Alí Rodríguez Araque, con-
tinued the process of meeting with the
most senior figures in the Government
of the Organization’s host country,
Austria. Thus, during the month,
Dr Rodríguez paid courtesy calls on
Austria’s Federal Chancellor, HE Dr
Wolfgang Schüssel, and on the Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs, HE Benita
Ferrero-Waldner. The Secretary Gen-
eral has already met with other senior
figures including Austrian President
HE Thomas Klestil.

Dr Rodríguez (right) is welcomed by Austrian Chancellor,
HE Dr Wolfgang Schüssel.

Dr Rodríguez shares a lighter moment with Austria’s
Foreign Minister, HE Benita Ferrero-Waldner.
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E G Y P T I A N  C O N C E R T

On April 30, the OPEC Secretariat, in co-operation with the Egyptian
Cultural Centre in Vienna, hosted a concert of traditional Egyptian
music by the group Banat El Nil (which means ‘The Girls of the
Nile’). The all-female group of musicians, from the Cairo Opera
House, delighted the audience packing the press room, which
included the Egyptian Ambassador to Austria, HE Sameh
Hassan Shoukry and his wife. Some scenes from what was
a splendid evening’s entertainment are shown here.

OPEC Secretariat hosts concert of traditional Egyptian music by the group

����������	�
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Question: You have served in two highly in-
fluential OPEC posts — President of the
Conference and Secretary General — at around
the turn of the new millennium, a symbolic
period which many people see as providing an
opportunity to re-evaluate longstanding phi-
losophies, practices and procedures. OPEC it-
self entered into the spirit of the occasion with
its Second Summit of Heads of State and Gov-

OPEC Secretary General, HE Dr Alí Rodríguez Araque
is a highly-respected figure who has enjoyed a long and distinguished career in the
international oil industry. Born in 1937, he studied law and economics and worked
as a lawyer until 1983. He has held many high-level energy-related posts in the Ven-
ezuelan Congress and Government, including that of Minister of Energy and Mines
in 1999-2000, and was President of the OPEC Conference last year. He took up the
position of OPEC Secretary General at the start of this year, and granted this inter-
view to the OPEC Bulletin in April, shortly after he had completed three months in
the post.

OPEC: confronting new realities and
meeting the environmental and

technological challenges of the 21st century

OPEC Secretary General, HE Dr Alí Rodríguez Araque (centre), is interviewed by Head of PR & Information Department, Farouk
U Muhammed, mni (second right), Media Relations Officer, Dr Abdulrahman Al-Kheraigi (right), OPECNA Editor, Fernamdo J Garay
(third left), OPEC Bulletin Editor, Graham Patterson (left), and OPEC Review Editor, Keith Marchant (with back to camera).

ernment in Caracas last September. Do you
believe that such occasions can bring about
meaningful change?

Answer: Taking into account that OPEC
was founded in the 1960s, and that we have
now arrived in the new millennium, we have
to realize that we are confronting new reali-
ties related to the environment, to the emer-

gence of technological advances, and, of
course, to the new political realities of oil.
One of the main objectives of the Confer-
ence of Ministers is to analyze the situation
of transition in the world and in our coun-
tries.

At the Caracas Summit and at the Sev-
enth International Energy Forum in Riyadh
we analyzed the chronic problem of pov-
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erty in the world, and other economic ills in
the developing countries. We strongly be-
lieve that one way of eradicating the eco-
nomic hardship that haunts many Third
World countries is by pooling our resources.
We think that continued North-South dia-
logue is not only necessary for the better-
ment of our countries, but is also crucial to
achieve energy security and much else be-
sides.

Q: What are the challenges facing OPEC in
the present international oil market, and what
strategies should it adopt to confront those
challenges?

A: We face many challenges. The first is the
price of oil. Of course, the consumer is keen
on having a permanently low price. For the
investor, however, the prime objective is not
the price, but the revenue. And owners of
natural resources are confronted with the
challenging task of determining the right
ways and means to utilize their oil-gener-
ated incomes to develop their economies.
We can confidently say that OPEC has
succeeded in the price issues. But we are
also confronting problems related to invest-

ment. Before the creation of OPEC, the
problem was how our countries could fully
utilize the income generated by their oil
activities.

Throughout the 1960s the situation was
very different in each country. However, after
the nationalization campaigns in many of
the Member Countries, as in Venezuela —
whose own experience I can relate to, hav-
ing been a Member of the Parliament —
our country signed three kinds of contracts.
At the end of the day, and after analyzing
the contracts, the degree of participation of
our people, the income generated from the

oil-related activities, we came to the ines-
capable conclusion that what we were get-
ting back was a very low return, much lower
than that of our national oil company, and
that our country obtained before the na-
tionalization.

I have some concerns about the indi-
vidual negotiations between our country
and the companies, because the investors
have a common position and a common in-
terest, and are acting according to that com-
mon interest, but our countries are negoti-
ating with these investors bilaterally. I believe
we have to analyze the situation very care-

fully, because if we do not, we risk a return
to the situation before the creation of
OPEC.

Q: Doesn’t this issue conflict with the sover-
eign interests and rights of the individual
Member Countries?

A: The main issue related to the sovereignty
aspect is to improve our position in the
world, because the owner of the natural
resource and the investor both have a com-
mon interest in oil, in using that natural
resource. But there is a clash of interests, of
course, because the owner of the natural
resource wants as high a level of participa-
tion as possible, while the investor wants
the highest revenue possible.

In negotiations, we try to arrive at a
common, acceptable position, but the
investor enjoys a very strong position at this
time and our countries deal with this issue
on an individual basis.

This puts them in a weak position when
they negotiate the level of participation with
investors. That is the problem. If you don’t

have the power to negotiate, investors will
benefit, and our own countries will emerge
badly bruised.

Q: You have been Secretary General now for
three months. What are your early impressions
of the post from an internal perspective, the
perspective of the OPEC Secretariat and also
from the perspective of the international oil
market?

A: There is a very strong link between the
internal and the external issues, especially as
regards the Secretariat. As far as the internal
issue is concerned, I see a truly qualified team
— people with outstanding experience. But
I believe that we need to introduce some
changes in our system in order to improve
our activities, our work, and that depends
on the vision of OPEC as a whole, because
the Secretariat is only a tool in order to
implement the decisions of the Conference
and the Board. The main challenge for the
Conference and the Board is to define very
clear objectives to help the Secretariat bring
about the changes that we need to intro-
duce to make the Organization more effi-
cient.

Q: Over the past year or so, OPEC has intro-
duced the concept of the price band mechanism
and some OPEC officials have talked in terms
of a $25/barrel target price. How do you see
OPEC’s pricing mechanisms developing in the
future, particularly since it now appears that
the world economy is slowing down sharply,
especially in the USA?

A: The price band mechanism is a tool in
order to reduce the frequent fluctuations
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and volatility in the oil market, to stabilize
the price between $22–28/b, which we
believe is enough to maintain stability. We
also need to address another factor that is
distorting the prices in reality, and that is
the permanent speculation in the futures
markets. As is well known, world oil demand
is about 77 million b/d, but in the futures
markets about 170m b/d or on some days
200m b/d is traded.

That distorts reality, so we have to cre-
ate a new situation, or a new benchmark in
order to close the gap between the bench-
mark and the physical market. We are aim-

ing to eliminate some of the speculation in
the market. It is not easy, but I think we can
do it.

We have to find the best tools or meas-
ures to achieve our objectives, one of which
is the stabilization of the market. These days
we have the price band, and we may have
a new marker or a new mechanism in the
future. One thing is sure, which is that
OPEC Members are keen on keeping a fair
price for producers and consumers.

Q: Oil prices remained strong throughout the
whole of 2000 and the OPEC Reference Bas-
ket price for that year was over $27/b, which
was the highest since it has been introduced.
At the time, some commentators said that this
was not sustainable, that it would damage the
world economy and cause a slowdown in the
major industrialized nations. Now we are
witnessing this slowdown and some commen-
tators are saying that they were right all along
and that oil prices are not sustainable at this
level. Could you comment on that?

A: Of course, a very high oil price can hurt

the economy of many countries, and we are
working hard to maintain prices within our
price band. But we have to take into ac-
count the many other factors that influence
the price, like market speculation, transpor-
tation, high taxation in some European
countries, and in the case of the US, refin-
ing capacity and distribution. In the US over
the last 20 years, about 170 refineries were
shut down, causing capacity to decline by
2.7m b/d. It is this which is largely respon-
sible for the periodic tightness in the US
product markets.

When the product price is very high,
the impact on the oil price is about 60-80
per cent. That is not a problem that OPEC
can address — we are already producing all
the oil the world needs in order to meet
demand. Of course, if the price is very low,
investment too is expected to be very low,
and production and supply would also be
affected too. The reality is that by acting to
correct the market, we are demonstrating
that we are right in applying a mechanism
to maintain stability for the betterment of
all parties concerned.

Q: Is there a need for OPEC to review the

reference points for international oil prices in
terms of its own Basket of seven crudes, and
other benchmarks such as WTI, Brent and
Dubai, and if so, why is that necessary?

A: It is simply this — WTI, Brent and Dubai
represent only about 1m b/d, whereas
OPEC exports about 22m b/d. As we have
always maintained, our aim is to close the
gap between the market price and the
physical market. That is our objective.

Q: In the past, OPEC’s image in the western
media has often been a negative one, although
this situation has improved in recent years.

How can we build on and strengthen the
considerable progress already made in this area?

A: Firstly, by telling the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth. Then we need to
take initiatives, we have to make decisions,
we have to draw up plans in order to clarify
to the whole world how OPEC stands, and
how the Organization is reacting to the high
oil prices and what measures we have to take
to maintain the stability in the market.

Also, we have to make perfectly clear to
the global community what ways and means

OPEC is constantly adopting to lend a
helping hand to many poor and develop-
ing countries, where the OPEC Fund has
been instrumental in bringing our efforts to
fruition. We have worked very hard to
change those negative perceptions and we
will continue to do so. We are confident
that consumers will ultimately listen to rea-
son and view the Organization favourably.

Let me give you an example which
happened recently. Last year, the citizens of
many European countries reacted against
the oil prices, but their populations were
not blaming OPEC for high oil prices. They
understand perfectly that the high price they
are paying is largely due to taxation, to the
high level of taxes. That is why we tell those
consumers the truth about who is getting
what from each barrel of oil.

Q: One notable achievement in tackling the
price slump which began in late 1997 and
restoring stability to the market has been the
degree of co-operation between OPEC and non-
OPEC producers. How do you see this develop-
ing in the future?
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A: Firstly, I believe that the majority of oil-
producing countries have a common inter-
est in maintaining a certain price level.
Mexico, Oman, Angola, Russia and now
Kazakhstan, are coming to the OPEC Con-
ferences to co-ordinate their policies with
those of the Organization. It was a very good
experience at the last Conference when they
offered their support in order to maintain
a good balance between supply and de-
mand. We can pool our resources to over-
come our common problems, and to deter-
mine the right policies and apply them in
such a way as to secure price stability.

Q: Some oil-producing countries seem to feel it
is better for them to remain outside the Or-
ganization, because in times of pressure they
can gain from the solidarity of operating with
OPEC, but they do not have to make the
sacrifices that OPEC Member Countries some-
times have to make in terms of reducing their
levels of production. How do you think OPEC
can attract new Members?

A: Many producing countries realize that if
they increase output to take advantage of
OPEC decisions, at the end of the day prices
will come down, and they will be affected
in the same way as the OPEC Member
Countries. That is why many non-OPEC
producers are joining us to co-ordinate their
policies with OPEC. I believe that in the
future we could see new Members of the
Organization, because we have a very strong
and common interest with these countries.
That is the reason why OPEC and non-
OPEC countries like Mexico are frequently
co-ordinating their policies. That is a very
good system which helps the Organization
achieve its short and long term goals.

Q: The producer-consumer dialogue has made
progress during the 1990s with the series of
international energy forums, the latest of which
was the successful event in Riyadh in Novem-
ber 2000. Are you optimistic about the future
of the producer-consumer dialogue, or do you
believe that the fundamental interests of pro-
ducers and consumers are so different that there
is only limited scope for agreement among them
on such important issues as pricing and pro-
duction?

A: We cannot forget that we are not talking
about producer and consumer countries. We
are talking about countries that buy oil, and

countries that sell oil. The consumers are
our customers. That is the reality of the
relationship, so we have to arrive at a com-
mon position about the price. At the end of
the day, the main thing for the consumers
is the price, and of course the price is very
important for us too, but our income is even
more important. That is one good reason to
try to arrive at a common position, or some
kind of agreement which could serve both
consumers and producers. That is not an
easy job. Let me give you an example. If you
are buying a car, you have to do some bar-

gaining and dealing to get the lowest pos-
sible price. That means that you have to
consider many of the alternatives, which are
available in the market. You have to analyze
the situation. And in the case of energy, a
far more complex issue, you have to invest
a lot of time to reach some common ground.
That is our mission — a fruitful and pro-
ductive dialogue that will not jeopardize the
economic interests of the global community.

Q: Many OPEC countries are opening up to
a greater degree, and are inviting interna-
tional oil companies to work with them to
exploit their enormous reserves in the most ef-
fective way. Some people see a danger in this,
because they feel there is a risk of returning to
the pre-OPEC days of the ‘Seven Sisters’, when
the oil companies ruled the industry and OPEC
Members received very little for their oil. What

kind of safeguards need to be taken in order to
eliminate the risk of a return to that kind of
situation?

A: Of course, there is a risk. I suppose it
comes with the territory.  If you are an in-
vestor and you are coming to my country
to invest in exploration and production,
what do you want most? You want to elimi-
nate the royalties, and pay very low taxes so
your revenue will be higher. That is your
main interest. But on the other hand, I am
the owner of my natural resource — not me

Alí Rodríguez personally, but the entire
population of my country.

So the investor and the resource owner
have to arrive at a mutually agreeable posi-
tion. From my point of view, you would
have to pay royalties because oil is not a
renewable resource. If you are extracting a
barrel of oil, you cannot reproduce that
barrel. Therefore, I have to recover some of
that oil that you are extracting. The elimi-
nation of royalties might be very good for
a country like England or other countries
that have high costs and need to increase
production, because it is in their national
interest.

However, in the case of OPEC Member
Countries, it is an entirely different story.
Venezuela, for example, is producing 2.9m
b/d and domestic consumption is only
400,000 b/d, so we are producing mainly
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in order to export. If you are an investor,
and a Member is an owner and I am also an
owner, and we are negotiating on our own
account to reach an agreement with the
investor, then our position is very weak. We
are not acting in this case; we are defending
our common objectives.

I am therefore proposing that OPEC
should analyze the possibility of designing
a common framework for these negotiations,
like at the first meeting in Baghdad in 1960,
and prior to that in Cairo. We need to re-
analyze all these realities to arrive at a com-
mon position. Of course, if we compare, say,
Saudi Arabia with Venezuela, then the geo-
logical reality in Saudi Arabia is better than
in my country. There are some differences,
but we would of course take these into ac-
count in order to arrive at a common posi-
tion.

Q: Analysts predict that oil demand will con-
tinue to rise and the world will in future rely
more on OPEC oil. How optimistic are you
about the future prospects for the international
oil market, given this scenario?

A: I am very optimistic. According to the
IEA’s forecast for the next 20 years, oil de-
mand will increase to 120m b/d. According
to their forecast, we will produce more than
50 per cent of that figure. I believe that
demand will be more than 120m b/d. I be-
lieve that OPEC will increase its share of the
market to more than 50 per cent, because
about 77 per cent of the world’s proven
reserves are in our Member Countries. That

means that more incremental production
will come from OPEC Countries, so all in
all I am very optimistic about the future.

Q: There is a strong move towards encouraging
the use of alternative energy sources, which has
created a conflict between economic and envi-
ronmental interests. How can OPEC reconcile
those conflicting interests?

A: First of all, we have to maintain a reason-
able price level, because if prices go too high,
two things can happen. The first is that there
would be an increase in high-cost oil pro-
duction in other regions of the world out-
side OPEC. The second is that there would
be a move away from oil towards alternative
energy resources.

At the same time, we have to invest a lot
in new technologies in order to improve the
quality of our oil and our products. I don’t
like the expression ‘clean oil’, but we can
produce high-quality oil — an environmen-
tally-friendly fuel, if you will — to preserve
our Earth. That is why we have to invest in
research and technology, to make our planet
cleaner and friendlier.

Q: The last question touches on the issue of de-
velopments in world trade and the activities
of the WTO. Why is this an important issue
for OPEC? What does it expect to achieve from
its involvement in the ongoing talks?

A: Many people speak about the free mar-
ket as if it were a matter of fact. However,
I am convinced that today we are confront-

ing a very highly regulated market. I believe
that the free market is a fiction. My country
has direct experience of this. Some years ago,
the US imposed a ban on imports of tuna
fish from several Latin American countries,
including Venezuela and Mexico. This was
because dolphins were being killed in nets
used to catch tuna, and the US used this as
an excuse to ban tuna imports. Even when
there was a GATT ruling in our favour, the
US ignored it.

Regarding the US restrictions against
Venezuelan gasoline a few years ago, we had
the same problem. Venezuela had to go to
the WTO in order to demand that the US
prohibition against our gasoline should be
lifted. But even after the ruling, the restric-
tions were maintained against our country.
There are many such measures that have
been imposed in order to control the mar-
ket, and that is the reason because there are
many trade conflicts between countries, eg,
the US and Brazil, the US and Japan, and
so on.

So that is why I believe that free trade
today is a fiction. It doesn’t exist in reality.
In addition, some people want a free market
for their own products, but not for the
products of others. Of course, there have to
be guarantees and agreements in the area of
world trade, and we have to comply with
those agreements on certain issues. But
before signing them, we have to take into
account the reality of the present world.

Your Excellency, thank you very much for your
time.
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akarta — Indonesian state oil and
gas company Pertamina has signed a

$6.2 billion deal to sell 1.5 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas to its Malaysian
counterpart, Petronas, over a 20-year pe-
riod.

Pertamina said it was committed to
exporting natural gas from the West
Natuna field, in the South China Sea, to
the nearby Malaysian gas field of Duyong.
The gas would be made available to the
Duyong gas pipeline network from July
2002.

Pertamina and its production-sharing
contractors, led by Conoco of the United
States, would start supplying 100 million
cu ft/day of natural gas in the first two
years. In 2004, the amount would increase
to 250m cu ft/d.

Speaking at the contract signing cer-
emony, Pertamina’s President Director,
Baihaki Hakim, said that Conoco and its
partners would invest $3.9bn in develop-
ing block B, in the Natuna Sea, to exploit
natural gas for Petronas.

Production platforms
The development includes major pro-

duction platforms, a 96-km subsea pipe-
line, a floating production and storage
platform and offloading vessels, as well as
a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) facility.

Conoco was also to produce 100m
barrels of oil and 100m b of LPG from block
B, one of the most prolific concessions in
the Natuna basin.

The latest contract comes two months
after Pertamina signed a similar gas export
deal with Singapore, estimated to be worth
more than $8bn, under which Pertamina
and its contractors would export 325m cu
ft/d of gas for a 22-year period.

In a separate development in Indone-
sia last month, the country’s Finance
Minister, Prijadi Praptosuhardjo, said that
the decision by US major ExxonMobil to
suspend its gas operations in the troubled
province of Aceh would hit revenues badly.

ExxonMobil announced earlier in the
month that it had decided to suspend its
operations in Aceh after receiving threats

Indonesian state oil firm Pertamina signs
$6.2 billion deal to supply natural gas to
Petronas of Malaysia over 20-year period

from the separatists of the Free Aceh
Movement, which has been waging a
guerrilla war against the Indonesian gov-
ernment in pursuit of its goal of an inde-
pendent state.

The Minister said that in addition to
the shutdown of natural gas production,
fertilizer exports would also be disrupted,
as the fertilizer factories in Aceh depended
on ExxonMobil for their gas supplies.

Restoring security
The problem could be handled if the

government could restore security in Aceh,
he was quoted by the Indonesian news
agency (Antara) as saying.

Meanwhile, the Co-ordinating Min-
ister for Social, Political & Security Affairs,
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, said the gov-
ernment had done its best to secure
ExxonMobil’s gas fields in Aceh province.

The US firm manages four gas fields
in Aceh — the Arun, South Lhok Sukon
A, Lhok Sukon D, and Pase A fields.

“The security given to the Arun gas
field is the best ever given to a similar
facility,” the Minister told newsmen, not-
ing that the Indonesian military had de-
ployed three battalions and one company
to secure the facility after ExxonMobil
closed down its operations there.

“I received a report from the military
that company employees (living) outside
the area also want security, as they are being
intimidated by the Free Aceh Movement,”
Yudhoyono noted.

He said that if ExxonMobil wanted a
100 per cent security guarantee, this could
be discussed.

The Minister said that although LNG

production could be boosted elsewhere
(eg, at the Bontang plant in East
Kalimantan) in order to make up for the
shortfall caused by the closure of the Aceh
fields, the government wanted
ExxonMobil to resume operations to meet
local and foreign demand.

PT Arun, which operates the LNG

plant, is 55 per cent owned by Pertamina,
30 per cent by ExxonMobil, and 30 per
cent by Japanese LNG buyers.

Japan and South Korea, the largest two
importers of Indonesian LNG, have report-
edly started looking for other suppliers.

Japan’s Tohoku Electric Power Com-
pany has already announced that it has
cancelled a contract for the purchase of 3
million tonnes of LNG from the Arun field
and had reached an agreement for new
supplies with a Malaysian firm.

Venezuela’s PDVSA
unveils new business
plan for 2001-2006
Caracas — State oil corporation
Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) has
unveiled its 2001–06 business plan, in
which the company has outlined a strat-
egy to reinforce its status as “a secure and
reliable supplier of high-quality crude and
products”.

In the plan, PDVSA said its strategy
was also aimed at ensuring “competitive-
ness and financial viability by means of
optimizing costs and an efficient handling
of its assets, adapting to the digital era
through the use of e-business”.

It went on: “PDVSA maintains the
strategic thrust of concentrating on core
activities in exploration, production, re-
fining and commerce, while at the same
time promoting maximum private capital
involvement in the comprehensive devel-
opment of the gas business, petrochemi-
cals, industrialization of refinery streams,
Orimulsion and coal.

“In the core activities, actions are be-
ing directed to improving the hydrocar-
bons resource base with the addition of
quality reserves, optimizing the down-
stream business, consolidating our pres-
ence in North America, deepening partici-
pation in Latin America and the Carib-
bean markets through the Citgo and PDV
brands, and diversifying non-traditional
markets,” it noted.

The firm added that its objectives also
covered optimal performance in health,
safety and the environment, as well as the
effective and timely integration of ad-
vanced technology.

“PDVSA proposes to improve its hy-
drocarbons resource base through the
addition of light and medium gravity
crude reserves, and through improvements

J
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companies having the technology and the
market, the development of border reser-
voirs, to the manufacture of products with
a low environmental impact. This covered
liquefied natural gas projects and gas-to-
liquids conversion.

In the chemical and petrochemical
sectors, PDVSA said that it would
strengthen its position through the devel-
opment of new business ventures using
natural gas and refinery streams.

“In this direction, the continuation of
the projects pertaining to the greatest
comparative advantage sectors has been
foreseen, which is to say, going forward
with the olefins and derivatives joint
project with ExxonMobil, fertilizer pro-
duction through Fertinitro II, and metha-
nol production capacity.”

PDVSA also said that its subsidiary
Pequiven was planning to open Servifertil,
a company that began operations in the
second half of 2000, to private investment,
thereby converting it in the medium term
to a mixed-capital venture.

“Investments of $4.7bn have been
determined for the period covered by the
plan. Some 22 per cent of this amount will
be direct Pequiven disbursements. Expan-
sion of the sector, in terms of petrochemi-
cal production capacity, is estimated at 60
per cent in six years,” PDVSA said.

The total investment required by the
business plan for the period 2001-06 was
$45.3bn, of which direct corporate par-
ticipation would account for 47 per cent,
PDVSA added.

TotalFinaElf of France
reports another oil find
in Libya’s Murzuk basin
Paris — French oil giant TotalFinaElf of
France last month reported another oil
discovery in the Murzuk basin, about 800
km south of the Libyan capital, Tripoli.

The latest discovery, on block NC 186,
is about 30 km from a separate find made
on the same block last autumn.

The new find, in well B-1, hit a sig-
nificant column of oil, TotalFinaElf said
in a statement, adding that production
tests had delivered a flow rate of 1,300
barrels/day of 40° API oil.

The well is located about 40 km from

existing processing facilities at the El
Sharara field, on block NC 115, where
TotalFinaElf also has an interest.

The French company said the facili-
ties at El Sharara had sufficient capacity
to handle additional quantities of oil, but
did not give more details.

A partnership comprising
TotalFinaElf, Spain’s Repsol-YPF (the
operator), Austria’s OMV and Norway’s
Saga is involved on block 186.

Exploration work on the development
began in 1998 and three more exploration
wells and four appraisal wells are due to
be drilled there this year.

TotalFinaElf said it would evaluate the
two discoveries on NC 186 after the drill-
ing was completed.

Algeria records rise in
oil taxation revenues
to $15 billion for 2000
Algiers — Algeria’s revenues from petro-
leum taxation in 2000 amounted to the
equivalent of $15 billion in local currency,
compared with $8bn in 1999, it was an-
nounced last month.

This improvement was achieved
thanks to an increase in the country’s
hydrocarbon export revenues, which stood
at about $22bn in 2000, thanks to stronger
oil prices, especially in the first half of the
year, according to Sonatrach sources.

The average price of Algerian crude
(Saharan Blend) was around $27.60/bar-
rel during the first half of 2000, up from
$13.50/b in the first six months of 1999.

Oil taxation in Algeria represents the
main portion of the country’s tax revenues,
compared with ordinary taxation, which
remains weak at only 30 per cent.

In a related development last month,
figures from Algeria’s statistics centre
showed that the country’s hydrocarbons
production grew by 5.8 per cent last year.

It said the good results of the hydro-
carbons sector added to a growth of 5.6
per cent and 3.5 per cent registered respec-
tively by the chemicals and building ma-
terials sectors.

This, in turn, allowed the Algerian
industrial public sector to show a slight
rise in growth of 0.9 per cent during the
period under study.

in the crude recovery factor. The plan in
this area contemplates the start of offshore
exploration, an accelerated seismic cam-
paign over the first three years, and maxi-
mum efforts in the search for large oil and
gas accumulations.”

It added: “Crude production will be
directed to achieving maximum value for
the nation in a highly competitive scenario,
and meeting the country’s foreign com-
mitments. In accordance with the sce-
narios selected, the achievement of a total
production capacity of 5.5 million barrels/
day, including third-party participation, is
foreseen for 2006.

“On the other hand, the important
reserves of the Orinoco belt will require a
continuation of the studies for their de-
velopment, with the aim of increasing
bitumen production through associations
with third parties for the purpose of ob-
taining high-quality crude and products.

“To maintain its competitiveness and
ensure its permanence in the international
markets, PDVSA foresees carrying out
investments of $2.6 billion to optimize its
refining system in Venezuela and adapt it
to national and international environmen-
tal regulations and product quality require-
ments,” said the company.

Refining projects related to the upgrad-
ing of heavy crude included the use of new
conversion technology at the Isla refinery
and the expansion of coking units at the
Paraguana refining complex.

The company said the development of
the gas business would be carried out by
opening it up to the private sector, espe-
cially as regards the production of non-
associated gas, as well as the transmission
and distribution business in the country.

“Regarding non-associated gas explo-
ration and production, the development
of the Anaco district, block E, south Lake
Maracaibo, the Deltan platform, and other
traditional areas, as well as the awarding
of licences in new areas, have been estab-
lished as strategic actions,” said PDVSA.

“To maximize the production of natu-
ral gas liquids and make use of the export
markets, the strategy selected incorporates
cutting-edge technology, enlists national
and international third-party participation,
and makes maximum use of installed ca-
pacity.”

According to PDVSA, new business in
gas ranged from strategic associations with
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This increase followed a period of
relative stagnation in 1999 (a rise of just
0.3 per cent), notably because of the con-
tinuous regression of the manufacturing
sector, which declined by about 2.1 per
cent in 2000.

According to the centre, the country’s
textile industry, which saw production fall
by 13.4 per cent, had been the most af-
fected by the recession, followed by wood
and paper operations, and the food indus-
try, which both declined by 9.8 per cent.

Nigeria prepares for
new licensing round
of oil block acreage
Abuja — Nigeria is to embark on a new
licensing round for the allocation of acre-
age in its oil blocks in the third quarter of
this year, according to the Presidential
Advisor on Petroleum and Energy, Dr
Rilwanu Lukman.

Addressing an industry conference last
month, Lukman said that Nigeria would
continue to be Africa’s oil and gas hub,
going by its vast reserves of oil and gas and
the potential to increase output.

He said a combination of a high suc-
cess rate in the Niger Delta, the govern-
ment’s policy objective of increasing re-
serves and potential production, availabil-
ity of open acreage, skilled manpower, and
excellent logistic facilities, positioned
Nigeria at the hub of oil activities on the
African continent.

The country, he noted, accounted for
some 70 per cent of West Africa’s known
oil reserves, and added that it was currently
shifting its attention to the deep and ultra-
deep offshore to meet its target of increas-
ing reserves and production capacity.

Nigeria planned to boost its reserves
and production potential to 30 billion
barrels and 3 million barrels/day by 2003
and further to 40bn b and 4m b/d by
2010, he said.

“To date, some 29 wells have been
drilled in the deep offshore with an unri-
valled success rate in excess of 50 per cent.
The drilling campaign in the deep offshore
of the Niger Delta has resulted in a series
of world-class discoveries, which include
the Agbami, Akpo, Bonga, Erha, and Nwa
fields,” said Lukman.

The successes recorded in the deep
offshore of the Niger Delta were the fruits
of a deliberate government initiative to
open up this frontier to active exploration,
he observed.

Lukman recalled that in the mid-
1980s, seismic surveys had effectively
provided data needed by investors to evalu-
ate the acreage and to take the required
investment decisions.

At the same event, the Managing
Director of Shell Exploration & Produc-
tion International, Heinz Rothermund,
told delegates that his company, which
produces about 40 per cent of Nigeria’s
output of 2m b/d, had achieved major
breakthroughs in preparing and conclud-
ing alternative funding schemes with the
government.

He said the innovative funding options
had been one of the prime ingredients in
opening up the development of offshore
fields in the deep waters of Nigeria.

“It will be essential that sanctity of
contract, which has characterized the in-
vestment climate in Nigeria over very
many years, continues to be successfully
maintained,” he said.

An essential aim of any large project
in Nigeria should be to link the oil indus-
try, the authorities, international institu-
tions and non-governmental organizations
with an integrated approach, he main-
tained.

Rothermund said Shell was working
hard to renew ageing facilities, thereby
minimizing the risk to the environment.

The winners of bids for the previous
licensing round in 2000 were announced
last December.

UAE firm signs loan
to expand its crude
oil storage terminal
Dubai — Vopak ENOC Fujairah, a
joint venture which owns a large independ-
ent petroleum storage terminal at Fujairah
in the United Arab Emirates, last month
signed a $15 million loan with Emirates
Bank International.

The loan will finance phase two of the
terminal’s development, which will in-
crease storage capacity from the current
500,000 cubic metres to 812,000 cu m,

PTTEP to start new drilling programme
BANGKOK — PTT Exploration and Produc-
tion (PTTEP), the upstream unit of the Pe-
troleum Authority of Thailand (PTT), said
it would commence a $40 million drilling
programme in the offshore Arthit concession
in the second quarter of this year. The 10-
well programme is a follow up to a highly
successful drilling campaign carried out last
year, PTTEP officials said, adding that the
acreage located in the Gulf of Thailand con-
tained an estimated 3.64 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas reserves. PTTEP drilled seven
wells in Arthit last year, testing 34.5m cu ft/
day of gas and 882 b/d of condensate. PTTEP
said six of the new wells would be for appraisal
prospects in the Arthit area, which covers
blocks 14A, 15A and 16A. The others would
be exploration wells to test a new reservoir
range. A jack-up rig was being readied for the
drilling programme by the Houston-based
Transocean Sedco Forex Company.

Technip reports increase in profit
PARIS — French engineering company,
Technip, last month reported a sharp increase
in its 2000 net profit, which rose to $216.9
million, before depreciation and exceptional
items, from $164.7m a year earlier. Technip,
which is active in a number of OPEC Mem-
bers, said that the results reflected “a clear
increase in activity linked to oil and gas pro-
duction”. After exceptional items and depre-
ciation, Technip said that its net profit rose
by 24 per cent to $192.6m. Group sales rose
to $2.61 billion last year, from $2.43bn in
1999. In geographical terms, Technip’s op-
erations showed an increase in the Middle
East to 31 per cent, from 28 per cent a year
earlier, with that region still accounting for
the largest segment of activity. Strong growth
was also reported in Europe, the Far East and
the Americas, but Africa declined sharply.

Norsk Hydro to develop new fields
BRUSSELS — Development of Norsk Hydro’s
giant Fram West and Vale fields, in the Nor-
wegian sector of the North Sea, is set to go
ahead following approval from the Norwe-
gian Ministry of Petroleum. Fram West will
be developed at a cost of $440 million, with
four wells tied back to Hydro’s nearby Troll
C platform. An oil source said: “Reserves are
100m barrels of oil and 8.0 billion cubic
metres of gas.” First oil from Fram West is
scheduled for October 2003, with produc-
tion ramping up to surpass 60,000 b/d.
Meanwhile, the $100m Vale gas/condensate
field will be developed as a subsea satellite
operation tied back to the Heimdal riser plat-
form. Reserves are 2.5bn cu m of gas and 21m
b of condensate. First output from Vale is set
for June 2002.
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�������� according to a company statement quoted
by the local Khaleej Times newspaper.

Phase one included 20 tanks and was
built with a previous loan, worth $52m,
also provided by Emirates Bank Interna-
tional and other syndicated banks.

The new loan agreement was signed
by Hussain Sultan and Jerome Gelineau,
on behalf of Vopak ENOC Fujairah, and
Ibrahim Lootah, on behalf of Emirates
Bank International.

Iraq’s proven reserves
increase to 115 billion
barrels, says Ministry
Baghdad — Iraq says it has increased
its proven crude oil reserves by three bil-
lion barrels, despite the United Nations
sanctions imposed on the country since
August 1990.

“Iraq has succeeded during its years of
sanctions in increasing its oil reserves by
three billion barrels to 115 billion barrels,”
Oil Ministry Under-Secretary, Taha
Hmoud, told the weekly Al-Rafidain news-
paper.

“Thanks to President Saddam
Hussein’s directives and the efforts of the
workers in the oil sector, Iraq’s oil reserves
will continue to increase in leaps and
bounds in the future,” he said.

“The Oil Ministry has drawn up an
ambitious plan to continue oil exploration
throughout Iraq,” he was quoted by the
paper as saying.

Once the necessary equipment was
available, exploration would focus at first
in the Western Desert region, bordering
Saudi Arabia, he added.

Qatar could soon be
supplier of liquefied
natural gas to China
Doha — A senior Chinese official told
an industry conference in the Qatari capi-
tal Doha last month that the country could
soon be a potential supplier of liquefied
natural gas to China.

Zhang Hongbo, Deputy Director of
the gas-based power generation office at
the State Power Corporation of China, said

his country’s power demand had increased
significantly with economic growth.

He noted that China’s primary energy
for power generation currently depended
mostly on coal and water resources, but
LNG imports could meet the country’s
growing demand.

Hongbo noted that from a geographi-
cal perspective, China had access to many
potential LNG suppliers, including OPEC
Members Qatar and Indonesia, as well as
Australia.

The potential regions for LNG imports
in China were the provinces of Guangdong
and Fujian, as well as eastern China, he
added.

China was considering two options for
the import of natural gas — via a pipeline
and via shipments of LNG, he went on.

Two potential regional sources of
imported pipeline gas were available for
China. They were Siberia in Russia, and
the republics of Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan.

Hongbo said the China National Pe-
troleum Corporation had made a lot of
progress towards bringing Russian gas to
China via pipeline and this seemed the
most feasible project.

Kuwait Petroleum Italia,
Lubrizol sign contract on
low-emission diesel fuel
Doha — Kuwait Petroleum Italia (KPIT)
is to introduce a low-emission diesel fuel
to the Italian market through a contract
with the Lubrizol Corporation, the firm
announced last month.

KPIT, which is Italy’s third largest fuel
and lubricant marketer, plans to sell
Lubrizol’s Purinox fuel technology under
the brand name Q White.

During 2001, KPIT will lease and
install three of Lubrizol’s patented blend-
ing units required to mix the finished, low-
emission fuel, which is a stable combina-
tion of standard diesel, purified water and
a unique Purinox additive package devel-
oped by Ohio-based Lubrizol.

KPIT will invest $1 million and will
handle the widespread distribution of Q
White to owners of vehicle fleets and other
diesel-powered equipment in Italy.

With no need for hardware add-ons,

PetroEcuador to increase oil exports
QUITO — State oil company, PetroEcuador,
expects oil exports of 55.7 million barrels this
year, up by 11.3 per cent from 2000, it was
announced last month. Meanwhile, the com-
pany plans to invest $1.3 billion, up from last
year’s figure of $859.2 million. The total in-
vestments planned include $446.6m which
is earmarked for operational expenses;
$414.6m for oil product imports; $30.7m for
payments; $247m for direct investments, and
$172m for investments under operative alli-
ances. Oil product sales to the domestic mar-
ket will rise to 47.8m barrels, up by 15 per
cent from last year. The company’s direct in-
vestment programme will grow substantially,
from $36.3m to $134.7m.

Norway’s Statoil hopes for June listing
LONDON — Statoil, Norway’s largest oil com-
pany, remains hopeful of a June listing in spite
of the latest political wrangling over the pri-
vatization of the state’s direct financial inter-
ests (SDFI) in 150 offshore licences. “I am
still confident that the politicians want to
reach a conclusion within the month of
April,” Statoil’s Chief Executive Officer, Olav
Fjell, told the Financial Times newspaper last
month. Norway’s minority Labour govern-
ment failed last month to receive sufficient
backing for a proposed sale of 20 per cent of
the SDFI to Statoil and other oil companies.
The disagreement has fuelled fears that it will
delay the partial privatization of Statoil to the
autumn. Fjell suggested that the dispute be-
tween political parties was sufficiently small
to enable them to reach a compromise agree-
ment within the next month, so the pre-mar-
keting of the SDFI would begin in May and
the listing of Statoil in the following month.

Lundin to boost overseas oil output
BRUSSELS — The Swedish independent oil and
gas exploration company, Lundin Oil, an-
nounced last month a boost in its Malaysian
and Vietnamese oil production. The company
said that through its subsidiary, Lundin Ma-
laysia, and together with Petronas Carigali
and PetroVietnam Exploration and Produc-
tion, it had completed the eighth develop-
ment well on the Bunga Kekwa field. The
field is located in the PM-3 commercial ar-
rangement area, offshore Malaysia and Viet-
nam. “Total production has increased from
14,300 b/d of oil to 18,000 b/d,” said a
Lundin source. A ninth development well was
currently being drilled to ensure that this level
of output could be sustained for an extended
period. The company noted that after com-
pletion of the ninth development well, the
drilling unit would be mobilized to the nearby
East Bunga Raya exploration well, in order
to test a large prospect.
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��������engine modifications or replacements, the
technology positively impacts the environ-
ment by reducing smog-forming nitrogen
oxides by up to 15 per cent, particulate
matter by up to 25 per cent and black
smoke by up to 80 per cent.

“Lubrizol is extremely enthusiastic
about this new development, which will
enable us to make our low-emission diesel
alternative available to the Italian market,”
said Lubrizol’s Business Manager for
Purinox in Europe, Alex Psaila.

“The fact that KPIT is such a major
fuel marketer devoting substantial re-
sources to marketing the technology bodes
well for Europeans who are putting forth
the effort to improve air quality. It will be
a large-scale initiative,” he noted.

Of the total diesel market in Italy of
some five billion gallons, KPIT projects a
market of 250 million to 300m gallons for
emulsion fuels such as Q White, which is
targeted primarily to the public services
bus segment.

According to KPIT, there is approxi-
mately a $1.75bn non-retail diesel fuel
market in Italy, of which the company
plans to target almost 10 per cent with the
Q White technology.

KPIT has earmarked approximately
one third of its total Q White investment
for a multi-faceted marketing effort that
will drive distribution of the fuel.

Successful bidders for
Iran’s South Pars field
to be announced soon
Tehran — Iran’s Petroleum Ministry said
last month that the development of its
giant South Pars gas field could contrib-
ute to job creation and a reduction in the
reliance of the country’s economy on crude
oil.

In a statement issued on the anniver-
sary of the nationalization of Iran’s oil
industry on March 20, the Ministry said
the development of South Pars, located in
southern Gulf waters, could substantially
increase national revenue.

Earlier in the month, an unnamed
Iranian oil official said the country aimed
to announce the successful bidders for
developing phases 9-12 of the field in the
coming weeks.

“Today is the closing day on South Pars
phases 9-12,” the official said, adding that
there were plans to announce the success-
ful bidders in the near future. A total of
20 international oil companies are in the
running to develop the prized offshore
field.

The phases will be awarded, either
according to Iran’s standard buy-back
terms — where foreign investors are com-
pensated by resulting products — or
through direct financing.

Phases 4-5, involving Italy’s ENI and
Iran’s Petropars, will need investment of
$1.9 billion, while phases 6-8, being han-
dled by Petropars and Enterprise Oil, will
require funding of some $2.65bn.

The Ministry statement also said that
under Iran’s third five-year economic plan,
launched in March 2000, the country
should maintain its status in the world oil
market.

It also said that Iran should increase
its oil and gas production capacity through
various development projects.

President Hugo Chávez
appoints new board for
Petroleos de Venezuela
Caracas — Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez has appointed a new board of
directors at state oil corporation Petroleos
de Venezuela (PDVSA), it was announced
last month.

As part of the move, General
Guaicaipuro Lameda Montero was ratified
as the firm’s President. He has been serv-
ing in this post since October 2000, when
Chavez first appointed him to PDVSA’s
top job.

Additionally, Jorge Kamkoff, Karl
Mazeika, Vincenzo Paglione, and Eduardo
Praselj were appointed Vice-Presidents,
and General Arnoldo Ochoa and General
Juan Torres Serrano were named Directors.

Kamkoff, Mazeika and Paglione, who
have all held several different posts in the
oil industry, are newcomers to the board.

Kamkoff, a chemical engineer, who
graduated from the Central University of
Venezuela and began his career in the
industry in 1970, previously held the post
of Vice-President of PDVSA’s Manufac-
turing and Marketing Division. He also

South Korea is new member of IEA
SEOUL — The International Energy Agency
(IEA) has announced that it has accepted
South Korea’s application to join, making it
the IEA’s 26th member. The country is already
a member of the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development, which it
joined in 1996. The country was invited to
become an IEA member in July 2000, when
Seoul met the Agency’s key criteria of having
90 days of oil supply reserves. South Korea
imports most of its oil and gas to meet local
demand. Its power usage was estimated at
239.5 billion kilowatt hours last year, an in-
crease of 11.8 per cent from a year earlier,
according to the latest data from the Korea
Electric Power Corporation. The country is
implementing a massive restructuring of the
natural gas and electricity industry.

Gloomy outlook for US energy market
NEW YORK — Demand for all forms of en-
ergy is rising rapidly, but supply is not keep-
ing up with demand, Congressional Chair-
man, Frank H Murkowski, told a hearing last
month on the current and future energy
trends facing America. “The United States has
lost control of its energy future. If we fail to
regain control, we risk threatening our eco-
nomic prosperity, our national security and
our very way of life,” he warned. Murkowski
explained that the nation’s energy supply was
limited by a government regulatory structure
that had not kept pace with technology. He
also pointed out that the country’s ageing
infrastructure had not kept up with the grow-
ing energy needs. The US did not have
enough transmission capacity to get the
power to where it was needed most.
Murkowski cited the need for more refiner-
ies, saying that America’s oil and gas plants
were running at near capacity, which could
lead to fuel shortages this summer.

Caspian oil no threat to Gulf crude
ABU DHABI — Oil production from the Cas-
pian Sea may contribute to a weakening of
oil prices, but it is unlikely to be a major threat
to the market share and power of the Gulf
producers, according to an international en-
ergy analyst. An analyst at the James Baker
Institute for Public Policy, at Rice University,
Amy Myers Jaffe, said Caspian oil output was
unlikely to represent more than three to four
per cent of world oil demand by 2010. “The
Caspian Basin potential alone does not jus-
tify Arab production policies that would drive
down the price of oil, simply to discourage
Caspian oil development,” Jaffe told Dubai’s
Gulf News last month. Jaffe’s paper said other
more complex economic factors dictated that
Gulf oil producers may not be able to sustain
high oil prices in the longer term.
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�������� served as Director of PDV Marina from
1992 until January 1998.

Mazeika, a chemical engineer, who
graduated from the University of Zulia,
began his career in the oil industry in 1973.
He has served in many posts, including a
senior managerial role at Ruhr Öl’s
Gelsenkirchen refinery in Germany dur-
ing the 1980s.

Prior to his latest appointment as
PDVSA Vice-President, Mazeika was serv-
ing as Executive Director for PDVSA’s
Exploration, Production and Upgrading
Division.

Paglione, a petroleum engineer, began
his career in the oil industry in 1974 and
has held many executive posts with
PDVSA, most recently that of President
of Intevep, PDVSA’s research unit.

Praselj, a chemical engineer, was first
named PDVSA Vice-President in Febru-
ary 1999 and was ratified in the post.

General Rodriguez Ochoa was first
appointed a PDVSA Director in August
1999 and was ratified in the post, while
General Torres Serrano, a chemical engi-
neer, who graduated from the Central
University of Venezuela, joins the PDVSA
board for the first time.

First phase of the new
Saudi Aramco research
centre is inaugurated
Dhahran — Saudi Aramco’s President
& Chief Executive Officer, Abdallah S
Jum’ah, has inaugurated phase one of the
company’s new research and development
centre at its main headquarters, the offi-
cial Saudi Press Agency (SPA) reported last
month.

The firm began constructing the first
phase of the 12,800 square metre project,
which comprises a three-story building
housing general laboratories, in 1998.

The project, which has 186 laboratory
units, also includes a two-story building
with a 14-metre high ceiling for research,
requiring the use of large equipment or
analysis of large samples of materials
brought from the locations of the wells and
production laboratories.

Saudi Aramco is planning to construct
the second phase of the centre within the
coming three years, SPA reported.

Nigeria could build third
liquefied natural gas
plant, says President

Abuja — Nigeria could build a third liq-
uefied natural gas plant as soon as an
agreement is reached with an interested
foreign consortium, according to President
Olusegun Obasanjo.

Obasanjo, who was speaking at a
meeting in Abuja with members of the
National Association of Chambers of
Commerce, Industry, Mines and Agricul-
ture, did not name the foreign consortium.
Arrangements were completed in Febru-
ary to build a second LNG plant, west of
the Niger Delta, to run parallel to the
existing unit, located at Bonny, east of the
Delta.

A feasibility study for the second LNG

plant is to be carried out by US majors
ExxonMobil, Conoco and Chevron and
Texaco (which are merging), who have
signed a memorandum of understanding
with the government and the state-run
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
(NNPC).

Nigeria’s existing Bonny LNG plant has
already exported about 104 cargoes to
customers in Europe and has also sold
some spot cargoes.

Construction of the third train of the
Bonny plant has reached an advanced
stage, while plans have been finalized to
add fourth and fifth trains, as soon as firm
market commitments have been made.

The President said that thanks to the
current efforts to exploit the country’s vast
gas reserves, his administration would soon
be making as much money from gas at it
was from crude oil exports.

Nigeria recorded revenue of $9.65
billion from crude exports last year. Crude
exports account for more than 90 per cent
of the country’s foreign exchange earnings.

Obasanjo said the planned increase in
earnings from gas would be achieved
through higher domestic utilization and
greater exports to neighbouring west Af-
rican nations and to the rest of the world.

He said the government was undertak-
ing studies to determine whether gas de-
posits found in Bauchi, in the north of
the country, could be commercially ex-
ploited.

BP sees bright future for North Sea
BRUSSELS — The United Kingdom North Sea
oil sector has a bright future and will con-
tinue to be a significant revenue earner, ac-
cording to a senior official at BP. One of the
biggest North Sea oil players, BP is now more
bullish about the offshore region than it was
in the mid-1990s. Steve Marshall, who heads
BP’s activities in Scotland and the North Sea,
commented in Edinburgh last month: “Five
years ago, BP faced the prospect of declining
North Sea production — perhaps to as little
as 500,000 to 600,000 barrels/day worth of
oil and gas. “But fresh thinking, the applica-
tion of new technologies and the recognition
that the North Sea could still be a good in-
vestment, has changed all that,” he said. He
noted that with more than 800,000 b/d still
being produced in the North Sea by BP, and
the prospect of increasing that, the future for
the area remained good.

ExxonMobil sees higher oil, gas demand
DOHA — Oil demand will grow substantially
over the next 20 years and will remain the
world’s leading source of energy, according
to the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of ExxonMobil, Lee Raymond. However, in
addressing the Fourth Conference on Natu-
ral Gas, held in the Qatari capital Doha last
month, he said demand for gas was expected
to grow about 50 per cent faster than oil. Such
growth, in both oil and natural gas demand,
was all the more significant when one con-
sidered that fields currently in production
around the world experienced natural deple-
tion, he noted. This combination of deple-
tion and demand growth, which was called
the “compounding effect” meant that to meet
the energy needs of 2010, the world must
replace about half of its current oil and gas
production this decade.

PetroEcuador to upgrade pipeline
QUITO — State oil company, PetroEcuador,
will invest $12.8 million this year to improve
the infrastructure of the Trans-Ecuadorean
pipeline, it was reported in the country’s capi-
tal last month. The move will enable the trans-
portation of 142m barrels of crude oil dur-
ing the year from the Amazon region to the
oil port of Balao on the Pacific Coast.
PetroEcuador said the objective was to trans-
port 9.2 per cent more oil this year than in
2000. Infrastructure work will include the
automization of the pipeline’s stations, inspec-
tion of the submarine pipeline of Balao, and
installation of electronic digital measuring
systems. A small communications network
will be provided for the stations, as well as a
fire warning system. In February the line was
inspected and was pronounced capable of
working for the next 20 years.
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��������Nigeria made its first major discovery
of gas at Afam in the Niger Delta in 1956,
with reserves of 850bn cubic feet. The next
important gas discovery was at Soku, of
3.5 trillion cu ft, and was made in the same
year.

The country’s proven gas reserves are
estimated at 182tr cu ft, or 25bn barrels
of oil equivalent. This is nearly as much as
the estimated proven oil reserves of 27bn b.

Indonesia committed
to promoting greater
use of clean fuels
Jakarta — Indonesia is committed to
promoting the use of clean fuels, accord-
ing to Dr Rachmat Sudibjo, Director
General of Oil & Gas at the Ministry of
Energy and Mineral Resources.

This commitment was in line with the
national ‘blue sky’ campaign, which is
aimed at reducing air pollution, he said at
a workshop in the capital Jakarta, organ-
ized jointly by Indonesia and the UK.

Under a programme launched in 1996,
the Indonesian government hoped to re-
duce air pollution by cutting the use of
leaded gasoline, he told the gathering.

Rachmat, who is also the country’s
OPEC Governor, said the workshop pro-
vided opportunities for Indonesia to learn
from other nations in terms of promoting
the use of clean fuels.

The one-day event last month was
organized by the Indonesian-British oil
and gas working group.

Algeria’s Sonatrach signs
new oil exploration deal
with UAE’s Keystone
Algiers — Algerian state oil and gas com-
pany Sonatrach and the Gulf Keystone
Petroleum Company of the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) signed a $24 million
hydrocarbons exploration contract last
month.

The accord covers research, appraisal
and exploration work in the region of
Ferkane (block 126), located at Khenchela,
in the north-east of Algeria.

The contract will be implemented in

two phases — the first entailing research
and exploration, carried out over a five-
year period. This will require initial invest-
ment of $15 million from Gulf Keystone
for the acquisition of 600 km of 3-D seis-
mic and the drilling of three wells.

The second phase, costing $9m, will
be conducted over a two-year period and
will involve shooting another 600 km of
seismic, as well as the drilling of one fur-
ther well.

The bidding process under which Gulf
Keystone was awarded block 126 also
involved two other blocks in the south of
the country.

These were assigned to Anadarko of
the United States and a Russian associa-
tion of Rosneft and StroyTransGas. The
agreements relating to these two blocks
(406 and 348) will be signed soon.

In a separate development last month,
Algeria’s Energy and Mines Minister, Dr
Chakib Khelil, took office as Acting
Managing Director of Sonatrach.

At a ceremony held at the company’s
headquarters, Khelil, who is also the Presi-
dent of the OPEC Conference, paid trib-
ute to Sonatrach’s outgoing Managing
Director, Abdelhak Bouhafs.

NIOC to study feasibility
of LNG project with BP
and India’s Reliance
Mumbai — The National Iranian Oil
Company (NIOC) is to join forces with
BP Amoco and India’s Reliance Group to
study the construction of a liquefied natu-
ral gas plant in Iran.

The $10 million study will determine
whether gas from Iran’s offshore South Pars
field can be shipped to Europe, India and
other Asian countries. It will look at the
viability of establishing a plant with an
initial capacity of 8 million tonnes/year.

Reliance said in a statement that
NIOC would own 40 per cent of the joint
venture, with the Indian firm and BP both
holding shares of 25 per cent. The remain-
ing stake would be held by another part-
ner.

It noted that while Reliance would lead
the market study efforts, BP would pro-
vide the technology, and NIOC would be
involved in all aspects.

UK oil firms passing on fuel duty cuts
LONDON — The United Kingdom Petroleum
Industry Association (UKPIA) has refuted
press claims that major oil companies were
failing to pass on duty cuts announced by the
government in March. The Director General
of the Association, Dr Mike Frend, said
UKPIA members had issued press releases
detailing their support for the government’s
measures and had implemented the duty re-
ductions at the pump after their announce-
ment. Frend added that the first reduction of
one penny per litre duty on ultra low sulphur
petrol, which was introduced from October
1, 2000, was designed to help refiners meet
some of the higher manufacturing costs of
the new fuel and speed up its introduction.
He noted that the industry had been quick
to react to this request.

UK approves Hannay field development
BRUSSELS — The United Kingdom govern-
ment gave its approval last month for the UK
subsidiary of Canadian oil and gas explora-
tion and production firm Talisman Energy,
to develop the $75 million Hannay field. The
field is located in Block 20/5C of the UK sec-
tor of the North Sea and has estimated re-
serves of eight million barrels and a life ex-
pectancy of eight years. Drilling is expected
to begin in May, with production scheduled
to commence in November at a rate of 12,000
b/d. Talisman President and Chief Executive
Officer, Dr Jim Buckee, said: “By working
closely with our partners, we have been able
to speed the development and approval of this
project”. Talisman Energy is the largest inde-
pendent Canadian oil and gas producer with
operations in Canada, the North Sea, Indo-
nesia and Sudan. The company is also con-
ducting exploration in the United States, Al-
geria, Trinidad and Columbia.

TotalFinaElf starts up Gabon field
PARIS — TotalFinaElf of France has an-
nounced the production start-up at the Atora
oil field in the heart of the equatorial forest
in Gabon. The field is located about 35 km
north of the town of Gamba, in Ogooue
maritime province. Elf Gabon, which is 58
per cent controlled by TotalFinaElf, is the
operator at Atora with a 40 per cent share in
the venture. Other partners include Amerada
Hess (40 per cent) and Shell Gabon (20 per
cent). The French group said work to bring
the field onstream was completed on time and
within budget and environmental constraints.
Oil production from Atora was expected to
rapidly rise to a plateau of 20,000 b/d,
TotalFinaElf said. In a separate development,
Elf Gabon has reported a net profit of $181.1
million for the year 2000, a 58 per cent in-
crease over the $114.3m recorded in 1999.
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API seeks access to US exploration sites
NEW YORK — The American Petroleum In-
stitute (API) has told the House Committee
on resources that a successful national energy
policy must include greater access to govern-
ment lands in the United States which con-
tain much of the country’s known reserves of
natural gas and oil. Speaking on behalf of the
Institute, the President of the Americas Di-
vision of Phillips Petroleum, Jim L Bowles,
said an energy policy must promote respon-
sible development of these domestic re-
sources. It should recognize that the oil and
natural gas industry’s sophisticated, new tech-
nology greatly reduces the adverse impact on
the environment by exploration and produc-
tion, both onshore and offshore. “There is
no quick fix to our energy problems,” Bowles
stressed. “It is important to encourage respon-
sible use of energy and increase supplies of
all fuels, including fossil fuels, as well as al-
ternative fuels,” he said.

Petrol price gouging in US ruled out
NEW YORK — The sharp increases seen in
United States gasoline prices last year were
not the result “of tacit or explicit collusion
among market participants,” it was an-
nounced last month. US House of Repre-
sentatives’ Energy and Commerce Commit-
tee Chairman, Billy Tauzin, was assured of
this by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
following an official inquiry into the price
hikes. Tauzin said repeated, unsubstantiated
accusations that oil companies conspired to
gouge consumers were “politically motivated
and without any merit whatsoever”. In a let-
ter to the US Vice-President, Dick Cheney,
Tauzin vowed to work with the White House
to a national energy policy “that will help to
avoid future price spikes for American con-
sumers”. Tauzin said that while the price fix-
ing allegations were exploited during the
Presidential election campaign, now was the
time “to work together to assure that America
has a stable and affordable supply of energy
for the 21st century”.

Pakistani receives ADB loan for energy
ISLAMABAD — The Asian Development Bank
(ADB) will provide Pakistan with a loan of
$150 million for restructuring its energy sec-
tor. The facility will be extended to the coun-
try in two tranches — the first, worth $75m,
will be released this year, and the second will
be made available in 2002, according to the
official Islamic Republic News Agency
(IRNA). The loan will be used for integrat-
ing Pakistan’s national grid with a view to
making the country’s energy sector more com-
petitive. The plan also envisages moving
Pakistan’s energy sector from governmental
control towards a market-oriented industry.

Reliance has a natural gas terminal at
its 540,000 barrels/day oil refinery at
Jamnagar in Gujarat. The company has
plans to pipe the gas to Maharashtra,
Gujarat, and Madhya Pradesh, India’s most
industrialized states.

In a separate development last month,
Iran’s Petroleum Minister, Bijan Namdar
Zangeneh, said that his country is plan-
ning to reduce the wastage of 10 billion
cubic metres of natural gas, which is be-
ing burned every year in various parts of
the oil industry.

The wastage would drop substantially
with the developments envisioned in the
country’s petrochemical industry during
the country’s third five-year development
plan, he was quoted as saying by the Aftab-
Yazd daily.

Overall annual consumption of natu-
ral gas stood at 100bn cu m, Zangeneh
said. However, he added that a shortage
of piped natural gas in the country had
hampered the industry’s requirements,
particularly at power stations.

The Minister noted that the govern-
ment had started to switch from fossil fuel-
based power stations to natural gas, tak-
ing advantage of the cheaper and cleaner
source of energy.

He also noted that his Ministry was
importing gas from central Asia on a swap
basis to meet the needs in the northern
parts of the country.

Kuwait’s KUFPEC says
it is ready to expand
operations in Tunisia
Tunis — The Chairman of the Kuwait
Foreign Petroleum Exploration Company
(KUFPEC), Ahmad Rashed Alerbeid, said
last month that his firm was ready to boost
its investments in future Tunisian oil sec-
tor projects.

The official Kuwaiti News Agency
quoted him as saying that his company
was prepared to upgrade its operations, due
to the stable investment climate in Tunisia.

Alerbeid, who was on a visit to Tuni-
sia, also inaugurated a KUFPEC-financed
oil pipeline from the Sidi Al-Kilani field,
located in the coastal governorate of Al-
Mahdia, stretching to the port of Sukhaira,
in the south of Tunisia.

During his visit, the KUFPEC Chair-
man also met with senior Tunisian offi-
cials, and discussed the enhancement of
ties between the two countries in the oil
sector.

KUFPEC is the overseas subsidiary of
the state-owned Kuwait Petroleum Cor-
poration.

Regent Energy announces
purchase of Indonesian
oil and gas producer
New York — Regent Energy Corp has
announced that it has entered into a con-
tract for the purchase of a domestic Indo-
nesian oil and gas producer, according to
a company statement.

The Indonesian company holds a tech-
nical assistance contract with state oil and
gas company Pertamina, consisting of
144,650 acres, located on Java, within
driving distance from Jakarta.

It holds an estimated 100 billion cu-
bic feet of gas in proven and probable
reserves. One well has been drilled and
production tested in excess of 5,000m cu
ft/day.

The deal is valued at some $1.25
million. Regent will keep the Indonesian
field personnel in place and provide capi-
tal to develop the field.

Chicago Bridge & Iron
awarded tankage contract
for Venezuelan oil project
New York — The Chicago Bridge &
Iron Company (CB&I) has been awarded
three separate contracts valued in excess
of $75 million to construct tankage for
downstream and upstream components of
the Hamaca heavy oil project in Venezuela.

CB&I’s Latin American subsidiary,
CBI Venezolana, has been operating in
Venezuela for more than 50 years and will
perform all fabrication and construction
work on these contracts, using essentially
all Venezuelan labour.

The Hamaca project, with a total es-
timated value of $3.5 billion, will trans-
port heavy crude from Venezuela’s Orinoco
belt to an upgrading plant to be con-
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��������structed at the Caribbean coastal city of
Jose, where it will be upgraded into high-
value oil for export.

The Hamaca scheme is a co-venture
between state oil firm Petroleos de Ven-
ezuela, and two US firms, Phillips Petro-
leum and Texaco. The companies manage
their interests through a joint operating
company called Petrolera Ameriven.

CB&I’s downstream work is located
at Jose, where the company has been
awarded a contract for the engineering,
material supply and construction of large
oil storage tanks, with a total capacity of
5.6m barrels. Field construction of the
project is expected to begin in July.

CB&I was previously awarded a sepa-
rate contract that is currently under way
for the engineering, material supply and
construction of four large flat-bottom
tanks, including mechanical work and
piping systems, which interconnect to the
existing Jose terminal.

The upstream portion of CB&I’s work
is located near El Tigre, where the com-
pany has been awarded a contract for the
engineering, material supply and construc-
tion of tankage for an intermediate distri-
bution and handling facility. Work on this
project is expected to begin soon.

Algeria to launch bidding
round for development
of Tinhert gas fields
Algiers — Algeria is to launch an inter-
national bidding round for the develop-
ment of the Tinhert gas fields, in the south-
east of the country, according to a state-
ment by state oil and gas company
Sonatrach.

The decision followed the failure of
negotiations with PetroCanada on the
development of the fields. It is also in line
with a recent policy decision to award
blocks only through bidding from now on.

Sonatrach, which had informed
PetroCanada that the blocks would be
awarded through a bidding procedure
should bilateral negotiations not succeed
before end-2000, has urged the Canadian
company to take part in the process.

The two companies came close to
reaching an agreement on two separate
occasions. The first of these was in Janu-

ary 2000 in Calgary, and the second was
in December 2000, in Algiers, at which
point Sonatrach decided to halt the nego-
tiations.

TotalFinaElf to begin
output from Nigeria’s
Amenam field in 2003
Abuja — Elf Petroleum Nigeria plans to
begin production at its Amenam/Kpono
field, the largest shallow water develop-
ment in the Niger Delta, by mid-2003, it
was announced last month.

An official from the company, which
is the Nigerian subsidiary of France’s
TotalFinaElf, Olufemi Aribisala, said that
initial production would be 125,000 b/d.

In a paper to an industry conference
in Abuja co-authored by Pierre Nerguar-
arian, another Elf official, Aribisala said
that cumulative production from the field
would amount to almost 500 million b
after about 25 years. Total hydrocarbon
accumulations were estimated at more
than one billion b.

The field is located at a water depth of
40 metres, some 30 km from the Nige-
rian coast. Elf is the operator on behalf of
its partners, the state-run Nigerian Na-
tional Petroleum Corporation (NNPC),
and Mobil Producing Nigeria, which is a
subsidiary of ExxonMobil.

Aribisala said that out of the 16.5m
cubic metres/day of associated gas from
the field, 15.6m cu m/d would be re-in-
jected to enhance oil recovery, improve
energy efficiency and also contribute to a
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

The current field development plan
envisaged the drilling of 31 wells on the
field. Eighteen of the wells would be for
production. Additionally, there would be
six gas injector wells, which could be in-
creased if the need arose, he added.

There would be also three deviated
water injector wells and four water pro-
ducer wells to provide injection water from
the shallow water bearing sands.

All the wells would be drilled with two
jack-up rigs, working on two drilling plat-
forms, at the same time for about three
years, starting in the first quarter of 2002.

The contracts on the project would be
awarded on a lump sum basis.

South Asian gas pipeline under review
SINGAPORE — A South Asian gas pipeline net-
work, taking Bangladeshi gas to India, with
links to an existing pipeline from Myanmar
to Thailand, was due be reviewed at a meet-
ing in Bangkok later in March, according to
senior World Bank energy specialist, A S M
Bashirul Huq. Speaking at the Sixth Asian
Natural Gas Markets Conference earlier in
March, he said the formation of the pipeline
network was agreed during a meeting of the
Bangladesh-India-Myanmar-Sri Lanka-Thai-
land Economic Commission held in Yangon
in January, as part of an energy sector-driven
infrastructure development. “The members
of the commission felt that it is imperative to
develop a sound common strategy to under-
take joint energy infrastructure development,
in relation to a natural gas utilization plan
that will finally benefit end-users,” he said in
a report on the Bangladeshi gas sector.

Lundin announces oil discovery in Sudan
BRUSSELS — The Swedish oil exploration and
production company, Lundin Oil, has an-
nounced an oil discovery on Block 5A in Su-
dan. Lundin’s Sudanese subsidiary is the block
operator with a 40 per cent interest, along
with Petronas Carigali (28.5 per cent), OMV
Sudan Exploration (26.1 per cent), and
Sudapet (5.0 per cent). The block is located
within the country’s Thar Jath structure,
which is operated by the greater Nile Petro-
leum Operating Company (GNPOC). This
consortium includes a unit of Malaysia’s
Petronas, Talisman Energy, the China Na-
tional Corporation, and Sudapet. Lundin’s
Chief Executive Officer, Ian Lundin, com-
mented: “We have confirmed that the trend
of prolific oil fields, as seen in blocks one,
two and four, operated by the GNPOC con-
sortium, extends into our block.” Output for
all the Thar Jath fields exceeds 200,000 b/d.

Japan’s Arabian Oil Company in the red
TOKYO — Japan’s Arabian Oil Company has
suffered losses for the last three years, having
ended fiscal 2000 in the red, it was announced
last month. The company reported a net loss
of $130.71 million in 2000, compared with
a loss of $23.22m in 1999. Group pre-tax
profits slipped 0.6 per cent to $421.85m,
while sales dropped 4.3 per cent to $1.42 bil-
lion. The losses were related to the firm’s early
retirement programme and the transfer of
assets following the loss of its oil concession
in Saudi Arabia. AOC lost its drilling rights
in the Khafji oil field, in the Neutral Zone
between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, in Febru-
ary 2000. The company said, however, that
it expected a net profit of $18.61m and a pre-
tax profit of $335.08m on sales of $1.12bn
for this year.
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President George W Bush said in
March that the United States had
effectively abandoned the Kyoto Pro-

tocol. “The President has been unequivo-
cal. He does not support the Kyoto treaty,”
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer
told reporters. “It is not in the United
States’ economic best interest,” he said.
One of the key reasons for Bush’s rejection
of the Kyoto Protocol is its failure to bind
developing countries to curb emissions.

A report in the Washington Post news-
paper quoted an official source as saying
the White House had asked the State
Department to establish how the US could
legally withdraw its signature to the ac-

cord. Fleischer made it clear that Bush
would not now submit the treaty for rati-
fication by the US Senate. Indeed,
Condoleezza Rice, the national security
adviser, has privately told European am-
bassadors that the US considered the Kyoto
Protocol “dead”.

Coming on top of a decision by Bush
not to ask US power plants to cut emis-
sions of carbon dioxide, Washington’s
stance on the Kyoto pact was seen by some
as its kiss of death. “The Kyoto Protocol
wouldn’t work without the United States,”
Australian Environment Minister Robert
Hill told reporters, although the Austral-
ian Prime Minister offered some support

to the Bush position, saying he understood
US concern about the absence of commit-
ments for developing countries. China
described the move as “irresponsible”. The
Japanese Prime Minister has urged Bush
to change his mind, while the Swedish
government, which currently holds the
European Union presidency, described the
move as appalling and provocative.

In contrast to this latest statement by
President Bush, Sweden’s Environment
Minister said in March that the European
Union could ratify the Kyoto Protocol by
July 2002, in time for the tenth anniver-
sary of the Rio Earth Summit.

The Summary for Policy Makers of

The OPEC Secretariat established its own Environmen-
tal Task Force (ETF) in 1994 to monitor developments
in the field of energy use and the environment. Its
principal objective is to keep OPEC’s Ministers continu-
ously informed about the status of the energy/environ-
mental debate, as it affects the Organization and its
Member Countries. The ETF’s work is also seen as
adding impetus and authority to the discusssions at high-
level meetings involving OPEC.

A Quarterly Environmental Report (QER) is circu-
lated to Member Countries, in which the ETF reviews
recent activities in the various international environ-

mental fora, monitors changes in energy taxation, and
provides background information on relevant forth-
coming events, etc. Although this is an internal
OPEC document, selected extracts from the publication
appear regularly in the OPEC Bulletin for the benefit
of a wider readership.

This month’s selection comes from the QER published
at the end of the first quarter of 2001. It features an
extract from the Executive Summary (below), which
covers recent developments including US President George
W Bush’s rejection of the Kyoto Protocol and the release
of the IPCC’s Summary for Policy Makers.

US President Bush rejects Kyoto
Protocol and IPCC releases its
Summary for Policy Makers

Executive Summary
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Working Group III of the United Na-
tion’s Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC) was approved at the
Sixth Session of the Group held in Ghana,
in February/March. This report confirms
that emission constraints in Annex I coun-
tries have well-established, albeit varied,
“spill over” effects on non-Annex I coun-
tries. In particular, oil-exporting, non-
Annex I countries are likely to suffer
economic losses.

Survey of studies
In a survey of studies analysing such

losses, the study reporting the highest costs
shows reductions of 25 per cent of pro-
jected oil revenues with no emissions trad-
ing, and 13 per cent of projected oil
revenues with Annex B emissions trading
in 2010. The report emphasises that these
studies do not consider policies and meas-
ures other than Annex B emissions trad-
ing, that could lessen the impact on
non-Annex I, oil-exporting countries, such
as those for non-carbon dioxide (CO

2
)

gases and non-energy sources of all gases,
offsets from sinks, and industry restructur-
ing (eg, from energy producer to supplier
of energy services). The report says that the
effects on these countries can be further
reduced by removal of subsidies for fossil
fuels, energy tax restructuring according
to carbon content, increased use of natural
gas, and diversification of the economies
of non-Annex I, oil-exporting countries.

Working Group I of the IPCC ac-
cepted in January its contribution to the
Third Assessment Report, entitled Cli-
mate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis.
The report, the most comprehensive study
on climate change to date, was written by
123 lead authors and 516 contributing
authors over a three-year period.

The report states that “new evidence
and improved understanding support an
updated conclusion” that the warming of
the Earth’s surface over the last 50 years
is attributable to human activities, prima-
rily the burning of fossil fuels. The report
said that, over the last 250 years, CO

2
 in

the Earth’s atmosphere had increased by
31 per cent, reaching a concentration
unseen on the planet in 420,000 years and
perhaps as far back as 20 million years. It
also stated that the burning of fossil fuels

accounted for some 75 per cent of all man-
made CO

2
 emissions during the last 20

years, while the remainder was the result
of deforestation.

The latest IPCC report is more defi-
nite in its explanation of the reasons for
global warming than the previous report
in 1995, which said only that there was a
“discernible human influence” on global
warming. The report concludes that, by
2100, the temperature of the planet could
rise by between 1.4 and 5.8°C, the most
rapid rise in the last 10,000 years. A worst
case scenario envisages the polar ice caps
melting and sea levels rising by as much
as 88 centimetres, resulting in coastal flood-
ing. Changes in the weather would bring
droughts and floods that would displace
large numbers of the world’s population
and give rise to disease and water short-
ages.

IPCC Chairman Robert T Watson
said that “we see changes in climate, we
believe we humans are involved and we’re
projecting future climate changes much
more significant over the next 100 years
than the last 100 years”. The full text of
the Summary for Policy Makers is avail-
able at http://www.ipcc.ch.

Gas supply shortage
Despite the recent shortage in gas

supplies, US industry is optimistic that the
US has enough gas to meet the expected
increase of US energy demand through
extensive gas exploration under the im-
provements of gas technologies and a good
incentive from relatively high prices of
natural gas supply. Meanwhile, a US House
representative has proposed the establish-
ment of a natural gas reserve, like the SPR
for oil, to stabilise gas prices when gas
supplies experience shortages.

In the electricity sector, the US De-
partment of Energy is offering grants for
clean coal technologies, that are expected
to be able to maintain the role of coal
supplies for power generation under the
more stringent environmental regulations.
In addition to the policy for electricity,
nuclear power may become another op-
tion for their expansion planning after
considering the latest sharp increase of
energy prices, particularly natural gas, and
the latest development of nuclear tech-

nologies that could be built shorter and at
lower costs.

A number of stories in the full version
of this edition of the QER relate to fuel
cell-powered vehicles. This reflects the
growing amount of attention that is being
paid to this subject by the international
media and research bodies in industrial-
ised countries, as efforts are made to find
a substitute for the internal combustion
engine, which has dominated the automo-
bile industry since the dawn of the motor-
ing era more than a century ago.

Fuel cell development
Among the points noted in these sto-

ries are the following: the seriousness with
which governments and major interna-
tional companies are taking the fuel cell;
the present advanced state of develop-
ment, with road-going prototypes already
being tested and 2004 being targeted as
the date on which some companies will
launch fuel cell vehicles in limited com-
mercial volumes; the source of the hydro-
gen, which initially is likely to be mainly
hydrocarbons and then, increasingly, non-
hydrocarbons; and the high costs, although
these are likely to fall later.

Not all manufacturers are convinced
of the commercial viability of the fuel cell
vehicle within the foreseeable future, how-
ever. BMW says it intends to stick with a
range of traditional combustion engines,
although it is undertaking trials of running
them with hydrogen instead of petrol;
critics, meanwhile, point out that doing
this is inefficient, because hydrogen has a
lower energy density than petrol and this
will result in a substantial power loss. On
top of all this, even conventionally pow-
ered cars are expected to be much less
thirsty, with scientists at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology predicting
that the fuel consumption of a typical car
will drop by 35 per cent by 2020.

At a legislative level during the first
quarter of 2001, continued efforts were
reported in both the European Union
(EU) and the United States of America to
encourage more efficient and less pollut-
ing vehicles. Even motorbikes sold in the
EU after 2003 will have to respect cleaner
emissions standards, following an agree-
ment reached in March.
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Table A: Monthly average spot quotations of OPEC Reference Basket and selected
crudes including differentials $/b

Year-to-date average
February March 2000 2001

Reference Basket 25.41 23.70 26.11 24.36
Arabian Light 24.82 23.77 25.46 23.53
Dubai 24.79 23.67 24.36 23.59
Bonny Light 27.40 24.35 27.20 25.70
Saharan Blend 27.80 24.82 27.53 26.22
Minas 25.62 25.64 26.12 25.01
Tia Juana Light 22.79 21.08 25.30 22.41
Isthmus 24.63 22.60 26.77 24.07

Other crudes
Brent 27.30 24.42 26.89 25.76
WTI 29.48 27.27 28.86 28.78

Differentials
WTI/Brent 2.18 2.85 1.97 3.02
Brent/Dubai 2.51 0.75 2.53 2.17

M A R K E T  R E V I E W

Crude oil price movements

The price of the OPEC Reference Basket2

fell by $1.71/b to average $23.70/b in
March. The components that suffered the
biggest losses were Brent-related Bonny
Light and Saharan Blend, shedding
$3.05/b and $2.98/b from their values,
respectively. Isthmus and Tia Juana Light
followed, losing $2.03/b and $1.71/b
respectively. Dubai’s loss was $1.12/b
and Arabian Light’s $1.05/b. Minas, on
the other hand, edged up by 2¢/b (see
Table A).

In the first week of March, the weekly
Basket improved by 51¢/b to $24.58/b,
while, in the second and third weeks,
it registered successive losses of 70¢/b and
$1.08/b to reach $22.80/b; it then im-
proved by 66¢/b in the last week, to end
the month at $23.46/b. The price gain in
the first week came from expectations of
an announcement of a production cut at
the March Meeting of the OPEC Confer-
ence. Extra support came from a snow-
storm hitting the US north-east, which is
the largest regional consumer of heating
oil, and also from a draw on US crude oil
inventories. In the second week, news and
speculation about the volume of OPEC

cuts, in addition to signs of a slowdown
in world economic growth, especially in
the USA, where there was a plunge in the
financial markets, were the basic reasons
behind the price decline. A considerable
build in US crude inventories was an
additional factor. Concern about the world
economy continued into the third week
and was augmented by a perception by the
market that world oil supply was more
than adequate, and this caused a contango
to develop in the market. The reluctance
of European refiners to buy, despite the
above conditions, put further pressure on
prices. All these factors overshadowed the
decision of the OPEC Conference to cut
production by 1.0m b/d and the downtrend
in prices continued. The main driver of
prices in the fourth week was the product
market in the USA, but the price rally was
capped by a higher-than-expected build in
US crude inventories.

US and European markets
Delays in the arrival of cargoes in the

USA, due to weather conditions, caused
refiners to rush out to buy alternatives, and
although sweet crudes from Canada were
plentiful due to refinery turnarounds, the
lack of pipeline space meant that they
could not be moved to the required US
locations. The picture changed, as US
refiners saw plenty of transatlantic cargoes

March1

1. This section is based on the OPEC Monthly
Oil Market Report prepared by the Research
Division of the Secretariat — published in
mid-month and containing up-to-date analy-
sis, additional information, graphs and
tables. Researchers and other readers may
download the publication in PDF format
from our Web site (www.opec.org), provided
OPEC is credited as source for any usage.

2. An average of Saharan Blend, Minas, Bonny
Light, Arabian Light, Dubai, Tia Juana
Light and Isthmus.

coming, especially since Europe preferred
sour grades. The arrival of these cargoes
towards the month-end, combined with
high freight rates, pushed Colombia’s
Cusiana into a deep discount to WTI.
Sour grades also strengthened in the USA,
due to uncertainty about Basrah Light.

In Europe, the closed arbitrage to the
USA, the plentiful availability of West
African crudes, refinery turnarounds and
weak refiners’ margins together forced the
prices of North Sea grades to fall. Cheap
sour grades encouraged refiners to prefer
them to sweet grades, putting further
pressure on prices.

In the Mediterranean, Urals was strong,
as north-west Europe attracted cargoes
due to good sour crude margins; further
strength was due to refineries in the region
returning from their turnarounds. Even
abundant exports of Iraq’s Kirkuk did not
ease the market, since these were coun-
tered by delays in Urals loading in the
second part of the month.

Far Eastern markets
Minas prices maintained their sup-

port, through the Chinese buying reduced
supplies of the grade, due to the return
from turnarounds of the 150,000 b/d
Balongan refinery in Indonesia keeping
supplies limited. Tapis lost support, be-
cause of a fall in naphtha prices. Middle
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East grades were put under pressure by an
inflow of North Sea and West African
grades, as the Brent-Dubai differential
narrowed. Abu Dhabi grades, which are
distillate-rich, suffered as a result of the
end of the winter season.

Product markets and
refinery operations

With the exception of fuel oil in Singa-
pore, all product prices in the three main
world markets, the US Gulf, Rotterdam
and Singapore, experienced heavy losses in
March, particularly in the USA. Even
though tumbling crude markets consti-
tuted the underlying reason for this, they
paved the way for improved refiners’
margins (see Table B).

US Gulf market
Product prices lost heavily in the US

Gulf in March, driven largely by plunging
crude markets, coupled with plentiful
supply that was caused by a spate of refin-
ery secondary process restarts, following
completion of turnaround maintenance.
The average regular gasoline price plunged
by a further $1.90/b, affected by an aggres-
sive selling-off of unleaded winter grades
in preparation for more stringent summer
gasoline specifications, and despite esca-
lating draws on gasoline stocks during the
month and some refinery problems. Sus-
tained warm temperatures, together with
a market that focused on gasoline on the
back of higher distillate stock volumes,
compared with last year’s levels, led to
another tumble in the gasoil price, by an
average $3.29/b, although agricultural
demand emerged from the Mid-continent
region. The fuel oil price reversed the
uptrend that had been sustained during
the previous two months and moved down
sharply, by an average of almost $2/b, on
fading utility and Mexican demand and
in line with slumping crude prices (see
Table B).

Refiners’ margins in the US Gulf cen-
tre rose sharply, as the crude price falls
were steeper than the increases in product
values, particularly for gasoline.

US refinery throughput declined by
about 150,000 b/d to hover around 14.84m
b/d in March, reflecting largely the ongo-
ing maintenance season which took place

sharply, by an average $1.50/b, amid thin
demand, especially from the largest Euro-
pean heating oil consumer, Germany,
on the back of its adequate level of distil-
late inventories. The average fuel oil price
moved down by a modest 63¢/b,
mitigated by robust exports to the USA
and the Far East, despite sizeable crude
losses and a boost in Russian supply, in the
wake of the lifting of its export ban (see
Table B).

Refiners’ margins rebounded, as the
margin for Brent recouped most of its losses
and jumped into positive territory, gaining
almost $1.00/b, bolstered by tight refining
supply and deteriorating crude prices.

Refinery throughput in the Eur-16
countries fell by a further 570,000 b/d to
register 11.54m b/d in March, represent-

Table C: Refinery operations in selected OECD countries

Refinery throughput (m b/d) Refinery utilization (%)1

Jan 01 Feb 01 Mar 01  Jan 01 Feb 01 Mar 01

USA 15.02 14.99 14.84 90.8 90.6 89.7
France 1.87 1.77 1.62 98.8 93.5 85.7
Germany 2.21 2.14R 2.00 98.0 94.6R 88.6
Italy 1.84 1.67R 1.74 77.9 70.7R 73.9
UK 1.68 1.51R 1.52 95.1 85.4R 85.8
Eur-162 12.56 12.11R 11.54 92.1 88.7R 84.6
Japan 4.56R 4.70 na 91.9 94.7 na

1. Refinery capacities used are in barrels per calendar day. na Not available.
2. European Union plus Norway. R Revised since last issue.
Sources: OPEC Statistics, Argus, Euroilstock Inventory Report/IEA.

in both Atlantic Coast and Midwest refin-
eries, following the end of most turna-
round programmes in the US Gulf Coast
(see Table C). The corresponding utiliza-
tion rate of 89.7 per cent was almost
unchanged from last year’s level.

Rotterdam market
Tight product supply, as a result of

heavy European refinery maintenance,
prevented prices from declining sharply in
March, as was witnessed in US product
markets, even though crude prices plum-
meted. The firm closure of transatlantic
gasoline cargoes, except in the last week of
the month, at a time of lean regional
buying interest, hampered the gasoline
market, which experienced an average
decrease of 98¢/b. The gasoil price fell

Table B: Selected refined product prices $/b

Change
January February March Mar/Feb

US Gulf
Regular gasoline (unleaded) 36.34 34.28 32.38 –1.90
Gasoil (0.2%S) 35.86 32.32 29.03 –3.29
Fuel oil (3.0%S) 18.57 20.62 18.63 –1.99

Rotterdam
Premium gasoline (unleaded) 29.85 32.49 31.52 –0.98
Gasoil (0.2%S) 30.15 30.88 29.38 –1.50
Fuel oil (3.5%S) 15.48 18.21 17.58 –0.63

Singapore
Premium gasoline (unleaded) 30.02 31.33 29.88 –1.45
Gasoil (0.5%S) 28.41 27.57 26.83 –0.74
Fuel oil (380 cst) 17.99 19.69 20.04 +0.35
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according to UN figures. Compared with
year-ago fixtures, the current volume is
only 370,000 b/d lower. The rise in OPEC
chartering has had a positive impact on
global fixtures, which rose by 4.50m b/d
to a monthly average of 25.84m b/d, as
crude oil exports increased amid strong
expectations about the OPEC production
cut in March. However, this volume of
global fixtures was 400,000 b/d lower than
a year ago. The OPEC area’s share of
global spot-chartering improved by 2.22
percentage points over the preceding
month, to stand at 58.56 per cent, but this
was 0.52 points lower than last year. Middle
East eastbound and westbound chartering
improved by 260,000 b/d to 4.54m b/d
and by 920,000 b/d to 2.79m b/d, respec-
tively. The westbound long-haul share of
OPEC fixtures rose by 2.91 points to
18.44 per cent, while they declined by
5.65 points to around 30 per cent on the
eastbound route. Together, they accounted
for 48.42 per cent of total chartering in the
OPEC area, which was 2.74 points lower
than in the previous month. According to
preliminary estimates, sailings from the
OPEC area increased by 1.25m b/d to a
monthly average of 22.27m b/d in March,
which was about six per cent higher than
that of February. Sailings from the Middle
East averaged 15.63m b/d during the
month, an improvement of 1.04m b/d
over the previous month, and accounted
for 70 per cent of total OPEC fixtures.
Arrivals in the US Gulf Coast, the East
Coast and the Caribbean declined by
40,000 b/d to a monthly average 7.81m
b/d, due to lower imports, while arrivals
in NW Europe and Euromed increased by
360,000 b/d to 6.33m b/d and by 40,000
b/d to 4.30m b/d, respectively. The esti-
mated oil-at-sea on March 25 is 455m b,
which was 10m b less than that observed
at the end of February.

The VLCC market in the Middle East
experienced steady activity throughout
March, benefiting from increased volume
fixtures. The freight rates on the Middle
East westbound long-haul route almost
stabilized at the previous month’s average
level of Worldscale 90, only one point
lower than that reported in February, while,
on the eastbound route, the rates declined
by seven points to a monthly average of
W93. Suezmax freight rates on the route
from West Africa to the US Gulf Coast

ing an 84.6 per cent refinery utilization
rate — this was barely 0.5 percentage
points lower than the previous year’s fig-
ure. Lower European refinery throughput
was linked to heavy maintenance and run
cuts, in response to weaker refiners’ mar-
gins during recent months (see Table C).

Singapore market
Product markets went in divergent

directions in March, as light product prices
fell, while the fuel oil market shrugged off
crude losses and gained modestly. Despite
the strong US West Coast gasoline mar-
ket, which attracted about 1.25m b of
Asian material, particularly from China
and South Korea, the average gasoline
price tumbled by $1.45/b, reversing the
rising trend that it had enjoyed during the
previous two months; it was undermined
largely by dwindling Indonesian demand.
The gasoil price continued its downward
trend, by an average 74¢/b, amid sus-
tained abundant regional supply finding
limited outlets for demand; this was de-
spite reduced Middle East exports that
were either sold mostly through term
contracts or moved to Mediterranean and
Rotterdam markets on the back of price
differentials. The fuel oil price increased
by an average of 35¢/b, on sustained ro-
bust Chinese buying and a tight Asian
bunker market late in the month (see
Table B).

Refiners’ margins in Singapore recov-
ered slightly, but Dubai remained deep in
negative territory, under pressure from
plunging gasoline prices, which outstripped
a moderate reduction in the Dubai mar-
ket, compared with other benchmark
crudes.

In Japan, refinery throughput stood
at 4.70m b/d in February, registering a
rise of 140,000 b from the previous
month. The corresponding refinery utili-
zation rate was 94.7 per cent, which was
5.3 percentage points above last year’s
level (see Table C).

The oil futures market

NYMEX WTI moved from $27.62/b on
March 1, to $28.39/b at the end of the first
week. The main leader in the price rally
was gasoline as there were concerns over
low (blendstocks) inventories due to a

significant shut-down in US methyl ter-
tiary butyl ether production during De-
cember to February. A later winter
north-east storm further supported the
fundamentals and rumours of outages of
refineries in the USA and Venezuela pushed
prices higher, despite the build in US
crude oil inventories. On the technical
side, the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission report showed a higher
number of short positions of the non-
commercials, indicating the possibility of
a short-covering rally which helped push
prices higher, while spread trading at the
end of the week pushed prices lower. The
spread trading was basically selling front-
months and buying cheaper outside
months and was done by banks, according
to market sources.

The second week finished with WTI
down by $1.74/b to $26.55/b as bearish
demand outlook was the overwhelming
sentiment. A huge build up in US inven-
tories and a feeling that there is plenty of
oil around, despite 25-year low invento-
ries in the USA, overcame any concerns
about OPEC production cuts. During the
week, the spread trading continued buy-
ing outer months.

WTI futures finished the third week
unchanged at $26.54/b as the market was
mainly associated with the weakness in
financial stock markets. The feeling of
weak demand due to slower economic
growth overshadowed OPEC’s produc-
tion cut of 1m b/d at its 114th (Extraor-
dinary) Meeting of the Conference.

The strength in product markets was
the main support for crude prices in the
fourth week. The decision by Mexico to
cut production by 40,000 b/d in support
of OPEC’s production cut also contrib-
uted to the rally. However, an unexpected
build up in US crude stocks reversed the
rally, and NYMEX WTI finished the
month at $26.29/b.

The tanker market

OPEC area spot-chartering showed a
moderate increase during March, rising by
3.11m b/d to a monthly average of 15.13m
b/d. This reflected the normal recovery
cycle at the end of 1Q, combined with the
re-emergence of Iraq’s production this
month, when its exports rose sharply,
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continued to fall considerably, by 33 points
to W115, affected by lower imports into
the US market and heavy competition
from the VLCC tanker availability in the
Atlantic Basin, which squeezed the
Suezmax market further. Aframax freight
rates from the Caribbean to the US East
Coast reversed their upward trend and lost
all the preceding month’s gain, as they
dropped by 56 points to W234, due to
poor weather, particularly fog, which closed
many ports and delayed cargoes. On the
route from the Mediterranean to NW
Europe, the Aframax freight rates also
moved down, by 11 points to W225,
while, within the Mediterranean route,
the rates were almost unchanged from last
month’s level, easing by one point to W215.
Freight rates for 70–100,00 dwt tankers
for cargoes from Indonesia to the US West
Coast witnessed a significant decline,
plunging by 26 points to W225 in March.

Product freight rates from the Middle
East to the Far East continued to weaken
in March, decreasing by 24 points to W297,
on tight Middle East product supply and
thin buying activity in the Asia-Pacific
market. In the Mediterranean, freight rates
saw the biggest drop among the product
tankers, as they fell by 93 points to W287
on the route to NW Europe, while within
the Mediterranean, the rates dropped by
60 points to W269. The rates also fell
substantially on the route from the Car-
ibbean to the US Gulf Coast, by 77 points
to W249. Freight rates on the Singapore/
Far East route eased by two points from
last month’s level, to stand at W371.

World oil demand

Figures for 2000

World
At the time of publication, the revised

data for the year 2000 and earlier were not
available; thus, the figures have been kept
unchanged from the previous report. It is
important to mention that we do not
anticipate considerable changes, once the
revised data have been incorporated. It is
normal to expect minor adjustments, in
the order of 30,000–50,000 b/d for total
world oil demand, but these will not change
the overall demand picture significantly.
Nonetheless, in the next issue of the re-

port, all the changes in previous years’ data
will be incorporated.

Based on the above and according to
last month’s data, total world oil demand
in 2000 rose by 730,000 b/d, or 1.0 per
cent, and averaged 75.71m b/d. The quar-
terly breakdown reveals that, compared
with 1999, consumption decreased by 0.4
per cent during 1Q, but recovered for the
remaining three quarters, rising by 1.6 per
cent, 2.0 per cent and 0.7 per cent, respec-
tively. On a regional basis, total OECD oil
consumption registered a marginal de-
cline of 40,000 b/d, or 0.1 per cent, to
average 47.58m b/d. Total DC consump-
tion is projected to have gained 510,000
b/d, or 2.8 per cent. With respect to the
‘Other regions’, apparent consumption,
derived from production and trade statis-
tics, seems to have grown by 260,000 b/d,
or 2.9 per cent, to 9.25m b/d. A closer look
at the demand picture there reveals that
apparent consumption in China grew at
an impressive rate of 12.6 per cent inter-
annually, which translates into a volumet-
ric gain of more than 500,000 b/d. This
is explained by the huge rise in the level
of Chinese imports. In contrast, apparent
consumption in the FSU continues to
contract, this time by 7.0 per cent, or
280,000 b/d. In the case of the FSU, the
loss in apparent demand stems from the
rise in the level of exports outpacing the
increase in production.

Projections for 2001
The world oil demand forecast for the

present year has, once again, been revised
down, by 40,000 b/d, and now stands
slightly below 77m b/d, at 76.97m b/d,
which translates into a growth rate of 1.7
per cent, or 1.26m b/d. Meanwhile, as
stated in previous issues of the report, this
demand forecast is very likely to be revised
down further in the months to come.
Topping the list for this assumption is the
persistent slowdown in the US economy.
According to our latest projections, the
GDP growth rate for the US economy has
been revised down by 0.7 percentage points
from the previous 1.8 per cent and now
stands at 1.1 per cent. This huge decelera-
tion in the US economy will definitely
have an impact on the level of oil con-
sumption. Curiously, preliminary figures
from the US Department of Energy’s
Energy Information Administration (EIA)

show that US 1Q demand averaged 19.8m
b/d, a 4.4 per cent increase over 1Q of
last year. 1Q gasoline demand reached
8.2m b/d, while heating oil consumption
grew by more than four per cent. One
reasonable explanation for this jump in
consumption might be that 1Q00 con-
sumption was low, due to stocking in
anticipation of Y2K problems. It is argu-
able that this huge contraction in the US
economy will have a domino effect on its
trading partners (Asia and, to a lesser extent,
Western Europe). The first signs of eco-
nomic slowdown are starting to emerge in
these two regions. Regional projected GDP

growth rates have been revised down.
According to the latest estimates, OECD
Europe’s GDP  growth has shed 0.2 points
to register 2.6 per cent. Likewise, the
OECD Pacific GDP  projection now stands
at 1.0 per cent, which is 0.2 points lower
than a month ago. With respect to Asia,
regional economic expansion has been low-
ered marginally to 4.6 per cent, from the
previous 4.7 per cent. The ongoing sub-
stitution of fuel oil (especially in Italy),
high taxation of petroleum products,
stricter environmental measures and re-
structuring in energy industries continue
to undermine demand for oil in the short
and long terms in Western Europe. Fi-
nally, another factor weakening demand is
the ongoing phasing-out of government
subsidies in many developing countries,
especially in Asia, and this will ultimately
translate into higher prices at the consum-
ers’ end.

OECD
Total OECD oil demand is projected

to rise by 570,000 b/d, or 1.2 per cent, to
average 48.15m b/d for the year, a little
higher than last month’s estimate. Slightly
less than two-thirds of the gain will take
place in the USA. Projections of inland
deliveries of petroleum products in the
USA have been revised up, to account for
the better-than-anticipated 1Q demand.
As stated earlier, preliminary figures from
the EIA suggest that 1Q product demand
rose by 4.4 per cent to 19.8m b/d. Accord-
ing to the EIA, 1Q gasoline consumption
set a record high of 8.2m b/d for this
quarter. Demand for distillates, compris-
ing home heating oil and diesel, registered
its highest 1Q level since 1979 at 4.1m
b/d. However, these findings should be
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treated with caution, since they are pre-
liminary figures and subject to further
revision. Western Europe’s demand growth
estimate has been kept unchanged at
140,000 b/d, or 0.9 per cent, to reach an
average of 15.11m b/d. In contrast, OECD
Pacific consumption growth has been
lowered and now stands at 70,000 b/d, or
0.8 per cent, in line with the projected
economic slowdown in this group. In the
two biggest countries of this group, Japan
and South Korea, consumption is pro-
jected to show zero growth, or even de-
cline, during the present year.

Developing countries
DC oil demand has been revised down

further, by 50,000 b/d. Consumption is
now expected to rise by 540,000 b/d, or
2.9 per cent, to average 19.42m b/d for the
year. The estimated growth rate in con-
sumption for the Asian countries has been
lowered from the previous 3.7 per cent to
3.5 per cent. The fundamental factor for
the lower demand outlook is that Asian
regional GDP is projected to grow at a
lower-than-anticipated rate. As mentioned
earlier, these economies are highly export-
dependent and are therefore extremely re-
liant upon the health of their trading
partners. Projections for the remaining
regions of this group (Latin America, the
Middle East and Africa) have been ad-
justed to capture changes in regional eco-
nomic indicators.

Other regions
Current projections keep apparent

consumption for ‘Other regions’ un-
changed at 9.41m b/d, rising by 160,000
b/d, or 1.7 per cent, during the year.
Apparent demand in the FSU is projected
to shrink by 0.9 per cent, or 30,000 b/d,
a very conservative estimate when com-
pared with the previous year. There is the
potential for a further downward adjust-
ment. It will all depend on the level of
exports and domestic consumption and,
to some extent, the level of production
reached during the year. For the FSU,
these are all unknowns that must be fol-
lowed closely. In our forecast, we estimate
that China’s apparent demand will expe-
rience a growth rate of 3.5 per cent for the
present year, even though the estimate for
economic expansion remains very healthy
at 7.0 per cent. Very preliminary trade

statistics show a sharp rise in crude oil
imports for the first two months of the
year. As mentioned in the last report,
China’s consumption will be critical, in
order to balance the global supply/de-
mand equation. A small increase in Chi-
nese consumption or, even worse, a decline,
will mean that the critical balance between
supply and demand will have to be ad-
justed in order to avoid the negative im-
pact of prices. Therefore, developments in
this market should be followed closely.

World oil supply

Non-OPEC

Historical data, including 1999
A downward revision of 60,000 b/d to

44.47m b/d has been made to the 1998
non-OPEC supply figure, compared with
the last report.

Figures for 2000
The 2000 non-OPEC supply figure

has been revised down by around 10,000
b/d to 45.80m b/d; this is the result of
revisions made to 1Q, 2Q and 4Q figures,
which have been revised down by 20,000
b/d to 45.83m b/d and by 60,000 b/d to
45.48m b/d and up by 40,000 b/d to
46.21m b/d, respectively; 3Q figure has
been left unchanged at 45.67m b/d. The
yearly average increase is estimated at
around 1.21m b/d, compared with the
1999 figure.

Expectations for 2001
The 2001 non-OPEC supply forecast

figure has been revised down by around
340,000 b/d to 46.15m b/d, which is
350,000 b/d more than the revised 2000
figure. The expected 2001 non-OPEC
quarterly distribution has been revised
down by 380,000 b/d to 46.29m b/d,
410,000 b/d to 45.91m b/d, 340,000
b/d to 45.97m b/d and 320,000 b/d to
46.37m b/d, respectively.

The FSU net oil export figures for
2000 and 2001 have been revised down by
10,000 b/d to 4.13m b/d and by 200,000
b/d to 4.32m b/d, respectively, compared
with the last report’s figures (see Table D).

OPEC natural gas liquids
OPEC NGL data for the 2000 estimate

and 2001 forecast remain unchanged, at
2.91m b/d and 2.95m b/d, respectively.

OPEC NGL production — 1997–2001
m b/d

1997 2.81
1998 2.78
1999 2.84
1Q00 2.91
2Q00 2.91
3Q00 2.91
4Q00 2.91
2000 2.91
Change 2000/1999 0.07
2001 2.95
Change 2001/2000 0.04

OPEC crude oil production
Available secondary sources indicate

that, in March, OPEC output was 28.31m
b/d, which was 750,000 b/d higher than
the revised February level of 27.56m b/d.
This will put OPEC crude oil production
for 1Q01 at 28.03m b/d. Table E shows
OPEC production, as reported by selected
secondary sources.

Stock movements

USA
A substantial build of 25.9m b to

303.2m b in crude oil stocks, on the back
of increasing imports, resulted in an in-
crease of 8.8m b, or 310,000 b/d, to 923.5m
b in US commercial onland stocks during
March 2–30. Draws on all major product
inventories, except residual fuel oil, capped
this build, as distillates and gasoline moved
down considerably by 11.6m b to 104.0m
b, due to reduced distillate output and
healthy demand, and by 10.0m b to
193.0m b, on lower gasoline imports.

Table D: FSU net oil exports m b/d

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q Year

1997 2.81 2.92 2.88 2.88 2.87
1998 2.77 3.02 3.18 3.20 3.04
1999 3.12 3.62 3.52 3.49 3.44
20001 3.97 4.13 4.47 3.95 4.13
20012 4.10 4.33 4.63 4.21 4.32

1. Estimate.
2. Forecast.
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Unfinished oil stocks rose by 7.6m b to
101.3m b, while ‘other oils’ decreased by
2.1m b to 142.1m b. Total stocks were
15.7m b higher than the level witnessed
a year ago.

During the same period, the US Stra-
tegic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) rose by
600,000 b to 542.3m b (see Table F).

Western Europe
In March, total oil inventories in the

Eur-16 rose by a further 7.3m b, or 240,000
b/d, to reach 1,080.6m b. Extensive refin-
ery turnarounds decreased crude demand,
causing large stock-builds of almost 18m
b. The rise in crude stocks outstripped a
moderate reduction in total product in-
ventories of 10.6m b, as a consequence of
heavy cuts in refinery production, particu-
larly for middle distillate stocks, which fell
by 6.1m b, despite a surge in Russian
supply. Gasoline also fell, by 2.3m b, on
robust transatlantic arbitrage movements
late in the month (see Table G).

Japan
In Japan, commercial onland oil stocks

rose by 400,000 b, or 10,000 b/d, to
176.9m b in February. This marginal build
resulted from a rise of 5.0m b to 110.2m
b in crude stocks, due to increasing im-
ports. The crude build was capped by a
draw of 4.6m b to 66.7m b on total major
inventories, particularly in middle distil-
lates, which fell by 4.8m b to 32.0m b on
ongoing healthy demand, while other
major products (gasoline and residual fuel
oil) remained almost unchanged from the
January level. The total level was about
three per cent above last year’s level (see
Table H).

Balance of supply/demand
For 2000, the non-OPEC supply estimate
has been revised down by around 10,000
b/d to 48.7m b/d, while world oil demand
remains unchanged at 75.7m b/d, from
last month’s report. This has resulted in
revising up the difference item by less than
100,000 b/d, and this is now estimated
at 27.0m b/d. The balances for 1Q and
2Q have been revised down by less
than 100,000 b/d to –500,000 b/d and
2.0m b/d, while 3Q remains unchanged
at 1.3m b/d; 4Q has been revised up by
less than 100,000 b/d to 900,000 b/d. The
1999 balance remains unchanged from

Table E: OPEC crude oil production, based on secondary sources 1,000 b/d

Mar 01/
1999 4Q00 2000  Feb 01  Mar 01* 1Q01  Feb 01

Algeria 766 841 808 808 807 820 –2
Indonesia 1,310 1,286 1,280 1,249 1,241 1,249 –8
IR Iran 3,509 3,803 3,671 3,775 3,753 3,797 –21
Iraq 2,507 2,363 2,551 2,079 2,757 2,201 678
Kuwait 1,907 2,207 2,101 2,081 2,105 2,137 24
SP Libyan AJ 1,337 1,438 1,405 1,389 1,382 1,405 –7
Nigeria 1,983 2,129 2,031 2,122 2,125 2,132 3
Qatar 641 726 698 691 697 710 5
Saudi Arabia 7,655 8,653 8,236 8,133 8,208 8,267 75
UAE 2,077 2,386 2,265 2,282 2,306 2,335 23
Venezuela 2,808 3,001 2,897 2,953 2,933 2,971 –19

Total OPEC 26,499 28,833 27,943 27,561 28,313 28,025 751

* Not all sources available.
Totals may not add, due to independent rounding.

last month’s report, at –1.1m b/d (see
Table I).

For 2001, non-OPEC supply has been
revised down by more than 300,000 b/d
to 49.1m b/d, and world oil demand has
been revised down by less than 100,000
b/d to 77.0m b/d; the annual difference,
therefore, is estimated at 27.9m b/d, up by
more than 300,000 b/d from the last re-
port. The quarterly distribution forecasts
have been revised up by 500,000 b/d to
27.8m b/d, 300,000 b/d to 26.2m b/d,
400,000 b/d to 28.2 and 200,000 b/d to
29.4m b/d, respectively. The balance for
1Q01 is introduced for the first time, at
200,000 b/d.
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Table F: US onland commercial petroleum stocks1 m b

Change
 Sept 29, 00  Dec 29, 00  March 2, 01 March 30, 01 Mar/Feb  March 30, 00

Crude oil (excl SPR) 286.7 288.7 277.3 303.2 25.9 296.4
Gasoline 195.6 193.8 203.0 193.0 –10.0 204.2
Distillate fuel 114.2 116.1 115.6 104.0 –11.6 96.6
Residual fuel oil 36.5 34.7 37.5 39.8 2.3 35.7
Jet fuel 43.1 43.9 43.3 40.1 –3.2 40.4
Unfinished oils 88.0 87.1 93.7 101.3 7.6 95.5
Other oils 195.9 165.8 144.2 142.1 –2.1 139.1
Total 959.9 930.0 914.7 923.5 8.8 907.8
SPR 570.7 541.2 541.7 542.3 0.6 569.4

1. At end of month, unless otherwise stated. Source:  US/DoE-EIA.

Table G: Western Europe onland commercial petroleum stocks1 m b

Change
September 00 December 00 February 01 March 01 Mar/Feb  March 00

Crude oil 424.4 420.6 425.2 443.1 17.9 442.7
Mogas 152.8 152.9 160.7 158.4 –2.3 152.6
Naphtha 26.0 24.6 26.0 23.8 –2.2 26.5
Middle distillates 325.7 342.8 337.2 331.1 –6.1 316.0
Fuel oils 124.2 125.8 124.3 124.3 0.0 123.4
Total products 628.7 646.2 648.1 637.5 –10.6 618.5
Overall total 1,053.0 1,066.7 1,073.3 1,080.6 7.3 1,061.2

1. At end of month, and includes Eur-16. Source:  Argus Euroilstocks.

Table H: Japan’s commercial oil stocks1 m b

Change
September 00 December 00 January 01 February 01 Feb/Jan February 00

Crude oil 101.2 105.1 105.2 110.2 5.0 109.3
Gasoline 13.4 12.7 14.6 14.6 0.0 14.1
Middle distillates 43.5 40.3 36.8 32.0 –4.8 29.3
Residual fuel oil 18.9 20.4 20.0 20.1 0.1 18.6
Total products 75.8 73.4 71.3 66.7 –4.6 62.0
Overall total2 176.9 178.5 176.5 176.9 0.4 171.3

1. At end of month. Source:  MITI, Japan.
2. Includes crude oil and main products only.
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Table I: World crude oil demand/supply balance m b/d

1997 1998 1999 1Q00 2Q00 3Q00 4Q00 2000 1Q01 2Q01 3Q01 4Q01 2001

World demand
OECD 46.7 46.8 47.6 47.9 46.3 47.7 48.4 47.6 48.7 46.6 48.1 49.1 48.1

North America 22.7 23.1 23.9 23.6 23.7 24.3 24.4 24.0 24.1 23.9 24.7 24.8 24.4
Western Europe 15.0 15.3 15.1 15.1 14.5 15.0 15.3 15.0 15.2 14.7 15.1 15.5 15.1
Pacific 9.0 8.4 8.6 9.3 8.0 8.3 8.8 8.6 9.4 8.1 8.3 8.9 8.7

Developing countries 17.7 18.1 18.4 18.5 19.1 19.0 18.9 18.9 18.9 19.5 19.6 19.7 19.4
FSU 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.7 3.6 3.5 4.2 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.5 4.1 3.7
Other Europe 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
China 4.0 3.8 4.2 4.7 4.4 4.9 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.5 5.1 4.9 4.9
(a) Total world demand 73.4 73.7 75.0 75.7 74.3 75.9 77.1 75.7 77.1 75.0 77.1 78.7 77.0

Non-OPEC supply
OECD 22.1 21.8 21.3 22.2 21.8 21.7 21.8 21.9 21.9 21.5 21.4 21.5 21.5

North America 14.6 14.5 14.1 14.4 14.4 14.3 14.2 14.3 14.2 14.3 14.2 14.0 14.2
Western Europe 6.8 6.6 6.6 7.0 6.6 6.5 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.4 6.4 6.7 6.5
Pacific 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Developing countries 10.3 10.6 10.8 10.9 10.9 11.0 11.2 11.0 11.2 11.2 11.3 11.5 11.3
FSU 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.7 7.8 8.0 8.2 7.9 8.2 8.2 8.3 8.3 8.3
Other Europe 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
China 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
Processing gains 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
Total non-OPEC supply 44.6 44.5 44.6 45.8 45.5 45.7 46.2 45.8 46.3 45.9 46.0 46.4 46.2
OPEC NGLs 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
(b) Total non-OPEC supply and

OPEC NGLs 47.5 47.2 47.4 48.7 48.4 48.6 49.1 48.7 49.2 48.9 48.9 49.3 49.1

OPEC crude oil production1 27.2 27.8 26.5 26.5 27.8 28.6 28.8 27.9 28.0
Total supply 74.7 75.0 73.9 75.2 76.2 77.2 78.0 76.7 77.3
Balance2 1.3 1.3 -1.1 -0.5 2.0 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.2

Closing stock level (outside FCPEs) m b
OECD onland commercial 2643 2725 2471 2446 2526 2564 2552 2552
OECD SPR 1207 1249 1228 1234 1232 1237 1210 1210
OECD total 3850 3974 3699 3680 3758 3800 3762 3762
Other onland 1030 1063 989 984 1005 1016 1006 1006
Oil on water 812 859 808 829 853 833 855 855
Total  stock 5692 5896 5496 5492 5616 5650 5624 5624

Days of forward consumption in OECD
Commercial onland stocks 56 57 52 53 53 53 52 53
SPR 26 26 26 27 26 26 25 25
Total 82 83 78 80 79 78 77 78
Memo items
FSU net exports 2.9 3.0 3.4 4.0 4.1 4.5 4.0 4.1 4.5 4.6 4.8 4.3 4.5
[(a) — (b)] 25.9 26.4 27.6 26.9 25.9 27.3 27.9 27.0 27.8 26.2 28.2 29.4 27.9

Note: Totals may not add up due to independent rounding.
1. Secondary sources.
2. Stock change and miscellaneous.

Table I above, prepared by the Secretariat’s Energy Studies Department, shows OPEC’s current forecast of world supply and demand for
oil and natural gas liquids.

The monthly evolution of spot prices for selected OPEC and non-OPEC crudes is presented in Tables One and Two on page 37, while
Graphs One and Two (on pages 36 and 38) show the evolution on a weekly basis. Tables Three to Eight, and the corresponding graphs
on pages 39–44, show the evolution of monthly average spot prices for important products in six major markets. (Data for Tables 1–8 is
provided by courtesy of Platt’s Energy Services).
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Graph 1:
Evolution of spot prices for selected OPEC crudes,

December 2000 to March 2001
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1. Tia Juana Light spot price = (TJL netback/Isthmus netback) x Isthmus spot price.
2. OPEC Basket: an average of Saharan Blend, Minas, Bonny Light, Arabian Light, Dubai, Tia Juana Light and Isthmus.
Kirkuk ex Ceyhan; Brent for dated cargoes; Urals cif Mediterranean. All others fob loading port.
Sources: The netback values for TJL price calculations are taken from RVM; Platt’s Oilgram Price Report; Secretariat’s calculations.

Table 1: OPEC spot crude oil prices, 2000–2001 ($/b)

2000
Member Country/ Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March
type of crude (API°) 4Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 1W 2W 3W 4W 4Wav

Algeria
Saharan Blend (44.1) 27.65 22.91 28.02 29.94 28.76 29.25 33.18 31.19 33.06 26.11 26.08 27.80 26.13 25.04 23.70 24.41 24.82

Indonesia
Minas (33.9) 27.39 24.15 28.26 31.30 30.44 30.33 33.36 32.30 31.07 24.87 24.03 25.62 25.63 25.99 25.23 25.69 25.64

IR Iran
Light (33.9) 25.87 22.86 26.10 27.99 27.09 27.12 30.45 30.42 29.75 22.66 22.63 24.65 24.23 23.78 23.11 23.19 23.58

Iraq
Kirkuk (36.1) — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Kuwait
Export (31.4) 25.07 22.29 25.60 27.44 26.39 26.21 29.05 28.87 28.20 21.11 21.08 23.10 22.68 22.23 21.56 21.64 22.03

SP Libyan AJ
Brega (40.4) 27.71 22.86 27.84 30.14 29.36 29.44 32.64 30.98 32.99 25.40 25.93 28.52 26.10 24.60 23.65 24.40 24.69

Nigeria
Bonny Light (36.7) 27.54 22.91 27.87 29.86 28.75 29.06 32.65 30.67 32.86 25.47 25.43 27.40 25.83 24.74 22.96 23.87 24.35

Saudi Arabia
Light (34.2) 26.02 22.95 26.27 29.09 27.19 27.12 30.60 30.17 29.81 22.65 22.31 24.82 24.42 23.97 23.30 23.38 23.77
Heavy (28.0) 24.52 22.00 25.27 27.09 25.99 25.52 28.00 28.21 27.94 20.83 20.74 23.32 23.22 22.77 22.10 22.18 22.57

UAE
Dubai (32.5) 24.99 22.14 25.69 27.24 26.35 26.79 30.05 30.57 30.25 22.27 22.56 24.79 24.33 23.85 23.14 23.37 23.67

Venezuela
Tia Juana Light1 (32.4)  25.89 22.16 25.50 27.99 26.32 26.84 29.33 28.34 30.01 23.11 23.18 22.79 22.14 21.10 19.99 21.09 21.08

OPEC Basket2 26.71 22.93 26.94 29.12 27.94 28.30 31.48 30.42 31.22 24.13 24.06 25.41 24.60 23.90 22.82 23.49 23.70

Table 2: Selected non-OPEC spot crude oil prices, 2000–2001 ($/b)

2000
Country/ Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March
type of crude (API°) 4Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 4Wav 5Wav 4Wav 1W 2W 3W 4W 4Wav

Gulf Area
Oman Blend (34.0) 25.55 22.75 25.65 27.74 26.83 27.24 30.55 29.88 28.97 22.76 22.43 24.29 23.91 23.48 22.86 22.78 23.26

Mediterranean
Suez Mix (Egypt, 33.0)  24.68 19.90 25.03 26.64 24.24 26.24 28.59 26.18 29.06 21.11 22.09 23.47 20.50 19.65 18.95 19.80 19.73

North Sea
Brent (UK, 38.0) 27.14 22.66 27.60 29.74 28.96 29.74 32.94 30.86 32.67 25.07 25.60 27.30 25.87 24.41 23.30 24.12 24.42
Ekofisk (Norway, 43.0) 27.29 22.74 27.91 29.85 28.44 28.57 32.75 30.77 32.66 25.50 25.51 27.49 25.81 24.59 23.11 23.85 24.34

Latin America
Isthmus (Mexico, 32.8)  27.51 23.31 26.95 29.45 27.74 28.75 31.19 29.73 31.47 24.40 24.80 24.63 23.74 22.62 21.44 22.61 22.60

North America
WTI (US, 40.0) 29.85 25.81 28.78 31.93 30.19 31.04 34.05 33.00 34.65 28.39 29.42 29.48 28.43 27.29 26.29 27.05 27.27

Others
Urals (Russia, 36.1) 25.60 21.20 26.35 27.39 24.75 27.00 30.30 28.04 31.23 24.06 24.40 24.78 22.38 21.92 20.94 21.66 21.72
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Graph 2:
Evolution of spot prices for selected non-OPEC crudes,

December 2000 to March 2001
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Table 3: North European market — bulk barges, fob Rotterdam ($/b)
regular gas premium gas fuel oil

1999 naphtha unleaded 87 unleaded 95 gasoil jet kero 1%S 3.5%S
March 13.09 14.49 15.36 15.61 16.16 9.68 9.11
April 15.59 18.23 18.93 17.10 19.29 11.53 10.61
May 17.50 18.11 18.93 16.01 18.51 12.40 10.42
June 17.34 18.18 19.14 16.58 19.02 12.56 12.03
July 20.38 21.66 22.69 19.97 22.35 14.13 14.05
August 22.34 25.51 26.39 22.22 24.42 16.97 16.76
September 23.21 25.83 26.75 24.29 26.41 17.77 17.53
October 24.78 25.88 26.61 24.19 26.04 19.16 18.78
November 25.54 27.20 27.72 26.77 29.32 19.40 19.15
December 24.73 28.41 28.93 28.18 33.07 19.69 18.67
2000
January 27.41 27.81 28.23 28.96 32.24 19.85 18.83
February 29.87 31.63 32.32 29.85 32.72 21.52 19.81
March 31.06 35.71 36.27 30.28 34.01 22.67 22.12
April 24.83 32.90 33.42 28.23 32.81 19.44 18.12
May 28.39 37.01 38.99 29.87 32.07 20.02 18.70
June 30.41 40.57 44.28 31.40 34.40 23.79 21.23
July 29.89 36.51 37.67 33.02 36.07 24.13 19.79
August 29.79 34.82 36.20 36.46 38.69 21.47 19.69
September 33.28 36.87 37.70 42.09 43.84 24.29 23.04
October 33.15 34.72 35.28 40.06 43.64 27.06 23.82
November 32.51 32.72 33.46 40.68 43.61 25.61 22.18
December 29.27 27.77 28.05 34.25 37.50 23.24 18.31
2001
January 27.36 29.44 29.85 30.15 32.03 20.54 15.48
February 29.23 32.11 32.49 30.88 33.41 20.48 18.21
March 27.19 30.69 31.52 29.38 31.72 20.56 17.58

Sources: Platt’s Oilgram Price Report & Platt’s Global Alert. Prices are average of available days.
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Table 4: South European market — bulk cargoes, fob Italy ($/b)
gasoline                         fuel oil

1999 naphtha premium unleaded 95 gasoil jet kero 1%S 3.5%S
March 11.80 15.08 13.88 14.47 9.45 8.04
April 14.49 18.82 15.32 18.30 10.71 9.85
May 16.38 18.88 14.52 16.63 11.44 9.52
June 16.39 19.19 15.73 17.26 11.85 10.23
July 19.45 23.12 19.06 21.04 14.26 12.65
August 21.45 27.05 21.81 22.73 17.08 15.48
September 22.37 26.90 23.36 25.18 17.34 16.55
October 23.88 26.46 23.56 24.51 18.42 17.65
November 24.68 27.77 26.25 27.67 17.76 17.53
December 23.83 28.82 27.86 32.52 18.23 17.44
2000
January 26.26 27.55 28.06 31.43 20.48 17.85
February 28.57 32.11 29.97 31.28 22.12 19.05
March 29.65 36.27 29.63 32.31 22.40 21.27
April 23.41 32.77 26.69 31.16 19.28 17.09
May 27.01 38.38 29.15 29.67 20.52 16.51
June 28.93 44.06 30.14 31.99 24.50 19.95
July 28.26 38.25 32.92 34.18 23.20 18.76
August 28.14 36.67 36.09 36.60 20.85 17.85
September 31.58 37.87 41.97 41.89 25.00 21.49
October 32.48 37.20 41.53 41.85 27.16 23.58
November 32.47 33.57 40.44 40.33 24.71 19.47
December 27.74 27.79 34.92 35.99 23.46 17.96
2001
January 26.35 28.76 27.32 28.73 20.13 14.35
February 26.04 31.89 31.32 29.11 18.80 16.86
March 24.13 30.53 27.55 27.89 18.39 16.28

Sources: Platt’s Oilgram Price Report & Platt’s Global Alert. Prices are average of available days.
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Table 5: US East Coast market — New York ($/b, duties and fees included)
gasoline fuel oil

1999 regular unleaded 87 gasoil jet kero 0.3%S LP 1%S 2.2%S
March 17.50 16.02 16.68 13.21 11.20 10.36
April 20.61 17.85 18.84 15.18 13.06 11.78
May 20.30 17.27 17.88 16.41 13.82 12.95
June 20.28 17.88 19.37 16.85 14.61 13.22
July 24.30 20.77 22.56 18.60 16.39 14.65
August 26.64 22.79 24.51 21.11 18.62 17.24
September 28.67 25.04 26.66 22.22 19.48 18.85
October 26.13 24.27 25.76 22.00 19.44 18.75
November 28.87 26.90 28.78 22.73 19.52 18.95
December 29.35 27.91 30.92 24.88 19.21 18.70
2000
January 29.41 34.21 39.42 30.08 21.76 20.42
February 33.91 34.64 35.50 31.74 22.90 21.22
March 37.10 32.01 34.31 27.07 21.06 20.87
April 30.35 30.16 32.20 26.81 20.98 19.85
May 37.17 31.39 33.26 28.66 24.59 21.86
June 40.12 32.62 33.69 30.69 27.11 23.20
July 36.04 32.53 34.42 29.28 24.44 22.20
August 36.33 37.17 38.59 29.48 24.50 21.57
September 39.90 41.25 43.80 37.21 29.42 25.39
October 39.83 41.04 42.86 36.86 29.51 25.96
November 39.56 43.46 45.52 35.43 28.66 25.26
December 30.96 39.52 40.97 34.59 25.63 22.04
2001
January 34.81 35.51 36.03 33.09 25.40 22.34
February 34.68 32.99 34.90 31.51 23.38 19.73
March 32.96 31.12 32.91 27.61 23.31 20.30

Sources: Platt’s Oilgram Price Report & Platt’s Global Alert. Prices are average of available days.
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Table 6: Caribbean cargoes — fob ($/b)
fuel oil

1999 naphtha gasoil jet kero 2%S 2.8%S
March 15.39 15.04 15.66 9.42 8.37
April 16.70 17.34 18.36 10.85 10.01
May 17.53 16.87 17.73 11.97 11.26
June 18.03 17.44 19.18 12.21 11.40
July 21.60 20.45 22.12 13.68 12.91
August 23.50 22.65 24.57 16.45 15.95
September 25.09 24.54 26.18 18.34 18.13
October 23.16 23.83 25.32 18.20 17.91
November 26.23 26.31 28.01 18.45 17.88
December 25.96 27.38 29.93 18.20 17.87
2000
January 28.17 30.61 32.85 19.82 18.46
February 33.52 31.85 32.95 20.57 19.36
March 32.74 30.82 33.01 20.17 19.70
April 28.25 29.44 30.74 19.15 18.50
May 32.59 31.11 31.84 21.16 19.39
June 36.24 32.27 32.78 22.27 21.40
July 31.06 32.35 33.38 20.84 19.67
August 32.92 36.63 37.80 19.78 18.54
September 35.32 41.01 42.78 23.59 20.46
October 34.77 39.90 41.32 23.95 21.71
November 34.37 40.93 43.64 22.96 17.96
December 29.73 34.63 36.40 19.89 16.90
2001
January 34.10 35.56 36.17 20.21 16.48
February 29.87 31.85 32.42 18.14 16.31
March 28.63 28.97 30.11 18.26 17.16

Sources: Platt’s Oilgram Price Report & Platt’s Global Alert. Prices are average of available days.
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Table 7: Singapore cargoes ($/b)
gasoline fuel oil

1999 naphtha premium unleaded 95 gasoil jet kero 0.3%S 180C 380C
March 13.66 15.79 14.10 15.82 10.85 9.80 9.57
April 16.19 19.74 16.73 19.29 13.07 11.93 11.71
May 17.42 18.58 16.99 17.81 14.02 12.65 12.48
June 17.69 18.49 17.19 18.82 14.17 12.58 12.49
July 20.75 22.63 19.22 22.10 15.50 14.45 14.46
August 23.16 25.99 21.30 24.81 17.23 17.03 17.27
September 24.49 26.86 23.04 26.37 18.91 18.42 18.83
October 24.70 24.78 23.60 25.90 20.46 19.98 20.46
November 25.86 25.88 24.74 27.56 21.23 20.68 21.19
December 25.03 25.46 25.63 29.53 21.47 20.47 20.98
2000
January 25.02 28.36 28.14 31.30 21.58 19.66 19.95
February 27.09 31.16 29.90 31.14 23.43 20.76 21.15
March 29.08 32.58 32.94 32.37 25.85 24.66 24.69
April 25.01 28.01 26.73 27.99 24.54 22.13 22.39
May 27.27 31.90 28.12 29.09 26.62 23.62 23.60
June 28.13 33.08 30.69 31.23 26.78 25.30 25.31
July 27.80 36.05 31.86 33.25 25.45 22.00 22.09
August 30.19 38.31 37.46 37.98 27.08 21.57 21.64
September 34.53 35.05 40.13 42.21 28.44 24.81 24.87
October 33.50 33.03 38.96 43.30 26.77 26.35 26.55
November 30.43 32.96 34.85 39.88 26.50 24.36 24.49
December 25.52 29.97 29.61 32.92 24.45 19.78 19.74
2001
January 25.50 30.02 28.41 29.70 22.54 18.37 17.99
February 27.83 31.33 27.57 30.48 22.68 19.91 19.69
March 27.43 29.88 26.83 28.72 22.43 20.08 20.04

Sources: Platt’s Oilgram Price Report & Platt’s Global Alert. Prices are average of available days.
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Table 8: Middle East— fob ($/b)
fuel oil

1999 naphtha gasoil jet kero  180C
March 13.61 13.07 14.86 8.94
April 16.25 15.68 18.29 11.17
May 17.15 15.78 16.67 11.96
June 17.32 15.86 17.56 11.95
July 20.49 17.91 20.86 13.87
August 22.84 19.99 23.57 16.30
September 24.29 21.73 25.13 17.53
October 24.40 22.33 24.68 19.15
November 25.61 23.50 26.39 19.88
December 24.85 24.34 28.30 19.41
2000
January 24.62 26.63 29.87 18.47
February 26.75 28.32 29.64 19.59
March 28.42 31.28 30.79 23.40
April 24.42 25.01 26.36 20.66
May 26.84 26.39 27.46 22.06
June 27.63 28.76 29.40 23.60
July 27.07 29.73 31.24 20.27
August 29.12 35.24 35.88 19.49
September 33.03 37.79 40.01 22.98
October 31.51 36.62 40.97 24.39
November 28.88 32.42 37.38 22.05
December 24.19 26.46 29.73 17.06
2001
January 24.29 25.05 26.38 15.68
February 26.86 24.40 27.31 17.58
March 26.28 24.31 26.41 17.93

Sources: Platt’s Oilgram Price Report & Platt’s Global Alert. Prices are average of available days.
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opecna news desk ... from the opecna news desk ... from the opecna

Economists say Middle East nations
will outperform global average

Dubai — The outlook for the economies in the Middle East
is bullish, despite the slowdown in the United States, and
regional gross domestic product (GDP) is expected to comfort-
ably outperform the global average, according to economists on
a tour of the region.

Middle East economic growth this year would probably be
between 3.7 and 3.9 per cent, against estimates of a global
average of 2.0–2.4 per cent, they said.

The Global Head of Treasury Research at Standard Char-
tered Bank, Dr Gerard Lyons, noted that growth rates in the
six Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) members were inevitably
linked to petroleum prices.

Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) were expected
to fare best this year, he added.

With oil revenues accounting for around 90 per cent of
government revenue, Kuwait would benefit strongly from higher
crude prices, whereas the UAE’s performance would be down
to a combination of higher oil prices and strong non-oil growth,
which accounts for two thirds of its GDP.

Another economist, Singapore-based Vasan Shridharan, said
that regional growth last year was estimated at 4.7 per cent and
the expected 3.7 per cent growth this year would still see the
region outperforming most Asian economies, with Gulf states
best placed to beat the US slowdown.

“GCC revenues were predicted at oil being at only $20/
barrel last year,” he said. “Furthermore, Dubai and Abu Dhabi
are expected to invest in huge infrastructure development over
the next two years, driving growth into the future.”

He added that Saudi Arabia had even targeted a balanced
budget — an indication of projected revenues this year.

The economists, whose tour also took in Qatar and Bahrain,
said they also felt oil prices would remain relatively stable at the
lower end of the $22–28/b bracket in the second and third
quarters of this year, with the real test coming in the last quarter.

“Demand is relatively inelastic, and so prices will really
depend on supply management by oil producers,” Standard
Chartered’s Lyons was quoted as saying by Dubai’s daily news-
paper, Gulf News.
________________________________________________

Sonatrach, Sonelgaz sign co-operation
agreement with Italy’s Enelpower

Algiers — Algeria’s state oil and gas company, Sonatrach, and
the national electricity and gas distribution firm, Sonelgaz,
signed a co-operation agreement with the Italian company,
Enelpower, in the North African capital last month.

Under the terms of the accord, signed in the presence of the

Algerian Minister of Energy and Mines, Dr Chakib Khelil, the
three firms agreed to jointly develop — in Algeria and abroad
— projects tied to power generation, transport and the distri-
bution of gas and electricity.

According to a statement released after the accord was
signed, the agreement should enter into force within one year,
following the completion of technical and feasibility studies.

Speaking at the signing ceremony, Khelil stressed the im-
portance of the accord for the two Algerian energy companies
“in their quest for a privileged place in the European market and
more integrated and open competition”.

He noted that the agreement with Enelpower would allow
Algeria to hasten the realization of its commitments towards
electricity projects in Europe, notably in Spain and Italy.

Khelil pointed out that Sonatrach and Sonelgaz — united
for the first time in a large-scale project through their joint firm,
the Algerian Energy Company — had a unique opportunity for
pooling their resources and competence.

The agreement was signed by Sonelgaz Managing Director,
Aissa Benghanem, Sonatrach Vice-President, Ali Hached, and
the Acting Managing Director of Enelpower, Franco Tato.

Sonatrach supplies 4.0 billion cubic metres/year of gas to
Enel, making it the Italian company’s top supplier. The two
firms are also discussing another gas supply contract.
________________________________________________

Japan commits $120 million
to electrification in Nigeria

Abuja — The Japanese government has committed $120
million for the electrification of two rural communities in
Nassarawa State, in northern Nigeria, the Minister of Power and
Steel, Olusegun Agagu, announced in the country’s capital last
month.

He said the assistance — which was part of a funding
programme that wealthy nations had committed to Nigeria
since the country returned to democratic rule in May 1999 —
was the first phase of Japanese efforts to help such development.

In the second phase of the scheme, Agagu said that Japan
would provide electricity to the communities of Bogoro, in
Bauchi State, and Lalshingi, in Gombe State. Meanwhile, a third
community, Damasak, in Borno State, would benefit in the
third phase.

The Minister said there would be more bilateral co-opera-
tion for the funding of rural electrification, social projects, the
supply of offshore materials and the training of staff. He also
highlighted that the Nigerian government had allocated $176
million to expand rural electricity grids.

He said that the government had completed 200 rural
electricity projects since it came to power in May 1999, adding
that 100 other such projects would be completed by the end
of May this year.
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Agagu said that out of the 774 local government areas in the
country, 575 were already connected to the national grid, while
work was in progress on 98 others, as part of the efforts to boost
the development of rural areas.

He said that incessant vandalization of electricity equipment
was a threat to the rural electrification project.

He noted, however, that a proposed bill, which would
outlaw the sale of high tension and other major electricity
transmission and distribution materials in local shops, would
assist in bringing the problem to an end.
________________________________________________

Qatar’s budget for 2001-2002
forecasts surplus of $136m

Doha — Qatar has forecast a surplus of $136 million in the
state budget for the fiscal year 2001–2002, the Minister of
Finance, Economy and Trade, Yousef Kamal, commented last
month.

The surplus, which was due to an increase in oil revenues,
would be the first in 14 years if it were realized, he said.

Kamal said revenue in the new budget, which would become
effective on April 1, was estimated at $4.94 billion, based on
an average oil price of $16.50/barrel.

Revenue for the 2000–2001 budget was calculated at $3.45bn,
based on an average oil price of $15/b.

Spending was forecast at $4.81bn in the new budget, com-
pared with $4.20bn last year.

Estimates of allocations for major public projects in fiscal
2001–2002 reached $865m, compared with an average $401m
per year over the past five years.

Kamal said: “As the budget for the new fiscal year suggested
an average price of the barrel of oil at $16.50/b, there are positive
indications that the budget will achieve a surplus that could
reach over three per cent of the gross national product.”

The government’s policy, he added, was aimed at pressing
ahead with the restructuring of the economy and the diversi-
fication of income sources.

The Minister said that this policy had led to an increase in
liquefied natural gas exports from 6.5m tonnes in 1999 to 11m
t in 2000, in addition to an increase in the country’s exports
of fertilizers and other chemical products.
________________________________________________

Nigeria, Yugoslavia record
20 per cent growth in trade

Lagos — Nigeria and Yugoslavia have recorded 20 per cent
growth in their bilateral trade over the last two years, the
Yugoslavian Ambassador to Nigeria, Tihomir Nemadic, com-
mented last month.

He continued that both countries were currently discussing
ways in which to reactivate and hold another session of the
Yugoslav-Nigeria joint economic commission in Abuja. The last
session was held in Belgrade in 1991.

Nemadic said the commission would work out details for
bilateral agreements and areas of mutual co-operation between
the two countries.

A foundation of the Yugoslav-Nigeria association of busi-
nessmen would soon be set up to foster interaction between
investors from both countries, he added.

Nemadic explained that the Yugoslav national airline was
currently engaged in technical co-operation with some Nigerian
indigenous airlines and that the Yugoslav firm would propose
a bilateral air services’ agreement with Nigeria to run the
Belgrade-Lagos-Johannesburg route, to open up communica-
tions between the Balkans and Africa.

He listed Yugoslavia’s other areas of interest in the Nigerian
economy as being in construction, housing and agriculture.
________________________________________________

UAE law to set limit for foreign
stakeholding at 70 per cent

Dubai — Foreign companies can expect to secure stakes of
up to 70 per cent in local United Arab Emirates’ (UAE) firms
after a new commercial law takes effect, according to Abu Dhabi
Chamber of Commerce Board Member, Hussain Al Nowais.

Al Nowais, who is also Chairman of Emirates Holdings,
commented that the UAE’s insurance market would be opened
to foreign firms as well.

Final discussions were under way at the Ministry of Economy
and Commerce to amend the present companies’ clause that
deals with foreign participation (51:49) in order to allow up to
70 per cent shareholding by foreigners, Al Nowais said.

However, he stressed that the majority shareholding for
foreign companies should be restricted to specific industries,
although this was not yet finalized.

He also explained that the future of free zones in the country
was likely to be affected by the new companies’ law.

“There is also a proposal to open up the insurance sector to
foreign companies and this could happen by the end of 2001,”
Al Nowais said in his address to a conference on energy,
infrastructure and finance in the Middle East.

Regarding the globalization challenges facing the UAE, he
underscored the need for a bigger local market, a common
market in the Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC), the opening
up of the capital markets, reforms in education and a larger,
skilled local workforce.

“The private sector will take the lead in the growth of the
region. There could be greater inter-Emirates and inter-GCC
integration in policy making.”

Earlier at the conference, the Managing Director of the
Middle East Capital Group, Dr Henry Azzam, said the private
sector would play a crucial role in driving growth in the Gulf.

“We are noticing a confident private sector, which will lead
the economies and compensate for the lower growth in the oil
sectors.”

Azzam also urged governments to reconsider their roles in
dealing with the private sector to bring about a balance between
“chaos and order”.
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He said that “too much order and control stifles creativity
and this doesn’t help the private sector”.

Azzam was also bullish about the stock markets in the GCC,
and said he expected to see a turnaround in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait
and the UAE.
________________________________________________

Italy’s Danielli to invest in iron
and steel project in Algeria

Algiers — Italy’s leading iron and steel company, Danielli
Officine Meccaniche, plans to invest $230 million in an iron
bar project in Algeria, it was officially announced in the North
African country’s capital last month.

The Algerian iron and steel company, Sider, will participate
in the project with a 15 per cent share.

The project will be built in the free trade area of Djen Djen,
300 km east of Algiers.

A team from the Italian firm visited the site of the future
complex in March. The project will produce 1.7m tonnes of
round bar iron, of which 1.2m t will be exported and the
remaining 500,000 t will be sold on the local market.

Construction is scheduled to start at the end of this year,
and the project is expected to be operational in 2004.
________________________________________________

Around $2.2 billion spent on
Nigerian aluminium smelter

Ikot Abasi, Nigeria — Around $2.2 billion has so far been
spent on the aluminium smelter at Ikot Abasi, in the south-east
of Nigeria, according to the Chairman of the Aluminium
Smelter Company of Nigeria (Alscon), Steven Lawani.

He told the Nigerian Vice-President, Atiku Abubakar, who
visited the smelter, that the plant, jointly owned by Nigeria and
the German company, Ferostaal, was 86 per cent completed.

However, he blamed the slow pace of work carried out on
the smelter, conceived in 1981, to lethargy and bad decisions
made by previous governments, adding that if quick action had
been taken, the plant would have been completed in 1993.

The Managing Director of the smelter, Dieter Matron,
noted that if the plant had been completed in the scheduled time,
it would have cost $1.3bn, instead of $2.2bn by 1995.

Out of the $2.2bn already spent, $2.0bn had been used on
construction, provision of infrastructure and workers’ residen-
tial quarters.

Matron said $230 million was spent on the dredging of the
Imo River and the laying of gas pipelines to the smelter.

The river dredging became necessary to facilitate the trans-
portation of raw materials and finished products in and out of
the plant, he explained.

Before the plant was shut in May 1999, due to a lack of
working capital, it had produced 40,000 tonnes of aluminium
ingots at a rate of 100 t/day.

When fully operational, at the installed capacity of 193,000

t/year, the smelter would yield about $350m annually, Matron
said.

Meanwhile, company spokesman Malam Garba Shehu said
the smelter planned to recall 800 workers sent on compulsory
leave when it closed shop in 1999.

The workers would be recalled to increase the 100-person
workforce, as part of the preparations to resume production.

The government released $110m to the smelter in February
to enable it to return to production and promised that a balance
of $40m would be paid before June.

It was also expected that a loan of 400m deutschmarks would
be obtained from the German Industrial Development Bank to
fund a programme for the completion of all construction work
at the smelter and to attain 100 per cent output capacity.
________________________________________________

Global Environment Facility, FAO
to finance projects in Algeria

Algiers — The Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) will finance projects
worth around $33 million in Algeria, it was officially announced
in the country’s capital last month.

The GEF’s Chairman and CEO, Dr Mohamed El-Ashry,
said his organization would grant Algeria $14m which would
be used for the protection of the environment.

El-Ashry, who was on a five-day visit to Algeria, indicated
at a press conference that the GEF was also examining the
granting of an additional $8.0m which would be used for the
preservation of the national heritage.

The GEF is giving particular attention to desertification in
Africa, and notably to Algeria, which possesses one of the largest
desert areas in the world.

During his stay in Algeria, El-Ashry held discussions with
the country’s Minister of Environment, Cherif Rahmani, and
met several of the country’s top officials, including Algerian
President, Abdelaziz Bouteflika and Prime Minister, Ali Benflis.

Meanwhile, the FAO plans to finance 28 agricultural projects
in Algeria, with support amounting to $11.2m.

According to the country’s Minister of Agriculture, Saad
Berkat, the schemes were tied to the development of the agri-
culture, fishing and hydrous resources industries.
________________________________________________

Iran signs petrochemical deals with
Italian and South Korean firms

Tehran — The National Iranian Petrochemical Company
(NIPC) signed two contracts last month with firms from Italy
and South Korea to set up carbon monoxide and acetic acid
plants, according to a report by the official Islamic Republic
News Agency (IRNA).

The contract to set up the carbon monoxide plant was signed
between NIPC and a joint Iranian-Italian consortium at a
ceremony attended by the Iranian Deputy Minister of Petro-
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leum and NIPC Managing Director, Mohammad-Reza
Nematzadeh.

Iran was determined to expand its petrochemical industry
and raise its output, said Nematzadeh. He called for further
contributions by Iranian and foreign companies to implement
development projects in the country.

The UK unit of Italian firm Aston Projetti won the tender
for the construction of the carbon monoxide plant, in partner-
ship with Iran’s Civil Engineering Advisory Company.

The contract is worth $37 million, plus an Iranian invest-
ment component of 80 billion Iranian rials.

The company will operate with a nominal production ca-
pacity of 140,000 tonnes/year of carbon monoxide. It is ex-
pected that the project will be implemented within a period of
22 months.

Meanwhile, the contract for the establishment of the acetic
acid production plant in the Bandar Imam special economic
zone was signed by the South Korean firm LG, the Iranian Oyk
Company, and the Fanavaran Petrochemical Company.

The contract, worth $54.77 million, plus an Iranian com-
ponent of 110bn rials, will be implemented within a period of
20 months.

The company will operate with a nominal production ca-
pacity of 150,000 t/y. The raw materials used by the plant will
be methanol and carbon dioxide.
________________________________________________

Nigeria, South Africa sign
six co-operation agreements

Abuja — Nigeria and South Africa signed six agreements last
month to boost co-operation on defence, agriculture, science
and technology, arts and culture, and policing.

The Ministries of Foreign Affairs of the two African coun-
tries also signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) on
bilateral co-operation.

Speaking after the signing ceremony at the end of the third
session of the bi-national commission meeting between the two
countries, South African Vice-President, Jacob Zuma, said the
agreements would focus mainly on the sharing of information
and expertise, technology and training of personnel, fact-finding
and research visits by experts, and heritage.

“I am positive that by the next session of the bi-national
commission, consensus will have been reached on health, tour-
ism, information, sports and social development,” he said.

Zuma noted that the successful conclusion of the accord on
defence co-operation would strengthen relations between the
armed forces of both countries and their ability to contribute
towards peace, security and stability on the African continent.

“Our two countries and their leaders have been successful
in convincing the world that Africa is serious about ending
conflicts on the continent and ensuring that peace, stability and
democracy flourish,” he stressed.

Zuma added that many world leaders were now convinced
of Africa’s determination to end its own marginalization.

He said that, for the first time, developed countries had given

Africa a chance by allowing it to say what “we think needs to
be done on our continent and to take the lead in finding solutions
to our own problems”.

He attributed this situation to the calibre of African lead-
ership that was emerging, a leadership that, he said, valued the
freedom and prosperity of its people and that was determined
to ensure democracy and sustainable development were achieved
in Africa.

Zuma pointed out that many leaders from developed na-
tions, and from international and multinational institutions,
had come to recognize that a fresh approach to Africa was necessary.

“This has culminated in our two leaders, Nigerian President,
Olusegun Obasanjo and Thabo Mbeki of South Africa, together
with Algerian President, Abdelaziz Bouteflika, being tasked to
develop a plan that will ensure that Africa has the possibility to
pull herself out of her current dismal state,” he said.
________________________________________________

Iran’s non-oil exports increased
by 12.4 per cent in 2000

Tehran — Iran’s non-oil exports reached $3.7 billion for the
Iranian fiscal year which ended on March 20, according to the
Director General of Customs, Abbas Karbassian.

This was up 12.4 per cent from the previous year, Karbassian
noted, although it was lower than the forecast in the country’s
third five-year development plan (2000–2005).

The plan had forecast the value of non-oil exports for the
year at $4.3bn, as opposed to the $3.7bn actually achieved.

Explaining the difference between the forecast and the result,
Karbassian said that exports of rugs, pistachios and minerals had
been 13 per cent lower than expected.
________________________________________________

Algeria sees improvement in
non-oil and service exports

Algiers — Algeria’s non-oil and service exports were valued
at more than $1.5 billion in 2000, up by 42 per cent compared
with the previous year’s figures.

According to a statement issued by the Algerian Export
Centre (Promex), the export of services (transport, insurance,
banking) fetched the country $928 million, while non-oil rev-
enues reached $650m.

However, in spite of the rise in non-oil exports, overseas sales
in this sector remained low, representing only 3.18 per cent of
the country’s total global exports.

Meanwhile, hydrocarbons, which fetched Algeria more than
$20bn, dominated the country’s exports.

To promote non-oil exports, the country’s Ministry of Trade
has initiated a support programme, aimed at boosting the sector.

In addition to a range of incentives, the programme includes
other measures, such as the holding of fairs abroad, a facility for
access to information, and the training of executives and com-
pany managers.
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No 17/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 8, 2001

OPEC Fund and
Egypt sign agreement
to protect investment

An agreement for the encouragement and
protection of investment has been signed
between the OPEC Fund for Interna-
tional Development and the Arab Repub-
lic of Egypt. Drawn up within the
framework of the Fund’s Private Sector
Facility, the convention was initialled by
HE Dr Ahmed El-Dersh, Minister of
Planning and Minister of State for Inter-
national Co-operation of Egypt, and by
HE Dr Y Seyyid Abdulai, Director-Gen-
eral of the OPEC Fund.

The Fund’s Private Sector Facility is
a new financing window, endowed with
its own resources, through which the Fund
channels support directly to the private
sector in developing countries. The objec-
tives of the Facility are to promote eco-
nomic development by encouraging the
growth of productive private enterprise

and supporting the development of local
capital markets. Under the Facility, loans
are made to financial institutions for on-
lending to small, medium and micro-en-
terprises, as well as directly to specific
projects. Equity participation in private
enterprises is also undertaken, either di-
rectly or through country or regional in-
vestment funds. As a pre-condition to
such investment, the Fund requires signa-
ture of a standard agreement with the
country concerned for the encouragement
and protection of investment. Recognized
as a gesture of trust and confidence, the
agreement accords the OPEC Fund the
same privileges as those normally given to
international development institutions in
which the country holds membership.

Egypt has made considerable economic
progress in recent years thanks to
stabilization efforts and an aggressive struc-
tural reform programme. The average GDP

growth rate accelerated from 1.9 per cent
per annum at the beginning of the 1990s
to 5.5 per cent per year in the second half
of the decade. During the same period,
annual inflation fell from 21 per cent to
less than four per cent, and per capita GDP

reached $1,440 in 1999. These achieve-
ments have helped foster a hospitable
enabling environment for the promotion
of enterprises in the country’s private sec-
tor, a situation regarded by government as
critical to the rapid development of the
country.

No 18/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 19, 2001

Agreement to encourage
investment is signed by
OPEC Fund and Albania

An agreement for the encouragement and
protection of investment has been signed
between the OPEC Fund for Interna-
tional Development and the Republic of
Albania. Drawn up within the framework
of the Fund’s Private Sector Facility, the
convention was initialled by HE Anastas
Angjeli, Minister of Finance of the Repub-
lic of Albania, and by HE Dr Y Seyyid
Abdulai, Director-General of the OPEC
Fund.

The Fund’s Private Sector Facility is a
new financing window, endowed with its
own resources, through which the Fund
channels support directly to the private
sector in developing countries. The objec-
tives of the Facility are to promote eco-
nomic development by encouraging the
growth of productive private enterprise
and supporting the development of local
capital markets. Under the Facility, loans
are made to financial institutions for on-
lending to small, medium and micro-en-
terprises, as well as directly to specific
projects.

Equity participation in private enter-
prises is also undertaken, either directly or
through country or regional investment
funds. As a pre-condition to such invest-
ment, the Fund requires signature of a
standard agreement with the country con-
cerned for the encouragement and protec-
tion of investment. Recognized as a gesture
of trust and confidence, the agreement
accords the OPEC Fund the same privi-
leges as those normally given to interna-
tional development institutions in which
the country holds membership.

Thanks to a series of structural re-
forms, Albania, a country with a popula-
tion of 3.4 million people, has made
considerable economic progress in recent
years, evidenced by an increase of GNP  per
capita from $660 in 1995 to $870 in 1999.
Also in 1999, GDP  growth reached 7.3 per
cent and inflation was brought to below
zero levels as a result of tight monetary
policies and external aid. Significant

OPEC Fund for International Development,
Parkring 8, PO Box 995, 1011 Vienna, Austria.
Tel: +43 1 515640; fax: +43 1 513 9238; tx: 1-
31734 fund a; cable: opecfund; e-mail:
info@opecfund.org; Web site: http://www.
opecfund.org.

OPEC Fund approves
six new loans worth

more than $31 million
In March, the Governing Board of the OPEC Fund for International
Development approved six new loans to Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia,
Guatemala, Tajikistan and Vietnam, worth more than $31 million, and
three new grants to Guatemala, Palestine and an African HIV/AIDS
summit.
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progress has been made in the privatiza-
tion of strategic sectors, including agricul-
ture, commercial banks and small and
medium enterprises. These achievements
have helped foster a hospitable enabling
environment for the promotion of enter-
prises in the country’s private sector,
a situation regarded by government as
critical to the rapid development of the
country.

No 19/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 23, 2001

OPEC Fund and
Syria sign agreement
to protect investment

An agreement for the encouragement and
protection of investment has been signed
between the OPEC Fund for Inter-
national Development and the Syrian
Arab Republic. Drawn up within the
framework of the Fund’s Private Sector
Facility, the convention was initialled by
HE Dr Mohammed Imady, Minister of
Economy and Foreign Trade of the Syrian
Arab Republic, and by HE Dr Y Seyyid
Abdulai, Director-General of the OPEC
Fund.

The Fund’s Private Sector Facility is a
new financing window, endowed with its
own resources, through which the Fund
channels support directly to the private
sector in developing countries. The objec-
tives of the Facility are to promote eco-
nomic development by encouraging the
growth of productive private enterprise
and supporting the development of local
capital markets. Under the Facility, loans
are made to financial institutions for on-
lending to small, medium and micro-en-
terprises, as well as directly to specific
projects.

Equity participation in private enter-
prises is also undertaken, either directly or
through country or regional investment
funds. As a pre-condition to such invest-
ment, the Fund requires signature of a
standard agreement with the country con-
cerned for the encouragement and protec-
tion of investment. Recognized as a gesture
of trust and confidence, the agreement
accords the OPEC Fund the same privi-

leges as those normally given to interna-
tional development institutions in which
the country holds membership.

Syria, a country with a population of
15.7 million people in 1999 and a GNP  per
capita of $1,010, is endowed with abun-
dant natural resources, including fertile
soil, ground and surface water, and oil and
natural gas. Crude petroleum exports
amounted to 325,000 barrels per day in
1999, and oil export earnings reached $1.91
billion or 55 per cent of total export
revenue. Syria’s GDP rose from $16.5bn
in 1995 to $19.4bn in 1999, and grew at
a rate of 5.3 per cent during 1999. Agri-
culture contributes 30 per cent of GDP,
industry 17 per cent and services 53 per
cent.

The country’s private sector continues
to grow, and the government has encour-
aged foreign private investment by provid-
ing many concessions to the domestic
private sector as well as to joint ventures
with foreign investors.

No 20/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 27, 2001

IOI receives $52,000
research grant from
OPEC Fund

The OPEC Fund for International Devel-
opment has approved a research grant in
the amount of $52,000 to sponsor the
attendance of eight participants from de-
veloping counties at an International Ocean
Institute (IOI) training programme sched-
uled to take place from May 28–August
3, 2001, at Dalhousie University in Hali-
fax, Canada.

Based on similar programmes previ-
ously carried out by IOI, the ten-week
workshop will address the implementa-
tion and further elaboration on the theme
of ‘The UN Convention on the Law of the
Sea: Its Implementation and Agenda 21’.
Participants will learn about integrated
coastal management and the development
of ports and harbours, as well as the sus-
tainable development of living and non-
living resources. Activities will also include
seminars, roundtable discussions and field
trips. The course is specifically designed to

enhance the knowledge and strengthen
the capabilities of mid-career professionals
from developing countries in improved
ocean management and decision-making
skills. Taking into account the under-
representation of women in the upper
levels of administration and policy-mak-
ing, special emphasis will be placed on
achieving an equal number of male and
female participants.

Founded in 1972, IOI is an independ-
ent, non-governmental organization ac-
tive in promoting education, training and
research to enhance the peaceful uses of
oceans and their resources. It is regarded
as a world authority on integrated ap-
proaches to the conservation of the marine
environment, and has established nine
operational centres around the world. This
is the third time the OPEC Fund has
supported IOI training activities: a $50,000
grant was extended in 1997, and a second
for $48,000 was given in 1999.

No 21/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 27, 2001

OPEC Fund approves
$100,000 grant to boost
scientific research

The OPEC Fund for International Devel-
opment has approved a grant of $100,000
in support of an ongoing initiative devel-
oped by the Third World Academy of
Sciences (TWAS), which seeks to
strengthen research productivity among
scientists in developing countries through
a structured programme of exchange and
co-operation.

In many parts of the South, scientists
work in relative isolation and are unable
to benefit from the sharing of expertise and
resources. The Associate Membership
Scheme at Centres of Excellence in the
South was set up by TWAS in 1994 spe-
cifically to fill this need and to promote,
in a viable way, South-South collaboration
in science and technology. The programme
has since developed into one of the most
successful of its kind, with the number of
participating centres rising from 16 to 88
in just five years.

Consisting of a network of Centres of
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Excellence in a variety of scientific disci-
plines, the scheme accepts new members
by means of a merit-based, highly com-
petitive selection process, giving special
consideration to scientists from remote
institutions in developing countries. Ap-
pointments are granted for a fixed period
of three years, during which the successful
candidates may visit the host centre in
their field of interest twice, for two-three
months each time. They may pursue their
own research interests and/or collaborate
with the research teams at the host centre
in programmes of common interest. At the
end of the period, participants will be
eligible to renew their membership for
another three years.

TWAS is a non-governmental, non-
profit, scientific organization established
in 1985. It is the first international forum
to facilitate mutual contacts among
scientists from the South with a view to
strengthening their scientific work and
fostering collaboration. The Fund has
previously extended two grants to TWAS:
one in 1988 for $100,000 in support of
a Wind Erosion and Sand Transport
Laboratory in the Sudan, and a second in
1992 for $100,000 to help finance an
exchange programme for scientists and
researchers.

No 22/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 27, 2001

OPEC Fund extends
$100,000 in emergency
relief to Mongolia

The OPEC Fund for International Devel-
opment has approved an emergency assist-
ance grant of $100,000 to help purchase
urgently needed relief items for nomadic
farming families in Mongolia affected by
the exceptionally harsh winter weather.
Still trying to recover from a similar catas-
trophe that occurred during the winter of
1999-2000, affecting almost half a million
herders, these people are in desperate need
of food, medical supplies and clothing.

Mongolia has just experienced its sec-
ond Dzud, a severe blizzard preceded by
one of the worst droughts in over 60 years.
With most of the country buried under a

deep layer of snow, and temperatures plum-
meting to well below zero, damage is es-
timated at around $84 million.

At least 300,000 herders are living
under harsh conditions and have lost over
850,000 head of livestock, a devastating
blow for a population that relies on animal
husbandry for their livelihoods as well as
for the provision of food, shelter and fuel.
The situation is worsening, and it is pre-
dicted that up to 6.6m animals, or 20 per
cent of the country’s total herd, will perish
by the end of May. With agriculture pro-
viding the mainstay of Mongolia’s
economy, these losses have caused an eco-
nomic crisis in a country where almost half
of its inhabitants live in poverty.

In January this year, a UN/Govern-
ment of Mongolia Appeal for Assistance
was launched to raise funds for the pro-
curement of priority items for livestock
survival operations, food and medical
supplies, water and sanitation items, as
well as blankets and clothing.

The Fund’s grant will be channelled
through the International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
and will be used to purchase relief items
such as food, first aid kits, radios and spare
batteries.

No 23/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 27, 2001

OPEC Fund
Governing Board
holds 94th Session

The Governing Board of the OPEC Fund
for International Development convened
its 94th Session at the Fund’s headquarters
in Vienna in March.
1. Following adoption of the meeting’s
agenda, the Director-General of the Fund,
HE Dr Y Seyyid Abdulai, reporting to the
Board on the Fund’s activities, indicated
that on a cumulative basis, and as of the
end of February 2001, $4,548.2 million
had been approved in loans to the public
sector and $2,945.9m disbursed.

The loans, which were extended for
project and programme financing and
balance of payments support, as well as
within the framework of the HIPC Initia-

tive, number 880. All major economic
and social sectors have benefited from
the Fund’s assistance, including agricul-
ture, transportation, health, education,
water supply and sewerage, industry, en-
ergy, etc.

The Director-General further disclosed
that a total of 13 operations had been
approved under the Fund’s Private Sector
Facility. As of the end of February 2001,
cumulative commitments through this
window totalled $53.2m.

In addition, the Fund has approved a
total of 536 grants in support of various
activities in the areas of technical assist-
ance, food aid, emergency relief and re-
search. Cumulative grant commitments,
as of the end of February 2001, amounted
to $247.4m, of which $166.7m has been
disbursed.

Moreover, the Fund has contributed,
in grant form, substantial amounts to the
resources of other international develop-
ment institutions benefiting the South;
these contributions total $972m, most of
which has been disbursed. To date, the
Fund has provided development assist-
ance to 107 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean, the Middle
East and Europe.
2. In last month’s session, the Board ap-
proved six public sector project loans worth
a total of $31.4m. They are detailed as
follows:

Country/project $ million

Chad
Am Timan-Haraze
Mangueigne road 4.8
Equatorial Guinea
Rio Muni school construction 3.6
Ethiopia
Addis Ababa Airport II 4.0
Guatemala
Sustainable management of the
Lake Amatitlan watershed 5.0
Tajikistan
Shkev-Zigar road 4.0
Vietnam
Rural electrification phase II 10.0

Total 31.4

All of the above loans have a maturity
of 20 years, including a grace period of five
years, and carry interest at rates ranging
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from one per cent to 1.25 per cent, with
the exception of the loan to Guatemala
which bears interest of 2.5 per cent.

The projects will be co-financed with
the governments of the beneficiary coun-
tries and with other donors including three
OPEC aid institutions — the Arab Bank
for Economic Development in Africa, the
Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Devel-
opment and the Saudi Fund for Develop-
ment. Other contributors include the
Inter-American Development Bank.
3. The Board also approved three new
grants aimed at financing activities in the
health, education and agriculture sectors.
They total $516,000 and are broken down
as follows:
— $200,000 to help finance an African

summit on HIV/AIDS;
— $116,000 to boost social productivity

and literacy in Guatemala; and
— $200,000 to help finance the comple-

tion of a rehabilitation centre in Pal-
estine.

4. The Board also discussed the Fund’s
Private Sector Facility; two new private
sector investment proposals were approved
and a number of pipeline proposals dis-
cussed.
5. Also in last month’s session, the Board
reviewed financial and budget matters;
discussed the OPEC Fund’s organizational
strengthening programme; reviewed a
working paper on the Fund’s Fifteenth
Lending Programme, which will cover the
period 2002–3; examined a note on the
Fund’s corporate strategy; reviewed a
progress report on ongoing grants; consid-
ered a draft of the Fund’s 2000 Annual
Report and looked at operations under
active consideration in the public sector.
6. In addition, the Board reviewed im-
plementation of the HIPC (Heavily In-
debted Poor Countries) Initiative, and
authorized the Fund to participate in the
delivery of debt relief to a number of
countries in Africa and Latin America
eligible for assistance under the Initiative’s
Enhanced Framework. The Initiative is an
instrument set up by the international
donor community to help bring debt lev-
els and debt service burdens of the con-
cerned developing countries to sustainable
levels.
7. The next Governing Board Session
will take place in Pörtschach, Carinthia,
Austria, on June 14, 2001.

No 24/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 27, 2001

Fund approves grant of
$200,000 for African
HIV/AIDS summit

The OPEC Fund for International Devel-
opment has approved a grant of $200,000
to help finance a top-level summit on
HIV/AIDS, which was due to be held in
Abuja, Nigeria, from April 26–27, 2001.
The African Summit on HIV/AIDS, Tu-
berculosis and Other Related Infectious
Diseases will bring together heads of state
and government, ministers and experts,
with the objective of working out a sus-
tainable solution to the suffering caused by
HIV/AIDS on the continent.

Since the onset of the AIDS epidemic
in the early 1980s, the virus has infected
more than 47 million people around the
globe. Of the 5.4m new cases reported in
2000, almost three-quarters were in sub-
Saharan Africa alone. The situation there
has been exacerbated by the re-emergence
of tuberculosis (TB), a disease frequently
responsible for the deaths of AIDS pa-
tients, and by increased incidence of
malaria. In a very real sense, HIV/AIDS
has become a major developmental haz-
ard. Unless urgent steps are taken to com-
bat the disease, it threatens to undermine
the political, social and economic fabric of
the continent.

Hosted by the federal government of
Nigeria and co-financed by member states
of the Organization of African Unity, along
with UNAIDS, the World Health Or-
ganization, UNICEF and others, the Sum-
mit will serve as a major launching pad for
a new level of collective action against
HIV/AIDS. A critical appraisal will be
made of current HIV/AIDS prevention
strategies and other disease control meth-
ods and a new set of goals will be drafted
at a preparatory meeting of ministers and
experts.

The outcome of the Summit will be a
unified plan of action embracing a legis-
lative framework for national, regional and
continental initiatives on containment of
HIV/AIDS, TB and other infectious dis-
eases. At a wider level, the Summit is
expected to sensitize the international

community to the problems associated
with HIV/AIDS, leading to increased
political commitment and greater resource
mobilization.

Data summary

Sector:
Health.

Project:
African Summit on HIV/AIDS, Tu-
berculosis and Other Related Infec-
tious Diseases.

OPEC Fund grant:
$200,000

Beneficiaries:
Member states of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU).

Total cost:
$1.89m

Co-financiers:
OAU member states; UNAIDS; World
Health Organization; Economic Com-
mission for Africa; United Nations
Development Programme; African
Development Bank; World Bank.

Executing agency:
OAU.

Grant administrator:
OPEC Fund.

Project duration:
April 24–27, 2001.

No 25/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 27, 2001

OPEC Fund extends
grant to help tackle
poverty in Guatemala

The OPEC Fund for International Devel-
opment has approved a grant of $116,000
in support of a programme to boost social
productivity and literacy, and alleviate
poverty among Guatemala’s rural poor.
Sponsored by the Fundación Dolores
Bedoya de Molina, a registered, non-gov-
ernmental organization, the initiative will
target 20 farming communities in the
central department of Alta Verapaz, offer-
ing literacy programmes, training and credit
to help recipients set up small, productive
enterprises.

Guatemala is characterized by an un-
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even distribution of land and income, with
about two-thirds of the population living
in extreme poverty. Social indicators in
rural regions are of great concern, espe-
cially illiteracy rates, which are consider-
ably higher than those in urban areas. At
around 64 per cent, the percentage of
unskilled workers is also high, largely
because many individuals begin working
at an early age to help support their fami-
lies.

Using an integrated, community-based
approach, the Fundación Dolores Bedoya
de Molina has launched, in co-operation
with Guatemala’s Ministry of Education,
a multi-faceted programme to help ad-
dress poverty issues in Alta Verapaz, an
area heavily dependent on small-scale
agriculture both for income generation
and subsistence. Illiteracy levels in the
region stand at 66 per cent.

Some 21 families from the selected
beneficiary communities will have the
opportunity to take part in a basic literacy
programme and receive instruction on the
planning, setting up and management of
small enterprises. The teaching materials
used will be designed especially for the
programme and geared towards the spe-
cific needs of the beneficiaries. On com-
pletion, each family will be eligible to
receive a small loan to help them launch
their own business in a chosen activity. In
addition to traditional farming pursuits,
participants will be encouraged to con-
sider alternatives such as horticulture, fish
breeding and bee keeping, as well as live-
stock raising and small-scale forestry
schemes.

Throughout the programme, empha-
sis will be placed on the concept of ‘The
Family as a Team’, with all family mem-
bers, particularly women, encouraged to
contribute towards the household’s in-
come-generating activities. Once the
entire training cycle is completed, benefi-
ciaries will be encouraged to pass on their
newly-acquired skills and experience to
others in the community.

Data summary

Sector:
Education/agriculture.

Project:
Productive activities and literacy pro-
gramme in Alta Verapaz, Guatemala.

OPEC Fund grant:
$116,000

Beneficiary:
Guatemala.

Total cost:
$303,000

Co-financiers:
Fundación Dolores Bedoya de Molina;
Ministry of Education of Guatemala;
beneficiary communities.

Executing agency:
Fundación Dolores Bedoya de Molina;
Ministry of Education of Guatemala.

Grant administrator:
OPEC Fund.

Project duration:
One year.

No 26/2001
Vienna, March 27, 2001

OPEC Fund helps
contruction of medical
centre in Palestine

The OPEC Fund for International Devel-
opment has approved a grant of $200,000
in support of a project to complete the
Amal Centre for the Rehabilitation of the
Handicapped in Nablus, Palestine. The
initiative is being spearheaded by the Union
of Health Care Committees (UHCC) in
co-operation with the Spanish charity
Fundación del Valle.

Although equipped and designed to
treat a wide range of neurological and
physiological disorders, especially congeni-
tal defects among children, this 2,400
square metre centre has been operating at
limited capacity since opening in July 2000
because of a lack of certain essential facili-
ties. The need to install these facilities is
now urgent if the Centre is to adequately
accommodate the growing number of
patients suffering from injuries and dis-
abilities resulting from the prevailing con-
ditions in Palestine.

Founded in 1985, the UHCC, a na-
tional, non-profit, non-governmental or-
ganization, places emphasis on programmes
that provide care and rehabilitation to
special needs populations. The comple-
tion of the Amal Centre has been given
high priority by the UHCC, which aims

to turn the facility into the most advanced
integrated welfare centre in northern Pal-
estine.

In addition to medical treatment, the
Centre will provide vocational, social and
psychological rehabilitation services to the
physically handicapped.

The outstanding works to be com-
pleted under the project include the instal-
lation of a central heating system and a
central switchboard with six additional
telephone lines, as well as two electric
ceiling lifts in the hydrotherapy unit for
lifting the disabled in and out of swim-
ming pools.

Two workshops will be constructed
for manufacturing prosthetics, artificial
joints and corrective shoes. An ambulance
will be purchased that will not only be used
to transport the ill and injured, but will
also serve as a mobile medical unit to
provide the handicapped living in rural
areas with regular medical care. Two vo-
cational workshops will offer rehabilita-
tive training programmes in wood and
copper works.

Once completed, the Amal Centre will
be prepared to receive patients from the
cities of Nablus, Jenin, Tulkarem, Qalqilia,
Ramallah, eight refugee camps, and some
259 small villages, serving at least 430,000
people.

Data summary

Sector:
Health.

Project:
Completion of the Amal Centre for
the Rehabilitation of the Handicapped
in Nablus, Palestine.

OPEC Fund grant:
$200,000

Beneficiary:
Palestine.

Total cost:
$1.4m

Co-financiers:
HRH Prince Hamad Bin Khalifa of
Qatar; Fundación Del Valle; Palestin-
ian Authority; local contributors.

Executing agency:
UHCC; Fundación Del Valle.

Grant administrator:
OPEC Fund.

Project duration:
One year.
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No 27/2001
Vienna, Austria, March 30, 2001

OPEC Fund and EBRD
sign memorandum
of understanding

A memorandum of understanding (MOU)
was concluded between the OPEC Fund
for International Development and the
European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD). Signed at EBRD’s
headquarters in London by HE Dr Y Seyyid
Abdulai, Director-General of the OPEC
Fund, and Mr Jean Lemierre, President of
EBRD, the MOU will enhance ties between
the two institutions by fostering a strategic
partnership for activities in countries of
common interest.

 “The EBRD and the OPEC Fund
share a common philosophy and approach
towards economic and social problems in
Central Asia and southeastern Europe,
targeting both the public and private sec-
tors. We look forward to establishing a
strong partnership with the EBRD,” said
Dr Abdulai.

The MOU covers the exchange of data,
know-how and other forms of mutual
support that will enhance the operational
capacity of both institutions and lead to
increased benefits for recipient countries.

The Fund and EBRD have already
launched joint undertakings in Uzbekistan,

Kazakhstan and Bosnia and Herzegovina,
directed at the financing of small and
medium enterprises. Together, they are
exploring the possibility of other joint
ventures in Central Asia.

The Fund was established in 1976 to
promote co-operation between OPEC
member countries and other developing
countries as an expression of South-South
solidarity. It is mandated to extend con-
cessionary financial assistance in the form
of loans for development projects and
programmes and for balance of payments
support; to provide grants in support of
technical assistance, food aid, research and
similar activities, and emergency relief; to
participate in the financing of private sec-
tor activities located in developing coun-
tries; and to contribute to the resources of
other development institutions whose work
benefits developing countries.

By the end of February 2001, the level
of cumulative assistance extended by the
Fund had reached $5.82 billion and ben-
efited a very large number (108) of devel-
oping countries in all continents.

The EBRD was founded in 1991 to
foster the transition towards open market-
oriented economies and to promote pri-
vate and entrepreneurial initiative in the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
It encourages co-financing and foreign
direct investment from the private and
public sectors, helps to mobilize domestic
capital, and provides technical co-opera-
tion in relevant areas.

The 33rd Meeting of the Meeting of the
Ministerial Monitoring Sub-Committee
(MMSC) will be held at the OPEC Sec-
retariat, Vienna, Austria, on June 4, 2001.

The 115th (Extraordinary) Meeting of
the Conference will be held at the OPEC
Secretariat, Vienna, Austria, on June 5–6,
2001.

The 104th Meeting of the Board of Gover-
nors will be held at the OPEC Secretariat,
Vienna, Austria, on August 28, 2001.

The 96th Meeting of the Economic Commis-
sion Board (ECB) will be held at the OPEC
Secretariat on September 17, 2001.

The 34th Meeting of the Ministerial Moni-
toring Sub-Committee (MMSC) will be
held at the OPEC Secretariat, Vienna,
Austria, on September 25, 2001.

The 116th Meeting of the Conference will be
held at the OPEC Secretariat, Vienna,
Austria, on September 26, 2001.

The OPEC Anniversary Seminar on
OPEC and the Global Energy Balance: To-
wards a Sustainable Energy Future will be
held in Vienna, Austria, on September
28–29, 2001. Details can be obtained
from: CWC Associates Ltd, Elizabeth
McLaughlin, The Business Design Cen-
tre, 52 Upper Street, London N1 0QH,
UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7704 0308; fax: +44
(0)20 7704 8440; e-mail: emclaughlin@
thecwcgroup.com; Web site: www.
thecwcgroup.com.

The 3rd (Annual) Multi-Disciplinary Train-
ing Course for Member Countries’ Trainees
will be held at the OPEC Secretariat,
Vienna, Austria, in October 2001.

The 3rd Informal Brainstorming Session will
be held at the OPEC Secretariat, Vienna,
Austria, in November 2001.

Forthcoming
OPEC

Meetings

SECRETARIAT NOTES
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Reach decision-makers through OPEC Bulletin
The OPEC Bulletin is distributed on subscription and to a selected readership in the following fields: oil and gas industry; energy
and economics ministries; press and media; consultancy, science and research; service and ancillary industries. Recipients include
OPEC Ministers, other top-level officials and decision-makers in government and business circles, together with policy advisers in
key industrial organizations.

The magazine not only conveys the viewpoints of OPEC and its Member Countries but also promotes discussion and dialogue
among all interested parties in the industry. It regularly features articles by officials of the Secretariat and leading industry observers.
Each issue includes a topical OPEC commentary, oil and product market reports, official statements, and the latest energy and non-
energy news from Member Countries and other developing countries.
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Orders are accepted subject to the terms and conditions, current rates and technical data set out in the advertising brochure. These
may be varied without notice by the Publisher (OPEC). In particular, the Publisher reserves the right to refuse or withdraw advertising
felt to be incompatible with the aims, standards or interests of the Organization, without necessarily stating a reason.
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North America: Donnelly & Associates, PO Box 851471, Richardson, Texas 75085-1471, USA. Tel: +1 972 437 9557; fax: +1 972 437 9558.
Europe: G Arnold Teesing BV, Molenland 32, 3994 TA Houten, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 30 6340660; fax: +31 30 6590690.
Middle East: Imprint International, Suite 3, 16 Colinette Rd, London SW15 6QQ, UK. Tel: +44 (0)181 785 3775; fax: +44 (0)171 837 2764
Southern Africa: International Media Reps, Pvt Bag X18, Bryanston, 2021 South Africa. Tel: +2711 706 2820; fax: +2711 706 2892.
Orders from Member Countries (and areas not listed below) should be sent directly to OPEC.
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Multiple: 1X 3X 6X 12X
full page 2,300 2,150 2,000 1,850
1/2 (horizontal) 1,500 1,400 1,300 1,200
1/3 (1 column) 800 750 700 650
1/6 (1/2 column) 500 450 400 350
1/9 (1/3 column) 300 275 250 225
Colour surcharge Special position surcharge
Spot colour: 400 per page; 550 per spread. Specific inside page: plus 10 per cent
3 or 4 colours: 950 per page; 1,300 per spread. Inside cover (front or back):  plus 35 per cent

The back cover:  plus 50 per cent
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Payment sent within 10 days of invoice date qualifies for two per cent discount. Agency commission of 15 per cent of gross billing
(rate, colour, position, but excluding any charges for process work), if client’s payment received by Publisher within 30 days.
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Frequency: Published 12 times per year.
Deadlines: Contact Publisher or local advertising representative at the address above.
Language: Advertisement text is acceptable in any OPEC Member Country language, but orders should be placed in English.
Printing/binding: Sheet-fed offset-litho; perfect binding (glued spine).
Page size: 210 mm x 275 mm (8 1/

4
" x 10 7/

8
").

Full bleed: +3 mm (1/
4
") overlap, live material up to 5 mm (1/

2
") from edge.

Text block: 175 mm x 241 mm (6 7/
8
" x 9 1/

2
").

Readership: Estimated to be on circulation to around 20,000 readers in 151 countries.
Material: Originals preferred as film positives (right-reading when emulsion side down). Design and typesetting charged at 15 per cent

of advert cost. Artwork accepted (but deadline advanced by one week). Reversing and artwork processing charged at cost and
billed separately. Printer requires proof or pre-print.

Screen: 60 dots per cm (133dpi) ±5 per cent (North America: 133 line screen).
Colour indication: Use Pantone matching scheme, or send proof (otherwise no responsibility can be accepted for colour match).
Proofs: Sent only on request; approval assumed unless corrections received within two weeks of despatch.
Payment: Due upon receipt of invoice/proof of printing, either by direct transfer to the following account number: 2646784

Creditanstalt, Vienna, Austria. Or by banker’s cheque, made payable to OPEC. Net 30 days. Payment may also be made
by the following credit cards: American Express, Visa, Euro Card/Master Card and Diners’ Club.

A D V E R T I S I N G  R A T E S  &  D A T A
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OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 1999
This 144-page book, including colour graphs and tables, comes with a 3.5" diskette featuring all the data in the book and more, running
under Windows™ on IBM™ (or compatible) PCs. A hard copy of the book plus diskette costs Austrian Schillings (ATS) 940 (  68.31).
A PDF version of the book can be downloaded free of charge from www.opec.org.

❐ Please send me ................. copies of the OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 1999 (book plus diskette)

OPEC Bulletin
is published monthly and a hard copy subscription costs ATS 850 (  61.77) for 12 issues. Subscription commences with the current
issue (unless otherwise requested) after receipt of payment. A PDF version of the magazine can be downloaded free of charge from
www.opec.org.

❐ I wish to subscribe to the OPEC Bulletin for a one-year period

OPEC News Agency
provides a twice-daily news service on energy developments within Member Countries as well as reports from the key world energy
centres. OPECNA also carries up-to-date data and reports prepared by the OPEC Secretariat. Charges depend on the mode of trans-
mission (e-mail, telefax or post) and location of subscriber.

❐ I would like information on subscription prices to OPECNA

OPEC Monthly Oil Market Report
Published monthly, this source of key information about OPEC Member Country output also contains the Secretariat’s analyses of oil and
product price movements, futures markets, the energy supply/demand balance, stock movements and global economic trends. $525 per
year (including airmail delivery) for an annual hard copy subscription of 12 issues. A PDF version can be downloaded free of charge from
www.opec.org.

❐ I wish to subscribe to the MOMR for a one-year period ❐   Please send me a sample copy

OPEC Review
contains research papers by international experts on energy, the oil market, economic development and the environment. Available
quarterly only from the commercial publisher. For details contact: Paula O’Connor, Journals Marketing Department, Blackwell Publishers,
108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF, UK. Tel: +44 (0)1865 791 100; fax: +44 (0)1865 791 347. Institutional subscribers £129/yr (North/
South America $214); Individuals £57/yr (North/South America $95).

Shipping address (please print in block letters): Invoicing address (if different from shipping address):

Name: Name:
Address: Address:

How to pay:
Invoice me ❐            Credit card ❐  (American Express, Visa, Eurocard/MasterCard and Diners Club)
Credit card company:                     Credit card no: Expiry date:

Holder: Signature:

Please mail this form to:
PR & Information Department or telefax to:
OPEC Secretariat PR & Information Department
Obere Donaustrasse 93, A-1020 Vienna, Austria +43 1 214 98 27

Windows™ is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM™ is a trademark of the IBM Corporation.
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